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1From the Editor
As an academic discipline, European musicology has had a long tradition,
dating back to the 18th century and to the work of German and Austrian
pioneers in the ﬁeld. The ﬁrst academic musicologist in Europe was Johann
Nicolaus Forkel, holder of an honorary doctorate from the University of Göt-
tingen (1779). The ﬁrst full professorhip in musicology was granted to Ed-
uard Hanslick, of Vienna University (1870), who in 1898 was replaced by
Guido Adler, generally regarded today as the father of academic musicol-
ogy in Europe. It was Adler who formulated ‘The Scope, Method, and Aim
of Musicology’ (in his article of 1885) and founded the ﬁrst institute of mu-
sicology, whose structure and curriculum became a model for other such
academic institutions in Europe.
Adler’sMusikwissenschaftliches Institut educatedmanywell knowncom-
posers and eminent musicologists, including such brilliant scholars as Kurt
von Fisher, Karl Geiringer, Ernst Kurth, and Knud Jeppesen. One of Adler’s
studentswas alsoZdzisław Jachimecki (1882–1953), the organiserof the Sem-
inar of Music History and Theory which opened at the Jagiellonian Univer-
sity in Cracow in 1911 and later developed into the Chair and (since 1999)
— the Institute of Musicology. Another Polish musicologist educated in Ger-
manywasAdolf Chybiński (1880–1952), who studiedwithAdolf Sandberger
and Theodor Kroyer at the Ludwig Maximilian University of Munich, from
which he obtained his doctorate. In 1912 he was granted habilitation at the
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Emperor Francis I (later — King Jan Kazimierz) University in Lvov, where
he began to teach and where he organised a Chair of Musicology — the sec-
ond (after Cracow) centre of musicological studies in the territory of (parti-
tioned) Poland. Łucjan Kamieński (1885–1964) also completed a comprehen-
sive course of studies at Berlin’s University and the Hochschule für Musik,
was named associate professor in 1922 and became the head of Poland’s third
oldest musicological centre — the Faculty of Musicology at Poznań Univer-
sity.
The founders of the musicological centres at the universities in Cracow,
Lvov and Poznań organised them in agreement with the German-Austrian
model. And, even though during the last one hundred years the Polish musi-
cology has discovered many ways and directions of its own, consistently re-
formulating the old “scope, method and aim”, it still maintains strong links
with tradition.
The two centenaries of the foundation of academic musicological centres
in Poland have provided an opportunity for a reﬂection on the history and
the future of our discipline, which is currently practised at six Polish uni-
versities. Polish musicologists have met at two solemn anniversary sessions
organised by the Musicologists’ Section of the Polish Composers’ Union.
In November 2011, the Jagiellonian University held a conference entitled
AHundred Years of PolishMusicology: History – the Present – the Prospects, which
became an occasion for a detailed summary of the discipline’s achievements,
especially — of the work of Zdzisław Jachimecki and Adolf Chybiński. The
second debate, organised in co-operation with the Fryderyk Chopin Insti-
tute and entitled Polish Musicology at the Start of the New Century: Scope, Aim,
and Method (Radziejowice 2012) concerned ﬁrst and foremost the challenges
that Polish musicology is likely to face in the future.
The publication of this collection of papers constitutes the last act of the
centenary celebrations in our country. It presents the proﬁles of the founders
of Polishmusicology:Zdzisław Jachimecki, AdolfChybiński, ŁucjanKamień-
ski — and their direct continuators. The work and research done by those
distinguished scholars continues to inspire new generations of Polish aca-
demics.
2For Many or for the Chosen Few?
Zdzisław Jachimecki’s Project for Musicological
Studies at the Jagiellonian University Before 19391
Małgorzata Woźna-Stankiewicz
1 This paper has been prepared as part of the research project no. N N 105 062837 of the Ministry of
Science and Higher Education of the Republic of Poland.
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The beginnings of musicological studies at Polish universities are associ-
ated with Poland’s oldest — the Jagiellonian University of Cracow, founded
in 1364.2 Those beginnings, dated to mid-November 1911, inaugurated a tra-
dition which is still continued today at Cracow’s Institute of Musicology.
In 1911 Poland was divided between three foreign empires (a state which
continued till 1918), and Cracow was, from the administrative-political point
of view, part of the Austro-Hungarianmonarchy, enjoying, togetherwith the
whole of Galicia, a relative autonomy. The Galician privileges included reg-
ulations concerning the oﬃcial language, and at the Jagiellonian University
the language of lectures and classes was Polish. The initiator of introducing
musicology into the programme of university studies in Poland under the
partitions was Zdzisław Jachimecki (b. 1882), who until October 1953 was
head of the Chair of Music History and Theory at the Jagiellonian Univer-
sity.
Jachimecki’s inaugural lecture was held in the building of the University’s
Collegium Novum in Cracow on 15th November 1911 and was dedicated to
the Principles of the Development of Musical Drama.3 Lectures in music history
and theory were meant for the students of the Faculty of Philosophy, then
— the largest department at the Jagiellonian University, covering many dif-
ferent disciplines within the humanities, as well as science, natural science
and mathematics.4 Studies at that Faculty were governed by the principle
of free choice of lectures and exams, which led to multidirectional courses
of study (without a limited number of subjects) rather than specialising in
one ﬁeld. The academic year was divided into two semesters (with credits
for classes and lectures given for each semester separately). In this system,
2 Cracow’s University was known under many names: Studium Generale, Cracow Academy, from
1780 — the Main Crown School, from 1803 — Cracow University, from 1818 — the Jagiellonian
University.
3 ‘Z Uniwersytetu’ 1911: 2. Cf. The letter from Karol Szymanowski (with a postscript by Grzegorz
Fitelberg) to Zdzisław Jachimecki, indirectly dealing with that event, Vienna, 13th Nov. 1911 in
Szymanowski 1982: 309. The hitherto quoted (after Włodzimierz Poźniak) date of the Chair’s
inauguration — 22nd Nov. 1911 — is wrong (Poźniak 1967: 448).
4 These were, among others: philosophy, mathematics, physics, psychology, teaching methodology,
philology and literary history, history, history of art, ethnography, and archeology. Musicology was
part of various Jagiellonian University units: from 1911 — the Faculty of Philosophy, from 1948 —
the Humanities Department, from 1951 — the Philosophical-Social Department, from 1953 — the
Faculty of History and Philosophy, since 1992 — the Faculty of History.
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music theory and history could be studied by any student within the Fac-
ulty of Philosophy, who could limit his or her contact with these subjects
to just one semester. They were, in fact, facultative classes addressed to uni-
versity students willing to acquire general knowledge about culture and the
arts or to continue their musical education, which in Poland before World
War II was quite commonly provided in the houses of landed gentry, the
bourgeoisie and aristocracy. The period of absolute freedom of studies at
the Jagiellonian University ended only in the academic year of 1925–1926.
Thus, in the general system of university studies in Cracow, musicology was
a course addressed to a wide audience, not — to the “chosen few”.
The choice of topics and type of discourse used by the lecturers had to take
these circumstances into account, while at the same time making sure that
the university standards based on academic research be maintained. This
was the — by no means easy — task that Zdzisław Jachimecki, the 29-year-
old Vienna University graduate, student of Guido Adler and young private
reader who had freshly obtained his habilitation in Cracow — had to face.5
On the one hand, he was entrusted with the responsibility for the initiation
of academic musicological studies in Poland, whose (in a sense) innovative
character depended on the presentation to students of a scientiﬁc view of
music history. The earlier (not only Polish) synthetic publications on music
history proved — in confrontation with the scientiﬁc, positivist and philo-
logical methodology of modern musicology — more “contaminated” than
theoretical-musical knowledge, mainly due to their “journalistic” language,
meant for the general public. The scientiﬁc aspect of the musicologist’s pio-
neering mission at the Jagiellonian University called for a specialised proﬁle
of musicological studies, diﬀerent from the general didactic concept of the
University, in which musicology was only complementary to humanist edu-
cation. On the other hand, though, the ﬁrst Polish lecturer inmusicology also
had to attract students to that newdiscipline, which used the diﬃcult, highly
5 He obtained his habilitation degree on the basis of a book entitled Wpływy włoskie w muzyce polskiej.
Cz. 1: 1540–1640 [Italian Inﬂuences in Polish Music, Part One: 1540–1640 (1911). The habilitation panel,
presided over by, among others, Guido Adler, met on 26th June 1911; the accompanying lecture was
held on 30th June 1911; the degree was conﬁrmed and the veniam legendi granted on 22nd October
1911 (the relevant documents are held in the Jagiellonian University Archive, signature WF II 121).
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sophisticated descriptive and analytic discourse of science and of music as
art. Students had to be drawn to the lectures, not only in the ﬁrst year. There
was also the problemand need to reconcile thesepractical requirementswith
his own experiences, current research plans and othermusicological activity.
Until the end of the academic year 1921–1922, Zdzisław Jachimecki was
the Jagiellonian University’s only professor of, and lecturer in, music theory
and history.6 It was only in 1922–1923 that Józef Reiss (b. 1879), Ph.D., Guido
Adler’s student from the University of Vienna and (from 1922) a Jagiellonian
University Reader, began his lectures. Before World War II, classes at the
University’s Seminar of Music History and Theory were taught by three of
Zdzisław Jachimecki’s students:Włodzimierz Poźniak (from1930–1931, with
a break in 1934–1935), Stanisław Golachowski (only 1934–1935) and Alek-
sander Frączkiewicz (from 1938–1939), as well as Bronisława Wójcik-Keu-
prulian (from 1935–1936) — a Lvov musicology graduate and Adolf Chy-
biński’s student, who obtained her habilitation in Cracow in 1934.
Strategy of the Curriculum: Contents, Forms and Ways of Teaching
University Courses in Musicology. The Intended Audience
Ananalysis of Jachimecki’s academic lectures in his ﬁrst 15 years at the Jagiel-
lonian University clearly proves that he found a solution to the dilemma
of “for many or for the chosen few”, overcoming the main diﬃculties and
achieving his aims. My claim is that we can even speak of a conscious strat-
egy of persuasion and the choice of topics. For the topic of his ﬁrst lecture cy-
cle (1911–1912), Jachimecki chose The Development of Musical Drama (2 hours
6 Z. Jachimecki obtained the title of associate professor in 1917, and full professor — in 1921. In the
academic year of 1932–1933 he was Dean, and in 1933–1934, 1934–1935 — Deputy Dean of the
Faculty of Philosophy, The Jagiellonian University. From 1918 to 1924 he was director of the Public
University Lectures, in 1921–1924 — curator of the academic choir, in 1924–1953 — chairman of the
University’s Musicologists’ Circle. It was on his initiative that the ﬁrst honorary doctorates were
granted to music composers: I. J. Paderewski (1919) and K. Szymanowski (1930). The relevant
documents in the Jagiellonian University Archive: signatures WF II 150, S II 619, S II 779, S II 972 and
973.
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a week),7 a problem related to the musical and literary experience of a po-
tentially very wide group of humanities students, as at the turn of the 19th
and in the early 20th century the opera was still the favourite genre of a large
group of listeners, was watched and listened to in music theatres, frequently
in fragments performed at public concerts, and also sung in private houses.
In his second academic year (1912–1913), Jachimecki continued the same
lecture topic, but this time— focusing on the ﬁgure andwork ofRyszard Wag-
ner, a composer and thinkermuch in vogue at that time,whose idea of art and
world view were intriguing not only for music lovers. Moreover, by extend-
ing the number of hours of musicology lectures to ﬁve a week, Jachimecki
was able topresent thewide context of operaticmusic in his new lecture cycle
entitled History of Music in the 19th Century. He also introduced his students
to the secrets of musical technique at his Course of Harmony and Counterpoint
and explained to them the principles of a discipline they were unfamiliar
with in his lecture cycle Introduction to Musicology. In the following academic
year (1913–1914), Jachimecki extended the scope of his teaching both from
the point of view of historical time span and the range of theoretical-musical
material, as well as practical analytic and paleographic skills. Separate se-
ries of lectures and classes were dedicated to: the works of Johann Sebastian
Bach, 15th- and 16th-century music and to The Key Phenomena in Contempo-
rary Music — a rare subject at that time, as well as to an overview of genre
transformations in music history (The History of Musical Forms). The course
of harmony and counterpoint continued to be taught, but from a diﬀerent
angle, which allowed the students not only to become acquainted with the
theory of harmony and counterpoint and to apply these rules in an indepen-
dent quasi-composition, but also — to analyse musical works with respect to
these two musical components (A Course of Analytic and Synthetic Harmony).
7 11 students (3 male, 8 female) enrolled for this lecture. The surviving documents do not provide a
clear answer to the question whether the second lecture cycle announced by Z. Jachimecki, Teoria i
praktyka muzyki w wieku XVI [Music Theory and Practice in the 16th Century] (cf. ‘Z Uniwersytetu’
1911: 2) was eventually omitted from the university oﬀer or no students enrolled for it. On the basis
of entries in the Katalog studentów Wydziału Filozoﬁcznego z roku 1911/1912 [List of Students at the
Faculty of Philosophy, 1911–1912], Mariusz Kulczykowski established that only one lecture cycle was
delivered in that year and quoted the student numbers (Cf. Kulczykowski 1999: 84, 94).
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These three main directions of development of the musicological curricu-
lum at the Jagiellonian University, and initially two, then threeways of teach-
ing – continued in the subsequent years. Some of the topics returned after
several years (19th-Century Music — 1916–1917, R. Wagner and the History
of the Opera — 1919–1920, J. S. Bach — 1919–1920). Lectures in music his-
tory continued to explore three typesof topics: those synthetically discussing
phenomena ofmusical culture and composition or a selectedgenre in a given
period, and those dedicated to individual composers and their oeuvre. By
the academic year 1922–1923, Jachimecki added the following topics to his
list of lecture cycles:
• Polish music (a historical overview), 18th- and 19th-century Viennese clas-
sics, monuments of 15th–17th-century Polish music, factors in the evolu-
tion of music in the 19th-20th centuries;
• 15th- and 16th-century musical forms and composition techniques with
references to theoretical treatises, the opera in 1600–1750, the key phenom-
ena in dramatic music after Wagner, 19th-century song, history of music
theory and aesthetics, contemporary techniques of instrumentation, his-
tory of the instrumentation of symphonies and operas from Mozart to
Wagner;
• Stanisław Moniuszko, Ludwig van Beethoven, Rossini — Bellini — Doni-
zetti — Verdi, F. Chopin, Mozart’s operas, K. M. Weber’s and H. Marsch-
ner’s operas, operas by Meyerbeer, Gounod and Bizet.
Lectures in music theory concerned: harmony, musical forms, fundamen-
tals of musical logic and structure. Classes and seminars were dedicated to:
analysis of musical forms, analysis of selected contemporary instrumental
works, musical paleography, a survey of music history, analysis of harmony,
counterpoint and musical syntax, analysis of counterpoint in polyphonic
works, and a regular course of music history. Seminars preparing students
for writing specialised musicological theses were introduced by Jachimecki
in the academic year 1920–1921, most likely — in response to the needs of
speciﬁc students willing to accept this challenge. These were seminars en-
titled: classes in musical paleography and the methodology of historical-musical
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research; analysis of musical syntax on selected examples from the 15th–18th cen-
turies; classes in musicology; seminar on music history. The Seminar of Music
Theory and History was oﬃcially recognised as a separate unit within the
Faculty of Philosophy in the academic year of 1921–1922 (Skład Uniwersytetu
1922: 40). 1921 and 1923 saw the completion of the ﬁrst two doctoral disser-
tations supervised by Jachimecki: Władysław Kalisz’s Wielogłosowa muzyka
kościelna u Włochów w Polsce w 1. połowie XVII wieku [Polyphonic Church Mu-
sic by Italians in Poland in the 1st Half of the 17th Century] and Helena Dora-
bialska’s Józef Damse i jego komedio-opera [Józef Damse and his Comic Opera].
From the academic year of 1923–1924, two years before the introduction of
the system of specialised studies, the number of more general lectures and
those concentrating on theworks of well known composers, designed for the
the Faculty’s students in general, was signiﬁcantly reduced. These now in-
cluded only: Wprowadzenie do historii muzyki [Introduction to Music History]
(Z. Jachimecki), Zasadnicze kierunki w rozwoju muzyki [The Main Directions in
the History of Music] (J. Reiss),Obraz muzyki w XVI wieku [16th-Century Music]
andG. F. Handel (Z. Jachimecki). This trendwas accompanied by an unprece-
dented (at least at the Jagiellonian University) increase in the oﬀer of lectures
and classes dedicated tomore specialised problems of 15th- and 16th-century
music history and theory, that is, courses addressed to the “chosen few”,
even if this meant quite a signiﬁcant number of students. By the academic
year 1925–1926, thesewere the lectures in:methodologyof historical-musical
research (Z. Jachimecki, J. Reiss), 15th- and 16th-centurymusical paleography
(Z. Jachimecki), treatises by Euclid and Sebald Heyden (selected by J. Reiss),
monuments of Polishmusic before 1600, the piano sonata in the 18th and 19th
centuries, and Beethoven’s symphonies (Z. Jachimecki). There were also as
many as 11 classes on the theory and analysis of counterpoint and harmony
and analysis of form, based on examples from the 15th to the 18th centuries,
with an emphasis on the 16th century. To this number we should add music
seminars — introductory and undergraduate (Z. Jachimecki).
Throughouthis early years at the JagiellonianUniversity (until 1925–1926),
Jachimecki taught his courses in the formof lectures dedicated to one subject.
This form took into account the place and function of musicology among the
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greatly diversiﬁed disciplines taught at the Faculty of Philosophy as well as
in the university curriculum and teaching system. The oﬀer of lectures, most
varied in the area of music history, was addressed to “many” of the Faculty’s
students, though at the same time they were absolutely indispensable for
the “chosen few” specially interested in musicology. Lectures in music the-
ory, on the other hand, were addressed primarily to the “chosen few”, and
the classes and seminars were meant only for those few, as they already re-
quired from students a professional theoretical and practical musical back-
ground. For this reason, in the years 1926/27–1938/39, the Musicological
Seminar held, apart from introductory and undergraduate seminars on mu-
sic history and theory (2 hours a week each), also specialised classes in mu-
sical analysis (4 hours a week) based on 12th–20th-century musical exam-
ples including Gregorian chant and European folkmusic. These classes were
taught by Jachimecki or entrusted by him to members of his staﬀ. Also the
regularly held lectures and classes in the methodology of historical-musical
research (including the criticism of musical sources) and paleography —
weremeant for the students specialising inmusicology. Józef Reiss’s series of
monographic presentation of individual theoretical-philosophical treatises
(incl. Plutarch on music, treatises by Sebastian de Felstin and Franchinus
Gafurius), continued from the previous period, served the same purpose.
They were substantially supplemented by a systematic survey of the history
of music theory from ancient Greece to the Renaissance, as well as selected
problems of 19th- and 20th-century music theory. There were also separate
general and single-subject lectures in musical aesthetics. From the academic
year 1926–1927, we can also observe a certain correlation between the topics
of doctoral dissertations (from 1932–1933 — also of MA theses), that is —
the academic interests of the “chosen few” students — and the subjects of
“monographic” lectures, which provided those “few” with the fundamen-
tals of knowledge, as well as being potentially addressed to “many” others.
The MA and Ph.D. theses, supervised only by Jachimecki and completed
in 1930–1939, concerned the 19th-century and the ﬁrst three decades of the
20th century, concentrating almost exclusively on Polish composers born be-
tween 1769 (Józef Elsner) and 1882 (Karol Szymanowski). The other subjects
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were: Ruthenian solo songs from Galicia, Hugo Wolf and Claude Debussy.
Theses on the theory of harmony and on early music were rare exceptions
(only one work on the Polish-Italian music relations in the 17th century).
Jachimecki’s “monographic” lectures, covering the history ofmusic from the
Middle Ages to the 20th century, deﬁnitely concentrated on the last 50 years
of the history of “modern” music in Europe, that is, from the 1880s, with ad-
ditional emphasis on the “fathers” of Polish music (Moniuszko, Chopin) and
on its key 20th-century innovator — Karol Szymanowski.8 The theoretical-
aesthetic aspects of contemporarymusic were the subject of lectures by Józef
Reiss, whereas the issue of the “Polishness” of national music and Chopin’s
style were discussed by Bronisława Wójcik-Keuprulian during her lectures.9
An absolute novelty introduced in Cracow in the late 1920s was the so-
ciology of music (J. Reiss’s courses in 1928–1929 and 1932–1933), whereas
selected (not numerous) issues of folk music appeared in the curriculum as
independent subjects only as late as 1936–1937.10 Both sociology and folk
music were subjects that could attract students from the whole Faculty.
The direct sources for musical education (as well as teaching aids) are:
music performed or played back, musical works and their various notations.
Both forms of the musical work are an indirect source to the study of music
theory, for which the direct sources are theoretical treatises. We derive out
knowledge about musical works, biographies of composers and perform-
8 Zdzisław Jachimecki’s lectures (4 hours a week) included: 50 Years of Modern Music ( I — Lyrical
genres, II — Musical Drama, III — Instrumental Music) — the whole academic year of 1927–1928;
Ryszard Wagner — A Survey of His Entire Output — the whole academic year of 1930/31, Ryszard
Strauss — 2nd semester of 1933–1934, The Main Trends and Phenomena in the Music of the Last Three
Decades — 3rd semester of 1933–1934, The Development of Music in the Last 50 Years — 3rd semester of
1934–1935, Giuseppe Verdi — 3rd Semester of 1935–1936 (2 hours a week), Karol Szymanowski’s Works
(I — Songs, II — Piano Works, III — The Opera, Symphonies, the Cantata) — the whole academic year of
1937–1938. A lecture on Chopin was held in the 1st semester of 1933–1934 (4 hours a week), on
Moniuszko — in the 2nd semester of 1934–1935 (2 hours a week).
9 Józef Reiss’s lectures (4 hours a week) included: Theoretical Foundations of Contemporary Music — the
whole academic year of 1929–1930, Friedrich Nietsche’s Views on Music — the whole academic year of
1931–1932, Polish Writings on Chopin — 1st semester of 1938–1939. Bronisława Wójcik-Keuprulian
lectured 1 hour a week on such subjects as: The Distinctive Features of Polish Music — 3rd semester of
1936–1937, Problems of Chopin’s Style — 3rd semester of 1937–1938 and 1938–1939.
10 B. Wójcik-Keuprulian: Problems of Musical Etnography — 1st and 2nd semesters of 1936–1937,
Armenian Folk and Religious Music 1st and 2nd semesters of 1937–1938 and 1938–1939; Z. Jachimecki:
Folk Music of European and Near Eastern Nations — the whole academic year of 1938–1939.
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ers, institutions, the history of theoretical and aesthetic concepts concern-
ing music — from various academic publications. In order to implement
his strategy for a curriculum of musicological studies (as described above),
Jachimecki had to supply his students, beginning with the autumn of 1911,
with an at least basic collection of such sources and publications. Already on
30th November 1911, two weeks after the inauguration of the Musicology,
Jachimecki adressed the Faculty of Philosophy in a letter containing a re-
quest to purchase an upright or grand piano “necessary to provide musical
illustrations during lectures of music history.”11 Towards the end of the 1st
semester of the following academic year, in late October or early November
of 1912, the instrument was purchased with a subsidy from the Ministry.12
Later, after the acquisition of a gramophone in the mid-1920s, the lecturers
also made use of music records. However, the limited repertoire of recorded
music, aswell as the good andmethodologically justiﬁed teaching habit, per-
suaded Jachimecki to illustrate his lectures and classes (until 1953) regularly
on the piano or sometimes also by singing, which provided examples for the
theoretical, analytic and historical subjects he discussed.
For a very long time the participants of musicological courses made use
of Jachimecki’s private collection of scores and musicological publications.
The fact that in the ﬁrst 15 years musicological courses had the status of in-
troductory lectures and classes for “many” students meant that they were
held in a number of university venues which — as well as the shortage of
funds — did not create appropriate conditions for the creation of a separate,
specialised library stock. It was only after the Seminar obtained its own room
(originally — in the Institute of Zoology, then — the Faculty of Chemistry)
that conditions were ripe for the opening of an oﬃcial musicological library.
Owing to Jachimecki’s eﬀorts, the ﬁrst book purchases and donationswere
made in October 1922, and by the early months of the academic year 1926–
11 The letter is kept in the Jagiellonian University Archive, signature WF II 150.
12 Letters from the Dean of the Faculty of Philosophy to the Ministry of Religious Aﬀairs and
Education concerning the purchase of the instrument (of 20th June and 31st October 1912) as well as
the payment conﬁrmation (of 19th November 1912) collected by Bronisława Gabryelska’s company
— kept in the Jagiellonian University Archive, signature WF II 150. Cf. Kronika Uniwersytetu
Jagiellońskiego (1912: 16).
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1927 the library consisted of more than 400 volumes.13 These were scores
(or piano transcripts) relevant to individual classes including Bach, Buxte-
hude, Beethoven, Chopin, Frescobaldi, Haydn, Malipiero, Josquin des Prés,
Palestrina, Pﬁtzner, Rossini, Weber, and piano transcripts of Richard Wag-
ner’s complete dramas and operas. Of much signiﬁcance to the study of
early as well as contemporary music was the acquisition of selected volumes
of Denkmäler der Tonkunst in Deutschland and in Österreich, Les maîtres musi-
ciens de la Renaissances française and the Viennese editions (of 1924–1925) of
Arnold Schönberg’s Kammersymphonie op. 9, II Streichquartett op. 10, Quin-
tett op. 26, Igor Stravinsky’s Pribaoutki, and Alfredo Casella’s Italia. Other
purchases included books on the theory of harmony (e.g. by H. Riemann,
R. Louis and L. Thuille, H. Eimert, A. Schönberg), counterpoint (H. Rie-
mann), instrumentation (H. Berlioz — R. Strauss), history of musical nota-
tions (J. Wolf), music theory (H. Riemann), as well as musicological method-
ology (G. Adler). There were also numerous publications on the history of
individual musical genres or the history of music, by such authors as e.g.
H. Riemann, G. Adler, P. Wagner, A. Schering, C. Sachs, Ph. Spitta, P. Lan-
dormy, E. Naumann, K. Nef, and F. Pfohl. The collection included only a
few lexicons and encyclopaedias (H. Riemann, A. Lavignac-L. Laurencie,
A. Eagleﬁeld-Hull). The greatest group consisted of various studies dedi-
cated to more than 30 diﬀerent composers, from J. Obrecht and G. P. Palest-
rina to M. Glinka, G. Verdi and R. Wagner, including two or more publica-
tions on Monteverdi, Bach, Beethoven, Mozart, Chopin, Schubert and Wag-
ner. Jachimecki’s private collection and the university stock that he initiated
and developed formed the basis for specialised musicological studies — al-
ways far for complete. The library collection of the Seminar was systemati-
cally extended until the outbreak of WWII, also thanks to the activity of the
Student Musicological Club, set up at the beginning of the academic year of
1924–1925.14
13 Data quoted after an archive copy of Książka inwentarza ruchomego Seminarium Historii i Teorii Muzyki
[Inventory of the Moveable Property of the Seminar of Music History and Theory] initiated on 1st
December 1922, kept in the Institute of Musicology, the Jagiellonian University.
14 The Student Club’s statute was approved by the University’s Senate on 5th Nov. 1924, and its ﬁrst
Managing Board was elected in early May 1925; regular reports of its activity come from the 1930s.
Relevant documets are kept in the Jagiellonian University Archive, signature S II 765.
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The Proﬁle of the Student-Candidate and Graduate at the Seminar
of Music History and Theory
It was only at the beginning of the academic year of 1926–1927, when a fully
specialisedmusicological Seminar began to operate, simultaneouslywith the
change of the system of studies at the university — that the musical predis-
positions and professional musical knowledge of a candidate for student be-
came prerequisite. Those basic requirements, formulated by Zdzisław Jachi-
mecki, remained unchanged until 1939. A candidate was expected to have:
1. “a good musical ear and musical memory”; 2. “an at least secondary edu-
cation in music theory, conﬁrmed by the certiﬁcate of a conservatory or mu-
sic school on that level, including credits for theoretical subjects”; 3. “com-
mand of at least twomodern foreign languages” (Spis wykładów 1926: 36, Spis
wykładów 1936: 63–64). That last requirement resulted not only from themul-
tilingual character of literature onmusic and treatises inmany languages, but
also — from the shortage of academic publications on the subject in Polish.
Additionally, Jachimecki stressed the importance of general humanist knowl-
edge for historical-theoretical musicological studies. He recommended that
students should choose the history of literature of European countries (at
least one of these three: French, German or English) as well as the method-
ology of history and its auxiliary disciplines as their secondary subjects of
study. From 1926, it was also emphasised that
the aim of academic musicological studies is to train i n d e p e n d e n t r esearchers
in the ﬁelds of music history, compositions and the study of musical phenomena, and
not — to train teachers of practical music [...]. Candidates are warned that due to its
immense range and complexity, the study ofmusicology requires a genuine enthusiasm
for work, which is made the more diﬃcult by the very modest amount of materials that
we have at our disposal at the Seminar (Spis wykładów 1936: 63).
There can be no doubt that the initial requirements quote above, the de-
mands placed on students in the course of their study, as well as the aca-
demic (theoretical-historical) rather than practical (pedagogical and artistic)
aims of musicological studies at the Jagiellonian University — as deﬁned by
Jachimecki — already a priori limited the group of musicology adepts to the
“chosen few”. The diﬀerence between the two systems of study at the Fac-
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ulty of Philosophy and the two types of theses required for the completion
of studies was reﬂected by the changing number of students attending mu-
sicological courses (from 11 to 58 in 1919–1920, from 44 to 18 in 1922/1923–
1926/27)15 and the relatively small number of ﬁnal dissertations (11 PhD
theses. 15 MA theses). Cracow’s musicology graduates embarked on many
diﬀerent types of careers, not necessarily — academic.
Jachimecki was consciously and fully convinced that the target group of
musicology students were the “chosen few”, but in his view this conclusion
was not tantamount to the statement that the graduates ought to apply this
academically-minded and research-based knowledge only in ways designed
for the narrow circle of experts, especially those connectedwith the academic
study of music, and to a lesser extent — those dealing with musical prac-
tice. He was an ardent advocate of the opposite view: a musicologist who
has completed comprehensive humanist university studies ought to cater for
“many” diﬀerent audiences, which also included the important, but not all-
important “chosen few”.
The proper ﬁeld of activity for Cracow’s musicology graduates was then,
according to Jachimecki, not exclusively academic research.Naturally, for the
sake of the faculty, the education of research and teaching staﬀ for the young
Polish musicology before 1939, those “chosen few” academics had to remain
a priority, but from the point of view of the contemporary state of culture,
of the society’s musical sensitivity and its awareness of artistic and classical
music — the priorities were diﬀerent altogether. Especially in the polemics
that he engaged in during the 1930s, Jachimecki stressed that the results of
the activity of musicology graduates, in the form of published works, are
very diﬀerent indeed, and the above quoted standpoint concerning a musi-
cologist’s desired professional proﬁle does not entail any hasty conclusions
with regard to the criteria and form of the assessment of those results. For
Jachimecki, it went without saying that academic texts were diﬀerent from
popular-scientiﬁc and journalistic ones, and critical source editions of music
15 Kulczykowski 1999: 94–101. The increase in the number of students in 1919–1920 and their relatively
large numbers till the mid-1920s was also the result of the social-political atmosphere after the
regaining of independence by Poland in 1918.
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diﬀered from music arrangements published with performers in mind. Still,
Jachimecki believed a musicology graduate who chose a way of professional
development and further education diﬀerent from an academic career could
not be considered, as Adolf Chybiński suggested, as an “ex-musicologist”
or “half-musicologist”, categorically distingushed from “true”, “pure” mu-
sicologists — “scientists”.16 Even the laudable concern for the development
of the discipline did not justify, in Jachimecki’s view, the use of such inap-
propriate and unbecoming terminology.
Jachimecki’s standpoint was also a reﬂection of his conviction that the
forms and eﬀects of the activity of musicology graduates cannot be assessed
only from the perspective of the programme of studies and the aims of mu-
sicology as an academic discipline. The positivist paradigm of study under-
lying that programme and aims, recently accepted in Poland, assigned too
much autonomy to cognitive work, to source, style and form analysis. More-
over, with regard to the aims of research and the speciﬁc qualities of the mu-
sicologist’s other activities, Jachimecki claimed that assigning a privileged
position to Renaissance and Baroque music (particularly — to early Polish
music) was by no means justiﬁed, and even less justiﬁable were the criteria
of assessment that resulted from such a bias. On many diﬀerent occasions,
Jachimecki openly demonstrated his point of view on the diﬀerent profes-
sional careers of musicology graduates and on the social duties of a musicol-
ogist.He supportedhis standpointwith arguments fromvarious interrelated
ﬁelds. Music was for him not only a physical fact (the physical and proces-
sual phenomena of music), but also a humanist fact, whose source and sub-
ject was the human experience with all its wealth of impressions, emotions,
reﬂections, ways of understanding and describing things. One could say, to
quote Karol Berger’s accurate remark, that musicology was for Jachimecki
“an important part of the life of culture and music in the society.”17 A mu-
sicologist need not completely abandon his “ivory tower” of science, but
ought to go outside of it and spend a lot of time among the general mu-
16 Chybiński 1930: 589–590. Cf. the polemical article by Jachimecki (1931: 24–27).
17 Karol Berger’s statement concerning the situation of musicology, presented at a symposium of the
‘De Musica’ Association under the title of Nowoczesność w muzyce [Modernity in Music], Warsaw 6th
December 2009.
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sic audience in order to appreciate fully the cognitive status and value of the
musical experience, resulting from contact with a performance of a musical
work, with the actual sound of music, not just — the sound imagined by the
reader of the score. “Contact with the musical reality” (with “live” music,
with composers, performers and audience reactions), could, as Jachimecki
emphasised, deepen and enrich “the worldview of a historian and a specu-
lative researcher”, and “enhance” his or her “instinct with respect to the un-
derstanding of problems of musical practice in cultural epochs far removed
in time.”18 In 1906, Jachimecki wrote:
music is not meant for the museum; its longevity cannot be ensured by placing it in the
dry gallery air and in tightly locked display cases. The longer amusical work is exposed
to the warmth of a genuine living feeling, the longer it will survive. Of all the arts, music
is the most similar to life and passes as quickly as life (Jachimecki 1906: 93).
More than 20 years later, Jachimecki added that from the perspective of
“modern social culture”, musicology should aim at eliminating the distance
which, both in the remote past and in the mid-1930s
has divided the musical world into two parts: one consisting of people who reﬂect on
music and musicality, and the other: performers who are completely unaware of and
do not understand the basic musical rules. The mutual interpenetration, on the one
hand, of musicology — one of the subtlest human sciences, comprising a large num-
ber of disciplines and research techniques — and on the other, of musical composition
and performance — is beneﬁcial both to the composer, the virtuoso, and the scholar
(Jachimecki 1934: 6–7).
For these reasons scholars cannot, claimed Jachimecki, “lock musicology
in impenetrable ivory towers” and only observe their “objects” by means of
“huge telescopes”.
I do not mean to say here that musicologists can neglect scientiﬁc precision in their
choice of research tools. Quite the contrary: a musicologist’s public service for the soci-
ety must be preceded by a most thorough training for independent research work. [...]
Still, the quiet and discrete activity that goes on in the scholar’s study is one thing, and
the duty to make the ﬁnal results immediately available to the wide public for its use
— is quite another (Ibidem: 6–7).19
18 Jachimecki 1934: 7 I also quote a fragment of his speech ‘Losy muzykologii na terenie stolicy’ [The
Fate of Musicology in the Capital] (Jachimecki 1934a: 113–114).
19 Cf. Jachimecki 1923: 130–131 and Jachimecki 1926: 19–21.
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Also the Polish musicology, argued Jachimecki with a certain polemical
exaggeration, ought to keep in mind the needs of the “man that treads this
earth,” and take into account also the “social beneﬁts” of that science and,
rather than serving only a “narrow esoteric circle” that remains “beyond and
aloof from the interest of the nation’s wide spectrum of cultural groups,”
serve that nation’s “widest possible circles. It must not avoid those circles
and hide in the stuﬀy recesses of fruitless speculation in the name of the so-
called ‘pure science’ [...]” (Jachimecki 1938: 14). Musicologists must at times
“go out to the wider circles of the intelligentsia and speak to them from the
columns of daily papers”, as well as publishing “generally accessible works”
side by side with those „strictly professional” (Ibidem).
Jachimecki carefully observed everyday musical life and the social recep-
tion of music, which inspired many of his ideas for research. These two were
also the ﬁeld in which he sowed his seed — the “fruit” of his academic re-
ﬂection, varying in form, language, degree of descriptive complexity and
scope, as well as the target reader. This is why, apart from the above listed
types of activity engaged in by musicology graduates, he indicated others,
which depended on active participation in cultural life: musical journalism
in the press and on the radio (with particular emphasis on the informa-
tive, opinion-forming and persuasive functions of such journalism), popular-
scientiﬁc publications, concert programming and organisation (also—broad-
casting concerts on the radio), open lectures addressed not only to the musi-
cal circles, aiming, similarly to reviews, to stimulate interest in classical mu-
sic and knowledge about music, and teaching the wide public to think about
music not only in aesthetic, but also in historical terms.
In March 1938 Jachimecki printed in Kurier Poznański (in the ‘Cultural Col-
umn’) an article entitled ‘Dla garstki, czy dla wielu?’ [For Many or for the
Chosen Few?]. Jachimecki’s at times rather ironic and emotional tonenotwith-
standing, already the article’s catchy subheadings, which form a kind of
summary of the presented problems, are symptomatic of the debate con-
cerning the subject and aims of musicology and the musicologist’s scholarly
choices: “Musicology Does Not Impose Itself on the General Public — Its
Aims and the Society — In the Stuﬀy Recesses — What Do the English Say?
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Or Even the Germans? — Keep the Man in Mind — On the Workshop of
Cracow’s Musicology.”
Zdzisław Jachimecki’s Teaching, Research, Journalistic and
Managerial Experience. Its Reﬂection in University Syllabuses and
in the Social Roles He Assumed
Jachimecki’s strategy for the curriculum of musicological studies, his idea
of a candidate and a graduate, can also be discussed in the context of the
research conducted by that musicologist, of his publications, as well as his
individual experience and activities outside the university connected with
lecturing, writing and artistic life. Jachimecki’s musicological specialisation,
related to the topics of his degree theses (Ph.D.20 and habilitation), was early
Polish, 16th- and 17th-century music and its links to European, particularly
— to Italian music.21 What is interesting and puzzling, in the ﬁrst two aca-
demic years in Cracow Jachimecki did not impose his specialisation on stu-
dents, which would have seemed natural for a scholar just launching his aca-
demic career. Why did he not follow the typical pattern? Let us remember
that those early lectures were addressed to the “many”, the wide audience
at the Faculty.
Already before 1911, as a regular opera goer (in Lvov, Vienna, later also
in Cracow and Warsaw, and in foreign music centres) as well as a person
systematically attending concerts and an active performer himself (choris-
ter, choirmaster, pianist and composer), and (from 1904 to 1939) a regular
contributor to music magazines — Jachimecki was perfectly aware of the
20 Z. Jachimecki’s doctoral dissertation entitled Nicolaus Gomólka (geb. 1544, gest. 1609) als
Psalmenkomponist (manuscript, 12th October 1906, kept in the Musikwissenschaftliches Institut,
Vienna University, signature MS 4o-14) was completed at Vienna University under the supervision
of Guido Adler. The doctoral exam was held in Vienna on 27th Nov. 1906, and the title was granted
on 21st December 1906. A copy of the doctoral diploma is held in the Special Collection (Ms 8041) of
the Library of the Polish Academies of Learning and Sciences in Cracow.
21 The most focused and detailed discussion of Jachimecki’s views in this area, taking into account their
pioneering character and their signiﬁcance, as well as the accuracy of many of his interpretations
and intuitions, was presented by: Przybyszewska-Jarmińska 2002, Dobrzańska-Fabiańska 2011.
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typical model of musical experience and as well as the preferences and ex-
pectations of his potential university audience. What was crucial, he knew
that 15th–18th centurymusicwas onlymarginally present in the programmes
of concerts in Cracow, and themore so— in smaller towns,which waswhere
a large proportion of the students came from. Also the early phonographic
records did not include music from that period, and very few scores were
originally available in Cracow. We can therefore formulate a highly proba-
ble hypothesis as to why Jachimecki, who was part of musical life in that
period, found it impossible and unjustiﬁed from the didactic perspective to
teach about music from those periods in the early years of his university ca-
reer. For the majority of the students (not for the “chosen few”), Baroque
and Renaissance music was a complete abstraction. What is more, univer-
sity lectures had to fulﬁl the unquestioned methodological requirement of
characterising that music by means of academic historical-theoretical cate-
gories which were quite new to the students. One could not refer to their
direct musical experience, which would facilitate the understanding of com-
plex musicological issues. This is why it was only in his third academic year
(1913–1914) that Jachimecki began to lecture to the “many” about Johann
Sebastian Bach, whereas “practical workshops”(1 hour) on 15th- and 16th-
century music were meant for the “chosen few”. Selected courses related to
his original specialisation were oﬀered only as late as 1916–1917, and, with
more intensity, in the 1920s. Jachimecki reserved a presentation of the results
of his research on early music for meetings with the academics from the Pol-
ish Academy of Learning (See: Jachimecki 1907, 1910, 1912, 1913, 1914, 1915).
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It should be stressed that already during his musicological studies in Vi-
enna (1902–1906), simultaneouslywith studying his chosen area, Jachimecki
also tried his hand at a synthetic description of current phenomena in music,
at presenting a survey of the history of Polish music and extensive proﬁles
of eminent Polish composers. These can be found in his ﬁrst major publica-
tions of 1905–1911, preceding his employment at the Jagiellonian University.
Theywere, among others, papers about early and most recent Polish and Eu-
ropean music, on Beethoven, Mozart, Haydn, Chopin, Wolf, and Wagner.22
After 1911, in agreement with his major long-lasting interests, his musical
experience and knowledge of the subject, Jachimecki still dedicated himself
primarily to music from the late 18th to the 20th centuries, publishing works
on similar subjects as before. These were articles and books on the history
of Polish music and contemporary European music, e.g. about Ogiński, El-
sner, Chopin, Moniuszko, Smetana, Strauss, Szymanowski, Wagner, Verdi,
and Żeleński.23 On the other hand, his publications concerning the more de-
tailed problems of early Polish music and its sources, though frequently pi-
oneering, deal with narrow ﬁelds of research and are mostly of contributory
nature.24
Notwithout signiﬁcance for the problems discussed by Jachimecki during
his university lectures were his experiences with teaching and the populari-
sation of music before 1911, as well as the activities he engaged in later out-
side the university. Presentation of issues from the history of music to a non-
academic audience of 30 up to nearly 400 people25 was an invaluable test of
the lecturer’s understanding of the subject as well as of his ability to present
the musicological concepts in a language both precise and comprehensible
to the “many”. The lecture topics were in many cases similar to those oﬀered
at the univeristy.
22 E.g. books (Jachimecki 1905, 1906, 1907a, 1908, 1908a, 1910a, 1911a), and articles (Jachimecki 1905a,
1908b, 1910b, 1910c, 1910d, 1911b).
23 See books: (Jachimecki 1914a, 1920, 1921, 1927, 1927a, 1929–1932, 1930, 1932), and articles:
(Jachimecki 1912a, 1919, 1920a, 1923a, 1924, 1924a, 1928, 1931a, 1932a, 1933, 1934b, 1937.)
24 Before 1939 these were, among others: Jachimecki 1916, 1919a, 1927b, 1928a, 1930a, 1930b, 1935.
25 Information based on: Zdzisław Jachimecki’s letters to the President of the Public University
Lectures [PUL], the Jagiellonian University, as well as the PUL timetables, reports of activity and
reports after each lecture season, announcements of the PUL Managing Board (The Jagiellonian
University Archive, signatures.: S II 995, S II 991, S II 993). See Winowicz 1983: 132, 170.
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At the A. Baraniecki Higher Training Courses for Women in Cracow, Ja-
chimecki gave lectures from the summer semester of 1906–1907 till 1913–
1914 (twice a week for one hour). They concerned the history of music, in-
cluding, for instance in 1907, the following topics: History of Music from the
Renaissance till the Present and History of Music in the Last Two Centuries.26
FromMarch 1907 till December 1936, Jachimecki also cooperated (with some
intervals) with the Open University Lectures, an institution which was part
of the Jagiellonian University.27 His lectures on music history were held in
Cracow or, much more frequently, in various cities of Western Galicia, and
also in Silesia:28 altogether more than 70 lectures on the following subjects:
• The Main Trends in 19th-Century Music: 1. Classicism, 2. Romanticism, 3. Mu-
sical Drama, 4. Programmatic and Neoromantic Music — Cracow 1907;
• Richard Wagner —outsideCracow 1907; (a cycle of 4 lectures) Cracow 1908;
• Polish Music in the 19th Century — (a cycle of 6 lectures) Cracow 1907;
• Fryderyk Chopin — outside Cracow 1907, 1908, 1909, 1932; Cracow 1910;
• Heroes of Music: 1. Palestrina and Orlando di Lasso, 2. Birth of the Opera, 3.
Handel and Bach, 4. Haydn and Mozart, 4. Beethoven — Cracow 1908;
• Beethoven — outside Cracow 1908, 1909;
• Contemporary Music (a cycle of 5 lectures) — Cracow 1909; (1 lecture) —
outside Cracow 1910;
• Polish Music in the 19th Century — outside Cracow 1909;
• The Development of Dramatic Music — outside Cracow 1913;
• The Development of Musical Culture in Poland (a cycle of 5 lectures) — Cra-
cow 1914, (1 lecture) — outside Cracow 1914;
26 The Courses, on the university undergraduate level, were meant for women above the age of 16.
Lectures on music were held as part of the Department of Literature, as one of the so-called
“non-regular subjects” (which also included literature and poetry). Apart from regular course
participants, these lectures could be attended by other people. See ‘Kursa wyższe...’ 1907: 2, ‘Na
wyższych kursach...’ 1907: 3. Cf. also Winowicz (1983: 124, 132, 170) and Kras (1972: 25, 33, 112, 115).
27 The PUL Statute was approved in October 1902, and lectures started in December 1903. These course
were not part of the oﬃcial univeristy curriculum. Their aim was to “propagate education and
scientiﬁc knowledge in those strata of the society, for which an academic education has so far been
inaccessible.” Statut Organizacyjny Powszechnych Wykładów Uniwersyteckich [PUL Organisational
Statute] (par. 1.), in the Jagiellonian University Archive, signature WF II 540.
28 In the following cities and towns: Biała, Bochnia, Chrzanów, Cieszyn, Częstochowa, Dębica, Gorlice,
Jasło, Mielec, Mysłowice, Nowy Sącz, Nowy Targ, Olkusz, Rzeszów, Sucha, Tarnów, Wadowice,
Zakopane, Żywiec.
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• The Motif of Struggle in Music — Cracow 1915, outside Cracow 1916;
• The Relation of Polish Music to theMusic of Western Countries—Cracow 1917,
outside Cracow 1917;
• The Genius of Chopin in Relation to Poland and the World — outside Cracow
1925;
• Polish Song after Moniuszko — outside Cracow 1926;
• French Music — outside Cracow 1927;
• Music and Race — Kraków 1936.
Jachimecki also gave lectures on music history in, among others, the Con-
servatory of Cracow Music Society (1908–1909, 1913–1918 ), the private mu-
sic school operating in the house of Helena Stawarska-Szczerbińska (1910)
and at Summer Courses on Polish Culture for Foreigners and Poles Living
Abroad (1937, 1938).29 His earliest teaching and lecturing experiences, how-
ever (including also teaching the Polish literature and language) date back
from the time of his studies in Vienna. There he gave lessons in the houses
of Polish aristicracy (e.g. Karol Lanckoroński), taught in, among others, the
School of the PolishAssociation ofChristianWorkers ‘Ojczyzna’ (1904–1905),
lectured on music at the ‘Strzecha’ Union of Poles in Austria (1905–1906),
gave lectures about famous composers, and in the Society of the Polish Li-
brary he presented, among others, the works of Wagner (1905) and con-
temporary Polish music (incl. W. Żeleński, A. Szeluto, L. Różycki, 1906).30
Also in Cracow and Lvov before his Jagiellonian University appointment,
Jachimecki presented papers on music history, e.g. about the piano music
from the 18th to the 20th centuries, Wagner, Haydn, Beethoven, Chopin, and
Wolf. In 1911–1939 he was intensely involved in similar projects not only
in Cracow, but also in Lvov, Zakopane, Krynica, Poznań, Bydgoszcz, Sos-
nowiec, Vienna, Rome, Bologna, Padua, Florence, Venice, Dresden, Frank-
furt, Hamburg and Budapest, lecturing on Bach, Brahms, Chopin, Niewia-
domski, Mozart, Schumann, Szymanowski, Paderewski, Rossini, Italian in-
29 See Jachimecki 1911c: 128. Jachimecki’s letter to the Vice Chancellor of the Jagiellonian University,
Cracow, 11th June 1933 (in the Jagiellonian University Archive, signature S II 619). See also
Winowicz (1983: 245), Przybylski (1994: 202), syllabuses of Courses on Polish Culture in the
Jagiellonian Library.
30 E.g.: Kucharski (1994: 76–77, 1996: 58); Jachimecki (1905b: 2, 1905c: 4); Winowicz 1983: 64, 72–73.
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ﬂuences in Polish music, the Polish opera after Moniuszko, Polish contem-
porary music, 19th- and 20th-century songs.
A diﬀerent type of experience related to popularising knowledge of music
history among the wide audience was Jachimecki’s work for the radio. In the
very year of opening the Cracow Broadcasting Station of the Polish Radio,
already in March 1927 (oﬃcially — from 1928), Jachimecki became head of
the music department.31 In October 1931, he was dismissed from the Radio
as a consequence of signing the protest of the Jagiellonian University profes-
sors against the maltreatment and persecution of members of the Parliament
imprisoned in Brest,32 but from 1933 he again regularly collaborated with
the Radio. His lectures were usually broadcast together with a concert, and
until 1939 dealt with such subjects as: Polish early and most recent music,
eminent composers (incl. Palestrina, Beethoven, Chopin, Wagner, and Szy-
manowski), and problems of the philosophy of music. Some of those texts
were also printed in the press.33 Jachimecki designed programmes for the
Radio concerts and worked on their organisation. Originally, there were 8–9
concerts a months, e.g. from 1st March 1927 till 19th April 1928, one hundred
concerts were held (Jachimecki 1928b: 3), including programmes or whole
cycles dedicated to piano music, songs, French music, Chopin’s works, the
so-called Polish historical music concerts, as well as concerts dedicated to the
works of one or several living Polish composers (in 1927–1931 these were:
K. Szymanowski, T. Joteyko, W. Maliszewski, L. Różycki, M. Sołtys, A. Tans-
man, B. Wallek-Walewski).
Following his early attempts at journalistic writing in Lvov (still during his
studies in the Polish Conservatory of the Galician Music Society), Jachimecki
contributed to both themusic and non-musical press: from1904 sporadically,
and in 1905–1939 — regularly. He published reports and reviews of music
events, books, music scores, theatrical spectacles, articles, musical columns
31 Cf. Zdzisław Jachimecki’s articles in the Radio weekly (1927–1928); Jachimecki and Z. Ch. 1931: 6;
Zdzisław Jachimecki’s letter to the Dean of the Faculty of Philosophy of 31st March 1928 (The
Jagiellonian University Archive, signature S II 619); Kronika Uniwersytetu Jagiellońskiego 1933: 73–73.
32 A copy of Jachimecki’s letter to the Minister of Post Oﬃces and the Telegraph in Warsaw, Cracow 3 I
1932 (The Jagiellonian Library’s Manuscript Collection, signature Przyb. 299/11).
33 E.g. Jachimecki 1930c: IX–X; Jachimecki 1939.
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and essays. He regularly collaborated with e.g. Przegląd Polski (1905–1914),
Czas (1912–1923; 1907–1909, 1924–1939 sporadically),GłosNarodu (1915–1920,
1926–1934; 1909, 1923), and Kurier Literacko-Naukowy (1934–1939; 1924–1933
sporadically). Occasionally his writings were also published before 1939 in
such titles as: Echo Muzyczne, Artystyczne i Teatralne, Gazeta Polska, Gazeta
Warszawska Poranna, Kurier Poznański, Kurier Warszawski, Kwartalnik Muzy-
czny, Miesięcznik Literacki i Artystyczny, Młoda Muzyka, Muzyk Wojskowy, Mu-
zyka, Muzyka Kościelna, Muzyka Polska, Nasz Kraj, Nauka i Sztuka, Nowa Re-
forma, NowaKsiążka, Orkiestra, Przegląd Muzyczny, Przegląd Współczesny, Scena
i Sztuka, Sztuka, Śpiewak, and Tygodnik Ilustrowany.
Conclusion
Jachimecki’s varied musicological activity, which before 1939 was equally
intense in all the ﬁelds, undoubtedly allowed him to acquire an excellent
knowledge of the wide repertoire of early and most recent music as well as
European writings on music. This activity also developed and intensiﬁed
his broad perspective on musical history and performance practice. Apart
from the activities listed above, he also sat on the juries of competitions for
performers and composers, in the examination panels for music teachers;
he composed music himself, conducted and accompanied other musicians
on the piano. This activity also gave him a broad view of tendencies in the
dramatic and operatic art, in staging and set design. His sensitivity and crit-
ical appreciation of vocal-instrumental music was increased by his experi-
ence as a composer of music and songs for theatrical plays and a transla-
tor of Mozart opera librettos, texts of Liszt’s and Wolf’s songs, and the po-
etry of d’Annunzio or Goethe. I am convinced that these experiences served
Jachimecki as an inspiration for his comprehensive surveys of music history
and composer proﬁles. They also enhanced his intuition and became a per-
sonal foundation for his bravely formulated great syntheses, in which all the
analytic details became of lesser importance, although Jachimecki was aware
of the shortcomings of such generalisations. Here, however, we must empha-
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sise one quite obvious though rarely discussed aspect of Jachimecki’s output.
It was this multiplicity of tasks and the related variety of musicological top-
ics and contexts, and especially — the fact that he worked nearly everyday
against the radio broadcaster’s and press deadlines as a concert and opera
reviewer — that “stole” much of his time for academic research. Research
requires a lot of time, systematic work, and absolute concentration on the
subject. It does not bring the desired eﬀects if source studies, their critical
comparative analysis and multi-aspectual interpretation are irregular and
erratic.
Zdzisław Jachimecki fulﬁlled many diﬀerent roles, both in the narrow aca-
demic circles and in the wide world ofmusic composers, performers and au-
diences. He adapted the forms and tools of his lectures or other activities to
the immediate context. Apart from research work, he was also active as:
1. a guide and educator, shaping his audiences’ sensitivity to art, their artis-
tic tastes, historical-musical interests, enhancing their need for aesthetic
choices;
2. a teacher — musicologist and artist, who taught how to understand art
and music in its theoretical-historical and aesthetic aspects, as well as in-
troducing students to composition and performance;
3. an animator of music culture.
Apart from the foundations of expert knowledge and research methodol-
ogy, Jachimecki undoubtedly passed on to his students his love of 18th- to
20th-century Polish music, his fascination with 19th-century song and opera,
and the irresistible desire to be up to date with the current achievements of
composers and with musical events – areas in which it is the musicologist’s
ethical and social duty to participate as an organiser and art animator.
Few of Jachimecki’s “chosen few” — his 15 Cracow graduates of 1921–
1939 — pursued an academic career as researchers and lecturers (H. Dora-
bialska, W. Poźniak, S. Golachowski, A. Nowak-Romanowicz). Some spo-
radically published academic papers or popular surveys, while dedicating
themselves to library work (W. Horodyński) or mostly — to teaching mu-
sic theory and history or to musical practice and organisation of musical life
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(A. Frączkiewicz, A. Rieger, M. Drobner, S. Śledziński, W. Mantel). Some of
Jachimecki’s students from the Jagiellonian University before 1939 (who did
not obtain degrees in Cracow) continued their musicological studies else-
where and were later involved in research and publication in Poland and
abroad (e.g. M. Grafczyńska, Z. Estreicher). Among his students, many con-
tinued to work in the ﬁeld of music, and some made important contribu-
tions to the Polish or local music environment (e.g. J. Ekier, T. Szeligowski,
M. Cyrus-Sobolewski, Father W. Świerczek, J. Gablenz, L. Bursa, and J. Ży-
czkowski).
Zdzisław Jachimecki and his students’ response to the question of who to
cater for: the “many” or “the chosen few” — was — we should cater for both
these groups. This decision seems still valid today, especially in view of the
new challenges facing musicology in the 21st century, related to its subject-
matter, its contexts, functions and the language of narration.
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Professor Adolf Chybiński is the founder of Polish musicology both with
regard to academic research and teaching. The school of musicology which
he created at Lvov University (Universitas Leopoliensis) played a key role in
the development of that discipline in Poland.
Cracow — Munich — Lvov
It was in Lvov (now Lviv) that Professor Adolf Chybiński spent his longest
and most active period of research and didactic work. In the ﬁrst 30 years of
his life, however, he resided in Cracow andMunich. In the 2nd half of the 19th
century Cracow, once the capital of Poland, was under Austrian rule, though
nominally it formed a separate Grand Duchy of Cracow, closely linked with
the neighbouring Kingdom of Galicia and Lodomeria, also a crownland of
the Austrian Empire. These two were referred to jointly as Königreich Gal-
izien und Lodomerien mit dem Großherzogtum Krakau (Kalisiewicz 2000:
1043). The capital of Galicia was Lvov (Lemberg) — a city twice bigger than
Cracow, situated 300 km east of the latter.1 Both cities boasted their own uni-
versities whose traditions looked back to the Polish-Lithuanian Common-
wealth — The Jagiellonian University in Cracow and the K. u. K. (Imperial
and Royal) Emperor Francis I University in Lvov.2
Adolf Eustachy Chybiński (b. 29th March 1880 in Cracow,3 d. 31st October
1952 in Poznań) spent the ﬁrst years of his life in his home city of Cracow,
where he was born in the Old Town, in a house at 32, Floriańska St. (Szwey-
kowski 1984: 197, Chybiński 1959: 9). In Cracow Adolf Chybiński attended
a primary school and gymnasium, and took piano lessons with Jan Droz-
dowski, professor of the piano in Cracow Conservatory, whom the young
pupil very much respected. It was Drozdowski that introduced Chybiński
in practice to the music of various periods, from J.S. Bach to Tchaikovsky
1 Lvov became part of the Austria as early as 1772 r. (after the 1st partition of the Polish–Lithuanian
Commonwealth), whereas Cracow was actually only incorporated into the Austrian Empire in 1846.
2 These were the names that the two universities used after 1817.
3 Adolf Chybiński in his application to the Philosophical Department of Lvov University (1912)
mentions this date as a “date of baptism” [Deržavnyj Arhiv L’vivckoi Oblaststi, fond 26, opys 5,
sprawa 2014, p. 68].
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and Grieg (Chybiński 1959: 20, cf. Pianowska 1984: 449). Apart from teach-
ing the piano technique, the professor provided his pupil with books on the
history of music, including some by Hugo Riemann, a fact that Chybiński
(1959: 21) later recalled, admitting that: “It was due to his inspiration that
my academic interests focused so early on the ﬁeld of musicology.” In 1898–
1903 Adolf Chybiński studied classical languages and German philology at
the Jagiellonian University, but eventually he decided to take up musicology
and, to achieve this goal, moved to Munich, where in 1904–1908 he stud-
ied that subject with Prof. Adolf Sandberger (1864–1943) and Assoc. Prof.
Theodor Kroyer (1873–1945) at the Ludwig-Maximilians-Universität. In Mu-
nich he also took private lessons in composition from Ludwig Thuille. In
Cracow, shortly before his departure forMunich in October 1904,4 Chybiński
married Maria Gawełkiewicz (1876 Cracow–1958 Poznań) (Ibidem: 49).
Adolf Chybiński chose to study in Munich even though a more renowned
centre of musicological research then existed in Austria — at the University
of Vienna, where the world’s ﬁrst Institute of Music History (Musikwissen-
schaftliches Institut) had been founded in 1898 on the initiative of Guido
Adler (Dziębowska 1979: 11). Chybiński already knew Munich from ear-
lier stays with his ﬁancée, and, besides, he claimed that “the artistic atmo-
sphere in Munich was more favourable” and “one can learn something in
every place if only one is willing to learn.” (Chybiński 1959: 66). In Munich,
Chybiński struck up or developed an acquaintance with Polish composers
who visited that city and whoseworks he valued highly, such as Mieczysław
Karłowicz, Grzegorz Fitelberg, Ludomir Różycki, Apolinary Szeluto andKa-
rol Szymanowski. He later maintained close social relations with many of
these artists (Księga Pamiątkowa ku czci Prof. Adolfa Chybińskiego 1950: 12).
In December 1908 Adolf Chybiński obtained a PhD in musicology from
MunichUniversity on the basis of a dissertationentitledBeiträge zurGeschichte
des Taktschlegens und des Kapellmeisteramtes in der Epoche der Mensuralmusik
(Szweykowski 1984: 197). Already a year earlier, in 1907, he received an oﬃ-
cial letter from Lvov, from Prof. Wilhelm Bruchnalski, Dean of the Philoso-
4 This date appears in a copy of Adolf Chybiński’s marriage certiﬁcate [Deržavnyj Arhiv L’vivckoi
Oblaststi) fond 26, opys 5, sprawa 2015, p. 90].
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phy Department at Lvov University, inviting him to do academic work and
earn a habilitation in Lvov (Księga Pamiątkowa. . . 1950: 13; Chybiński 1959:
145). At ﬁrst Chybiński was in two minds about this oﬀer. He had few links
with Lvov, which he had visited only sporadically (for the ﬁrst time — in
1903).5 He was deeply attached to his home city of Cracow, where he had for
many years enthusiastically explored the archives in search of more com-
positions from the past (Chybiński 1959: 147). Also in 1908 he returned to
Cracow, planning to continue his research into the city’s musical history. De-
spite the attractions of Munich, Cracow was still the closest to his heart. As
he himself explained, “attachment to my home city led me to the study of
its musical sources, as nearly half of the history of Polish early music is the
history of musical life in Cracow.” (Ibidem).
Another Polish musicologist who by 1908 had already lived in Cracow
for two years was Zdzisław Jachimecki (1882 Lvov–1953 Cracow), a Vienna
University graduate with a degree in musicology. In 1911 he obtained a ha-
bilitation from the Jagiellonian University and, on receiving a readership,
started a Seminar in Music Theory and History at that university — which
later evolved into the Chair of Music History and Theory (Dziębowska 1993:
384). Even though Zdzisław Jachimecki had maintained close and friendly
relations with Adolf Chybiński from 1905, Jachimecki’s position in Cracow
aﬀected not only their relationship, but also the entire history of musicology
in the territory of partitioned Poland.6 Unable to ﬁnd appropriate employ-
ment at the Jagiellonian University, Chybiński eventually decided to move to
Lvov, as he knew he would ﬁnd favourable conditions for his academic work
in that city.
5 Adolf Chybiński ﬁrst came to Lvov in 1903 to deliver a paper before Richard Strauss’s
single-composer concert. See Chybiński 1959: 43.
6 See Winowicz 1983. In private correspondence, the two scholars eventually moved from headings
such as “Dear Adolf / Dear Zdziś” to “Most Honorable Professor” (Ibidem: 205–206, 286).
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Lvov and Its University in the Early 20th Century
At the beginning of the 20th century, Lvov was an important centre of Polish
science and art, maintaining communication with cities in the west of Eu-
rope, especially with Vienna. After the union that formed Austria-Hungary
in 1867 and the achievement of autonomy by Galicia in the 1860s, the capital
of the province — Lvov — prospered, and, in the absence of major restric-
tions, Polish culture developed relatively freely in comparison with other
Polish cities such as Warsaw, Poznań or Vilnius. Lvov was the seat of the
Diet of Galicia, a regional assembly and the main body of legislative power
in Galicia, in which most members were of Polish nationality. In that period,
when the Polish State formally did not exist, Lvov thus became its informal
cultural and academic capital, with Polish oﬃces, Polish schools of all levels,
an opera staging many Polish works, and the huge library and art collection
known as The Ossolineum (National Ossoliński Institute, founded in 1817),
as well as numerous museums and cultural societies. The city also boasted
three music conservatories and an impressive number of music schools (Ma-
zepa and Mazepa 2003 vol. 1). The city’s population, amounting in 1910
to more than 200 thousand (twice bigger than in Cracow) was predomi-
nantly Polish (more than half of the inhabitants were Poles), but with a large
percentage of other nationalities: Jews (28%) and Ukrainians (11% declared
Ukrainian or Ruthenian as their home tongue). German-speaking persons
constituted only 3% of the population.7 The number of inhabitants quickly
grew and 200 to 300 new tenementswere built in the city every year (Lewicki
2005: 43). In 1894, Lvov launched the ﬁrst electric tramline in the Polish ter-
ritory, which carried visitors to the Galician National Exposition, present-
ing the achievements of Polish art and culture from all the parts of former
Poland, then partitioned between Russia, Prussia and Austria-Hungary.
The long and rich history of Lvov University dates back to 1661, when
the King of Poland John II Casimir raised the Jesuit College in Lvov to the
rank of Academy. After the annexation of Lvov by Austria, the Academy was
7 A large proportion of Lvov’s Jews were strongly assimilated to the Polish nation. According to an
Austrian census, in 1910 85% of Lvov’s inhabitants named Polish as their native tongue. See Wnęk,
Zyblikiewicz, Callahan 2006: 243, 263.
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closed down together with the Jesuit monastery itself, and in 1784 a secu-
lar school called the Kaiser Joseph University was opened in its place. In
1805–1817 it operated as a postsecondary Lvov Lyceum, and in 1817 the Em-
peror Francis I signed the foundation act for a school that was henceforth
to be called the K. u. K. (Imperial and Royal) Emperor Francis I University
in Lvov (Universitetas Franciscea) (Jaworski 1912: 68–70). The Austrian au-
thorities made German the main language of lectures and turned the school
into a German university. Despite the fact that the majority of Lvov’s pop-
ulation was Polish, the introduction of lectures in Polish was at ﬁrst ﬁrmly
opposed by the Austrian authorities. In order to weaken the position of the
Polish community, which the Austrians deemed much too strong, they even
claimed on some occasions that the local language was rather Ukrainian, not
Polish (Zamojska 2009: 127–135). All the same, thanks to the eﬀorts of the Pol-
ish community, in the mid-19th-century the authorities gave permission for
some of the classes to be taught in Polish, and the number of such classes
rapidly grew after Galicia had gained its autonomy (Jaworski 1912: 84–86,
Zamojska 2009: 127–137).8 One important document which guaranteed the
possibility of conducting classes and lectures in Polish was the emperor’s
decree of 1871 (Redzik 2007: 69).9 In 1906, 185 lecture cycles were held in
Polish, 19 — in Ukrainian, 14 — in Latin and 5 — in German (Suchodolski
1987: 249). Before World War I, Lvov University and the Jagiellonian Univer-
sity in Cracow were the only institutions of higher education where lectures
were delivered in Polish and the majority of the faculty members were Poles.
Conversely, Warsaw University was an exclusively Russian-speaking school
(Ibidem: 387).
From 1894, the K. u. K. Emperor Francis I University in Lvov was divided
into four departments: Philosophy, Medicine, Law and Theology. This was a
period of the university’s steady growth, and the numbers of both students
and teachers consistently increased. In 1913 therewere 4980 students at Lvov
University, which means that in Austria-Hungary it was second in size only
to the University of Vienna (Ibidem: 150–192, 246).
8 In 1869 Polish became an oﬃcial language in Galicia.
9 At the Jagiellonian University, the Austrian authorities reinstated Polish as a teaching language as
early as 1861. In Lvov the situation was more diﬃcult, also because Lvov was a capital city.
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The Beginnings of the Chair of Musicology at Lvov University
1912–1918
At the turn of the 19th century, the Philosophical Department at LvovUniver-
sity had the greatest number of newly established chairs in all the university.
The department incorporated ever more disciplines, and its staﬀ’s extraordi-
nary activity extended far beyond the university walls (Ibidem: 250–251).
From1898, the Chair (and later— the Institute) ofModernArtHistorywas
held by Prof. Jan Bołoz-Antoniewicz, a well known Renaissance scholar, and
it was he who in his letters to Adolf Chybiński ﬁrst suggested that a Chair
of Musicology be established in Lvov, urging the scholar from Cracow to
come to Lvov as soon as possible (Hrab 2007: 30). Also Prof. Wilhelm Bruch-
nalski, 2nd Chair of Polish Literary History, already in 1907 (after the pub-
lication of Chybiński’s much discussed work on the Polish hymn Bogurodzi-
ca (Chybiński 1907)) oﬀered to Chybiński a readership at Lvov University.
Jan Kasprowicz, Professor of Comparative Literature at LvovUniversity, was
likewise very favourable to the idea of establishing a Chair of Musicology in
Lvov (Chybiński 1959: 168). Adolf Chybiński was deﬁnitely given the green
light to set up a Polish musicological centre in Lvov.
Chybiński settled in Lvov in 1912 and on 18th June that year he obtained
his habilitation from the Philosophical Department of Francis I University on
the basis of a dissertation entitled Mensural Theory in Polish Musical Sources
from the 1st Half of the 16th Century.10 Prof. Wilhelm Bruchnalski was then
the dean of the Philosophical Department. During the ﬁnal oral defence of
the dissertation, the debate was chaired by Guido Adler from the University
of Vienna for the lack of a professor of musicology in Lvov. Another par-
ticipant was Prof. Jan Kasprowicz (Ochwat 2007: 86, Chybiński 1959: 168).
On 30th October 1912, the Viennese Ministry of Religion and Education con-
ﬁrmed Chybiński’s appointment to the post of lecturer in music history and
theory, and in November 1912 he took up his teaching duties as a private
reader (Ochwat 2007: 86). His inaugural lecture was entitled The University
and Music (Ibidem: 87). This was the beginning of the future Faculty of Mu-
10 See Szweykowski 1984: 197. The dissertation was published in Cracow in 1912.
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sicology, which existed at Lvov University till the end of 1939.11 Chybiński’s
appointment took place 14 years after the foundation by G. Adler of the
Institute of Musicology in Vienna and less than a year after the establish-
ment by Z. Jachimecki of the Seminar in Music Theory and History at the
Jagiellonian University in 1911. Lvov was Austria-Hungary’s third (after Vi-
enna and Prague) academic centre boasting a Faculty of Musicology (Cra-
cow was usually not listed, as there was no fully organised faculty in that
city) (Przegląd Muzyczny 1914). It is interesting to note how the fates of the
two eminent Polish musicologists intertwined: Zdzisław Jachimecki, born
and raised in Lvov, became the founder of the Cracow musicology, whereas
the Cracow-born Adolf Chybiński set up the Faculty of Musicology at Lvov
University.
Initially, in 1912, Chybiński taught in the main university buiding (known
after World War I as the Old University) at 4, Saint Nicolas St., and later
— in the lecture room of the Faculty of Physics at 8, Długosza St. (Ochwat
2007: 87). Soon afterwards, in the summer of 1913, the Faculty ofMusicology
was established as part of the Philosophical Department. Its seat was on the
ground ﬂoor of the nearby tenement house at 27, Długosza St. (now: vul.
Kyryla i Metodiya 27, see Figure 3.1), in two small rooms and a kitchen —
a “lecture room for smokers”, where about a dozen students gathered for
their classes (Chybiński 1959: 159). As we can se, Chybiński was provided
from the very beginning with rooms necessary for his teaching work, which
facilitated the quick establishment of a Faculty of Musicology in Lvov.
From the academic year 1913–1914, the Faculty of Musicology in Lvov be-
came an autonomous research and teaching institution,modelledon theGer-
man single-researcher chairs ofmusicology (Ochwat 2007: 88). Itwas also the
last discipline of studies from the area of the liberal arts introduced at the
Philosophical Department of Francis I University (Suchodolski 1987: 263).
At this point we should sort out some inconsistencies of terminology. Le-
szek Mazepa notes that the source materials give us diﬀerent names for the
11 See Łobaczewska 1927: 148. Also Leszek Mazepa quotes 1912 as the year of the establishment of
Lvov musicology, citing, among others, issue no. 12 of the periodical Muzyka of 1930 (Mazepa and
Mazepa 2003 vol. 1: 258).
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Figure 3.1
“Faculty.” The word used most frequently is “zakład” (faculty), e.g.: “on the
15th day of last month [15th February 1914] a Faculty of Music History was
opened at the K.u.K. University in Lvov” (Przegląd Muzyczny 1914). The term
“katedra” (chair) also appears, however (Łobaczewska 1927: 148). The War-
saw-based periodicalMuzyka stated in 1930 that in Lvov a “Musicological In-
stitute” had been established in 1912, and this name, though obviously used
in error, was repeated in several other sources. Also in the annual booklets
listing the lectures available at Lvov University, the terms are used inconsis-
tently (a faculty or an institute) (See Mazepa and Mazepa 2003 vol. 1: 259).
Elżbieta Ochwat also discussed this problem in her dissertation, suggesting
that the diﬀerences in terminology may result from the fact that musicology
as a research-and-teaching unit was modelled on the one-person German
chairs of musicology. Hence the use of the terms “zakład” and “katedra” as
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synonyms agreed with the wider European academic terminology (Ochwat
2007: 80).
In the academic year of 1912–1913, Adolf Chybiński was appointed to the
so-called Lehrauftreg, i.e. a lecture and classes, fourhours aweek, for amonthly
salary of about 100 crowns.12 The subjects of classes included musical pale-
ography, strict counterpoint and the analysis of Beethoven sonatas, while the
lecture cycle was entitled History of 15th- and 16th-Century Polyphonic Music.
In the following academic year, in the winter semester, the classes still cov-
ered The Analysis of Sonatas from Beethoven to Reger, as well as the History of
Instrumental Music before J.S. Bach, Polish Music in the 16th Century and a lec-
ture cycle entitled J.S. Bach as a Composer of Instrumental Music (Mazepa and
Mazepa 2003 vol. 1: 260). Years later, Adolf Chybiński admitted that the sub-
jects of classes and lectures were “a test of my students’ endurance. Female
students proved to be more enduring.” (Chybiński 1959: 158). The discussed
topics, from the area of early music, were not yet at that time a subject of in-
terest in the wider academic circles. All the more remarkable is the fact that
Chybiński chose them for his classes, and that — in spite of his older col-
leagues’ suggestions that he should concentrate in his teaching on more re-
cent music (Ibidem). From those very ﬁrst lectures at Lvov University, Adolf
Chybiński’s great individuality was very strongly felt, and it was evident in
his speciﬁc interests as well as in his teaching activity.
In order to ensure a suitable standard for his classes, Adolf Chybiński con-
tributed his own private funds to the purchase of a Viennese Schweighofer
piano (as the University’s grant for that purpose proved insuﬃcient). The
instrument, originally placed in the Faculty of Physics, was later transported
to the newly created Faculty of Musicology (Ibidem: 159). The instrument
was necessary to teach classes of counterpoint and analysis. For instance,
in the winter semester of 1915/1916, the list of classes included a course in
polyphony, with the following note:
12 Ochwat 2007: 87. To compare, a good concert piano cost about 1800 crowns, while a uniformed
policeman earned about 55 crowns a month, and for a good pair of shoes one would pay 10 crowns.
http://genealog.mrog.org/wartosc{\_}pieniadza.html [02.03.2012].
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Note that as all the lectures and classes will be illustrated by musical examples, we
address female and male students who play the piano, the violin, etc., with a request to
report to the lecturer (Mazepa and Mazepa 2003 vol. 1: 260).
Also lectures were illustrated by musical excerpts performed on the piano
by students ofmusicology (including, among others, Stefania Łobaczewska),
by Adolf Chybiński himself or, if other instruments were called for — by
a professor from the Conservatory specially commissioned to perform this
task (e.g. J.S. Bach’s ﬂute sonatas were performed by Prof. Spatt) (Chybiński
1959: 160).
Simultaneously with the opening of the new faculty, Adolf Chybiński fou-
nded a library, to which he donated his entire private book collection —
a substantial contribution to the Faculty’s resources (Księga Pamiątkowa 1950:
14). The library contained books, music prints and periodicals. Already in
the academic year of 1914/1915, the collection consisted of: 568 titles in 847
volumes, including 70 onmusic theory, 30 onmusical aesthetics, 14 on ethnog-
raphy, 55 on general music history, 28 on the history of instrumental music,
and as many as 38 — on the history of Orthodox church music (Ochwat
2007: 89). This last point testiﬁes to Chybiński’s open-minded attitude to-
wards Ukrainian music, which he exhibited from the very beginnings of his
career as a lecturer. Poles at LvovUniversity evidently facilitated the study of
that discipline, and by no means prohibited research on Ukrainian culture,
as many publications have wrongly suggested.
Already before World War I, the Lvov Musicology, after just two years of
activity, had secured suitable conditions for both teaching and research. This
was most of all owing to the eﬀorts of Adolf Chybiński himself. He did not
spare his own funds to provide suitable equipment and resources for his Fac-
ulty. Even though the Musicology in Lvov began its activity a year later than
in Cracow, it soon caught up with the latter and already before the outbreak
of World War I, Lvov became the leading centre of musicological studies in
the Polish territories. The Cracow unit, on the other hand, received no funds
for teaching, and the main obstacle to the opening of something as mod-
est as a musicological seminar was the fact that Musicology in Cracow did
not manage to obtain any rooms for its activity before the war — a fact that
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Zdzisław Jachimecki commented upon many years later (Jachimecki 1948:
36).
The outbreak of World War I brought the Faculty’s activity to a tempo-
rary halt. In September 1914, Lvov was captured by the Russian army, and
as a consequence the university suspended its work for an entire year and
the teaching staﬀ dispersed. However, already in June 1915, after the recap-
ture of the city by the Austrians, academic life began to return to normal
(Suchodolwski 1987: 250). The outbreak of the war found Adolf Chybiński
in Zakopane, in the Polish Tatra Mountains, where he was spending a hol-
iday. He returned to Lvov in the autumn of 1915.13 In the academic year of
1916/1917, his teaching load was increased to 5 hours of lectures a week
(Ochwat 2007: 90). The year 1917 brought an important event — Adolf Chy-
biński obtained the title of associate professor (Szweykowski 1984: 197) and
his Faculty could henceforth begin to function oﬃcially, as according to the
Austrian regulations only a professor could become the head of a faculty.
The Faculty was also in need of an assistant lecturer. Still, in 1917 the
Lvov musicology still had no graduates and, besides, the professor received
no funds for such a post. For this reason, the only post to be ﬁlled at that
time was that of librarian, on a voluntary basis. As Adolf Chybiński recalled,
the post was given to his best student from that period, Bronisława Wój-
cik (1890 Lvov–1938 Warsaw), later known as Bronisława Wójcik-Keuprulian
(See Chybiński 1959: 159, Prosnak 1967: 294).14 She was the ﬁrst student
to graduate from the Lvov Faculty of Musicology, and also the ﬁrst Pol-
ish woman-musicologist. In 1917, she received a doctorate on the basis of a
German-language dissertation entitled Johann Fischer von Augsburg als Suit-
enkomponist (Prosnak 1967: 294, Ochwat 2007: 91). This was the ﬁrst doctoral
degree in musicology awarded in the partitioned Polish territory, as well as
the ﬁrst and last such degree obtained from the Faculty of Musicology, K. u.
K. (Imperial and Royal) Emperor Francis I University in Lvov.
13 See Chybiński 1959: 180. Adolf Chybiński spent almost every holiday in Zakopane, which was
related to his interest in highlander folklore.
14 The ﬁrst women began to appear at Lvov University as early as 1897.
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Musicology at the Jan Kazimierz University in Lvov (1919–1939)
The years 1918–1919 brought huge changes at Lvov University, which were
related to the end of World War I and the regaining of independence by
Poland.As a result of the demise of theAustro-HungarianEmpire, inNovem-
ber 1918, following the heroic struggle of the local Polish population with
Ukrainian forces, Lvov became a part of the Polish state.15 Before 1914 Lvov
had played the leading role in Polish culture and academic life, but after
World War I it lost its position to the capital city of Warsaw, which was a
metropolis four times bigger than Lvov. Throughout the interwar period,
Lvov remained second in importance with regard to academic and artistic
activity, and third in Poland with respect to size (after Warsaw and Łódź). In
1918, when Poland had regained independence, the Polish government re-
named the University of Lvov after its original founder, so that the new aca-
demic year of 1919–1920 was already inaugurated in what was now called
the Jan Kazimierz University (UJK) — Universitas Ioanneo-Casimirianae Le-
opoliensis — a name which oﬃcially functioned for the next 20 years, until
the end of 1939.16 In the following years, the University managed to over-
come its poor working conditions, as it gained a new representative build-
ing — the former seat of the Diet of Galicia (in independent Poland, the Par-
liament had its seat in Warsaw). This decision was announced in the Pol-
ish Sejm as early as February 1921 (Suchodolski 1992: 109–110). Starting in
the academic year 1924–1925, the Jan Kazimierz University introduced a re-
form that divided the school into ﬁve departments: Theology. Law, Human-
ities, Science and Medicine. In the academic year of 1938–1939, Lvov Uni-
versity had had 104 faculties, employed 196 lecturers in total, including 64
full professors, 22 associate professors and 110 senior lecturers. The post of
vice-chancellor was occupied, among others, by such personages as Prof.
Jan Kasprowicz, Prof. Juliusz Makarewicz, Prof. Jan Czekanowski, and Prof.
Longchamps de Bérier (in 1939) (Draus 2006: 21–25).
15 In 1923, the Council of Ambassadors conﬁrmed on the international level that Lvov belonged to
Poland.
16 See Draus 2006: 14, 80. The Soviet authorities, which introduced changes at Lvov University in
January 1940, renamed it Ivan Franko Lviv State University, and it is under this name that the
university still operates today.
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After the reform, the Faculty of Musicology became part of the newly es-
tablished Humanities Department. It also moved to a new, more spacious
venue, in one of the former buildings of the Diet of Galicia, at 5, Mickiewicz
St. (now: vul. Lystopadovoho Chynu, see Figure 3.2), in the wing of a vast
representative ediﬁce. It was there that the Faculty operated until the end of
1939, when its oﬃcial activity came to a close (Księga Pamiątkowa 1950: 15).
It was the most dynamically developing musicological centre in Poland be-
tween the wars; the other two existed in Cracow and in Poznań (established
in 1922).
In 1921, Adolf Chybiński obtained the title of full professor, and in 1929
he was appointed member-correspondent of the Polish Academy of Arts
and Sciences (PAU) (see Szweykowski 1984: 197). In 1928–1929 he also held
the post of dean of the Humanities Department at Lvov University (Draus
2006: 228). At this new stage in the development of Lvov Musicology, the
full course of studies was gradually formed. A full course took 4 year and
was divided into semesters or trimesters. In 1924, the master’s degree was
introduced in Poland as a degree lower than the doctorate. This system con-
cerned musicology students who began their study in the academic year of
1924/1925 or later.17 A candidate was enrolled on the course after demand-
ing entrance exams, which included tests of competence in Latin, two mod-
ern languages, introduction tomusic theory and harmony (Księga Pamiątkowa
1950: 15). From the beginning, Adolf Chybiński did not care about the num-
ber of students, but rather aimed to educate well-trained musicologists with
suitable predispositions for this profession. Every year, there were about 25–
30 candidates, of whom not more than 10 were accepted (Ochwat 2007: 90),
but even this small group grew smaller during the course of studies. Zoﬁa
Lissa (1908–1980), who studiedmusicology in 1924–1929, recalled that of the
7 students enrolled together with her in 1924, she was the only one to com-
plete the study (Kwartalnik Muzyczny 1949).
Such a small and narrow circle facilitated close relations between students,
and between students and lecturers, which in this case really emulated the
relation between a master and a disciple. This closeness was emphasised by
17 The ﬁrst master’s theses were presented at the Faculty of Musicology in 1931. See Ochwat 2007: 92.
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Figure 3.2
Anna Czekanowska, who, though she studied with Chybiński already after
the war at Poznań University, stressed that in many respects the forms of
teaching were similar to those developed in Lvov (Czekanowska 2002: 169).
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Classes were taught in the form of lectures, topical seminars or analytic
workshops.18 The syllabus covered four disciplines: music history, music
theory, musical analysis and musical paleography. Particular emphasis was
placed on the teaching of the history and theory of early music. At the centre
of the curriculum, there were lectures dedicated to individual ﬁelds, con-
centrating primarily on the history of music. Professor Chybiński was aware
of how many undiscovered sources were still lying in archives throughout
Poland.Hewas also convinced that a synthesis of Polishmusic historywould
not be possible until we have studied the entire body of historical sources re-
lated to this ﬁeld (Chomiński 1953: 15). He knew, therefore, that carefully
veriﬁed primary sources constituted the basis for all studies (Czekanowska
2003: 49).
Classes were held at appointed hours — in the mornings (mostly those
taught by the assistant lecturer), as well as the afternoons and evenings (re-
served for the Professor). They began with introductory, lower, higher and
undergraduate seminars (depending on the students’ level), followed by a
lecture,which endedbefore the start of the various concerts held in the city.19
The vast majority of classes were taught by Adolf Chybiński himself, which
can serve as a proof of his versatility as a musicologist — but was also a
standard in the one-person faculties of that day. This system consisting of
a “free university” and a faculty subordinated to the authority of one emi-
nent professor ensured that each student could be equippedwith a thorough
knowledge of the ﬁeld (Czekanowska 2002: 162–163).
Chybiński’s teaching activity at the Jan Kazimierz University led to the
development between the two world wars of the Lvov School of Musicol-
ogy, which was Poland’s ﬁrst such comprehensive school dedicated to this
discipline. Professor Chybiński’s educational aims were fulﬁlled, as out of
the 24 doctoral dissertations and master’s theses written at this faculty in
1917–1939, as many as six were strictly dedicated to the Polish music of the
15th–18th centuries, while 13 dealt with early music (from the 13th to the 18th
18 A detailed list of subjects taught at the Faculty of Musicology can be found in Mazepa and Mazepa
2003 vol. 1: 260–265.
19 Czekanowska 2002: 167. A walk from the Faculty to the philharmonic or the opera house took not
more than 10 minutes.
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centuries). Although the subjects of many master’s theses and doctoral dis-
sertations were chosen in response to the need for research on early Polish
music, the Professor always actively supported his students’ individual in-
terests. A conﬁrmation of this can be seen in the number of theses dedicated
to 19th-century music, of which there were as many as eight (1/3), including
four on the music of E. Grieg (which may have been related to classes ded-
icated to that composer taught in 1933–1934 and 1935–1936). Such a choice
of subjects was possible because — Chybiński’s own research preferences
notwithstanding – everyone, from students and the assistant lecturer to the
Professor himself, was working on their own speciﬁc material, selected from
the wide range of options oﬀered by the Professor (Ochwat 2007: 127–128).
Three theses completed in the 1930s were also devoted to ethnomusicology.
Musicology studentswere also given the opportunity to obtain a very thor-
ough humanist education, as, apart frommusicological subjects, they also at-
tended obligatory classes in various disciplines, including philology, philos-
ophy, history, and the history of art (Hrab 2007: 30). Lectures (concentrating
on the phenomenology of a work of art) delivered by Prof. Roman Ingar-
den at Lvov University in the 1930s, inﬂuenced, among others, Chybiński’s
female students — Stefania Łobaczewska and Zoﬁa Lissa — who focused
in their research on the problems of musical aesthetics and of the theory of
style, reception of music and the musical-historical process in particular.20
Apart from his regular teaching duties, Professor Chybiński also supported
theUJK Students’Musicological ResearchClub and supervised theUJKAca-
demic Choir (Draus 2006: 58).
The Activity of Lvov Musicological School
Adolf Chybiński created the Lvov Musicological School together with his
students. A characteristic feature of the Lvov School was a wide humanist
20 Until our day, Roman Ingarden’s book The Musical Work and the Question of Its Identity belongs to the
reading canon prescribed to musicological students as a key title on musical aesthetics. Cf. also:
Ingarden 1933, 1958, 1973.
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background and the quest for a historical perspective on the musical phe-
nomena under research. Chybiński’s school applied a detailed method of
analysis in which each piece of music was examined as a work of art with
its own structure. The school was also characterised by a mistrust for, and
avoidance of, generalisations and wide syntheses, in which it diﬀered from
the Cracow school (Ochwat 2007: 161). Consecutive generations of Lvov mu-
sicology graduates were educated in this spirit. Also the assistant lecturers
presented their material within this methodological framework.
The ﬁrst musicologist educated by Prof. Chybiński was the already men-
tioned Bronisława Wójcik, in 1919–1923 — demonstrator at the Faculty of
Musicology, and later — assistant lecturer. In 1934 she obtained a habilita-
tion as the ﬁrst woman in the history of Polish science, on the basis of a dis-
sertation entitled The Place of Musicology in the System of Academic Disciplines,
presented at the Jagiellonian University in Cracow (Prosnak 1967: 294). No-
tably, this was not a historical subject and probably not at the centre of Adolf
Chybiński’s interests, which is why Cracow proved a better place for this
habilitation (Czekanowska 2003: 52). Later the duties of assistant lecturer
were taken up (in 1925–1926) by Father Hieronim Feicht (1894–1967), who in
1925 presenteda doctoral dissertation entitledBartłomiej Pekiel’s SacredWorks,
dedicated to the music of that 17th-century Polish composer. Feicht collected
materials for this dissertation during the summer break together with Adolf
Chybiński in the Archive of Cracow’sWawel Cathedral Chapter (Feicht 2008:
17–18). This is just one example of the master-disciple relations at Lvov mu-
sicology. For many years (1926–1939), the person working as an assistant to
Chybiński was Maria Szczepańska (1902–1962). Starting in her 1st year of
study (1922), it was she who, together with Adolf Chybiński, organised and
catalogued the music collection at Wawel. Maria Szczepańska’s interest in
early Polish music (from the 15th–17th centuries), to which she dedicated all
the rest of her life, dated from that early student period (Hrab 2003: 272. Cf.
also Chomiński 1967: 223).
Among the younger graduates closely associatedwith the Faculty, we have
to mention the ﬁgure of Jan Józef Dunicz (1910–1945) who, still as a student,
took up the duties of librarian and voluntary assistant at the Faculty of Mu-
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sicology. In 1934–1939 he was an elder assistant lecturer there (Chodkowski
1984: 478–479.). In 1937, he defended his doctoral dissertation: A. [Adam]
Jarzębski andHis ‘Canzoni e Concerti’ (1627), published a year later, which even
today remains an important source of information. Chybiński regarded it as
“one of the best works on early Polish music” (Ruch Muzyczny 1948).
Adolf Chybiński was also an editor or close collaborator of many periodi-
cals that publishedmusicological papers, such as theWarsaw-based Kwartal-
nik Muzyczny [Musical Quarterly] and Polski Rocznik Muzykologiczny [Polish
Musicological Annals], as well as the less strictly musicological quarterly Mu-
zyka Polska [Polish Music] and the Lwowskie Wiadomości Muzyczne i Literackie
(LvovMusical and Literary News], published inLvov. Thoseperiodicals printed
many articles by Adolf Chybiński and his pupils, including Bronisława Wój-
cik, Stefania Łobaczewska, FatherHieronimFeicht,Maria Szczepańska, Zoﬁa
Lissa, Józef Chomiński and Jan Józef Dunicz. Eventually, the Lvov Faculty
of Musicology also began to publish its own academic periodical, entitled
Lwowskie Rozprawy Muzykologiczne [Lvov Musicological Papers], of which Chy-
biński was editor-in-chief. This was a strictly musicological title maintain-
ing very high academic and editorial standards. In the preface, it was noted
that the Faculty of Musicology, UJK, having obtained the necessary funds at
last, has undertaken to print the academic papers prepared at that Faculty
(Lwowskie Rozprawy Muzykologiczne 1938). It was the ﬁrst musicological pe-
riodical published in Lvov and one of the ﬁrst in this ﬁeld in Poland. Unfor-
tunately, only one issue (1938) appeared before the outbreak of the war. This
issue contained Jan Józef Dunicz’s doctoral dissertation, already mentioned
above.
The Lvov School of Musicology was also involved in such activities as:
editorial work, preparing inventories of musical monuments, and organisa-
tion of a systematic study of those monuments. Adolf Chybiński‘s central
objective was, as I suggested above, creating a basis for the history of Polish
music, and so he dedicated nearly all his time to the study and analysis of
musical sources (Chomiński 1953: 15). The results of his work were printed
in the series Wydawnictwo Dawnej Muzyki Polskiej (Early Polish Music Publi-
cations — still continued today), which he initiated in 1928 as a collection
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of sources for the history of Polish music, then only known in a small part
(Czekanowska 2002: 199). OnAdolf Chybiński’s initiative, valuable 15th–18th
centurymanuscriptswere photocopied, frequently at the professor’sown ex-
pense, as The Ministry of Religious Confession and Public Education21 did
not subsidise this project. He considered it as a task of utmost importance,
fearing that in case of another war Polish culture might lose its sources of
early music, of which only a tiny fraction had been published. Thanks to his
eﬀorts, a large proportion of the precious manuscripts were described and
secured, so that the compositions have been preserved despite the war dam-
age and the burning of many manuscripts from Warsaw’s libraries by the
Nazis in 1944 (Księga Pamiątkowa 1950: 18). AfterWorldWar II, the seriesEarly
Polish Music Publications was continued by Prof. Chybiński’s disciples: Father
Hieronim Feicht and Zygmunt Szweykowski. In the 1920s, Adolf Chybiński
also organised (together with the Poznań musicology) a long-term collective
research project dedicated to Polish folk songs (Łobaczewska 1927: 150).
In 1928–1929, Adolf Chybiński was also the head of the Consulting Com-
mittee of the MRCPE, which prepared a project for a system of musical ed-
ucation in Poland (Ochwat 2007: 138). The Expert Committee in Lvov also
included other Lvov musicologists, including Prof. Adam Sołtys, director of
Lvov Conservatory, with whom Adolf Chybiński had already maintained
close contacts for many years.22
Professor Adolf Chybiński’s output of publications consists of more than
650 books and articles on the history of Polishmusic, themusic of the “Young
Poland” period (the turn of the 19th century) and ethnomusicology (espe-
cially — highlander folklore from Podhale).23 Another fruit of his more than
40-year-long study of early Polish music was Poland’s ﬁrst dictionary of mu-
sicians, including as many as 2400 entries, a large proportions of which had
been completely unknown before (See Chybiński 1949).
For his research and teaching activity, Adolf Chybiński was awarded the
21 The Ministry of Religious Confessions and Public Education (MRCPE), operating in Poland in the
interwar period.
22 Adam Sołtys (1890 Lvov–1968 Lviv) — composer, conductor, director of the Polish Music Society’s
Conservatory in Lvov (1929–1939), a Berlin musicology graduate. See Sołtys 2008: 128.
23 Chybiński’s valuable publications include: 907a, 1910, 1927, 1939.
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Commander’s Cross Polonia Restituta. He was the ﬁrst musicologist to re-
ceive such a high state distinction (Księga Pamiątkowa 1950: 18).
Lwów — Poznań (1939–1952)
All the extensive activity of LvovUJK Faculty ofMusicologywas interrupted
by World War II. In September 1939 Lvov was captured and occupied by the
Soviet Union, and the Jan Kazimierz University was soon transformed into
the Ivan FrankoNational University of Lviv,which has functionedunder this
name to our day.24 The UJK Faculty of Musicology existed till 31st December
1939, when it was oﬃcially closed. In early January 1940, the Faculty’s lec-
turers, students and equipment were moved to the newly established Lviv
State Conservatory, created by the Soviet authorities out of three prewar mu-
sic conservatories (which they had also closed) and the Faculty of Musicol-
ogy.25 The new Lviv State Conservatory consisted of 5 departments: Piano,
Instrumental, Vocal, Composition, and Music Theory (Mazepa nad Mazepa
2003 vol. 2: 41). Zoﬁa Lissa was appointed Dean of the Music Theory De-
partment, whereas Adolf Chybiński was only Chair of the History of Music,
whichwas part of the TheoryDepartment (Ibidem). This situation continued
till the summer of 1941, when, having entered Lvov, the German authori-
ties eventually closed all of the city’s universities and institutions of higher
education, in the ﬁeld of music allowing only for the existence of a school
that employed exclusively Ukrainians as lecturers (Ibidem: 45). After the clo-
sure of the university, musicological studies continued on a limited basis as
part of the underground Jan Kazimierz University. Adolf Chybiński taught
classes in the building of the Ossolineum, where he found oﬃcial employ-
ment (Draus 2006: 151).
In the summer of 1944, Lvov was again occupied by the Soviets, separated
from the Polish territory and annexed to the Ukrainian Soviet Socialist Re-
public. Even before the return of the Soviet authorities, in March 1944, Adolf
24 L’vivs’kyj nacional’nyj universytet imeni Ivana Franka. Lvov is now part of Ukraine.
25 The Polish Music Society’s Conservatory, The Mykola Lysenko Higher Institute of Music (the
so-called Ukrainian conservatory) and the Karol Szymanowski Conservatory.
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Chybiński eventually left Lvov — as it later appeared, never to return. After
a year in the Polish Tatra (in Zakopane), in February 1945 he moved to Cra-
cow, where he received an invitation to take over the Chair of Musicology at
Adam Mickiewicz University in Poznań. In October the same year, he began
his work on the reconstruction of the Poznań Faculty of Musicology. It was
to this task that he dedicated a period of 7 years, nearly until his death on
31st October 1952 (Księga Pamiątkowa 1950: 22).
Memories of Lvov did not leave Adolf Chybiński till the end of his life,
whichwas natural, considering the fact that he had lived through the heyday
of his professional life in that city. He later wrote,
I feel that in Lvov I left more of myself than I might guess when I was departing from
that city. [...] If I did anything of value in my research work and teaching activity, it all
happened in Lvov (Hrab 2010: 139).
The Faculty of Musicology, Adam Mickiewicz University in Poznań, also
employed the professor’s disciple, Maria Szczepańska. It was there that the
last generationofAdolf Chybiński’s students, educated in his school ofmusi-
cology, gained their degrees. These included: Anna Czekanowska, Zygmunt
Szweykowski, and Mirosław Perz. Many Lvov musicology graduates were
still active in that ﬁeld in Poland, particularly in Poznań, Wrocław and War-
saw,which Prof. Chybiński summarised in 1949 with thesewords: “Mywork
in Lvov was not in vain. It is ‘Lvov’ that now ﬁlls the posts at the musicology
faculties of our universities”.26
Conclusion
Prof. Adolf Chybiński was the pioneer of musicology in the Polish territo-
ries and the founder of his own musicological school. The time of his great-
est professional activity, which lasted for nearly half of his life, was the 32-
year period he spent in Lvov (1912–1944), where he was ﬁrst (for 5 years,
26 See Jasinovskiy 2003: 78. Among the postwar continuators of Adolf Chybiński’s work on Polish
music history, Anna Czekanowska mentions Hieronim Feicht (Warsaw University), Zygmunt
Szweykowski (The Jagiellonian University), Jerzy Morawski (the Jagiellonian and Warsaw
Universities) and Mirosław Perz (Warsaw University) (Cf. Czekanowska 2002: 163).
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with a one-year break in 1914–1915) head of the Faculty of Musicology of
the K.u.K. Emperor Francis I University (1912–1918), and then for 20 years
headed the same Faculty at the Jan Kazimierz University (1919–1939). Mov-
ing from his home city of Cracow to Lvov allowed Adolf Chybiński to de-
velop a much wider and more eﬀective research and teaching activity, as
Lvovwas amuch larger, thriving urban and academic centre than Cracow. In
Warsaw therewas no Polish university beforeWorld War I, and so the begin-
nings of Polish musicology are associated with Lvov. Thanks to favourable
conditions and to Prof. Chybiński’s intensive work, Lvov boasted the largest
Faculty of Musicology in the interwar Poland.
Many of Professor Chybiński’s students later became eminent scholars,
and formed the ﬁrst generation of musicologists educated in the Polish ter-
ritory. They frequently conducted pioneering research. Most of Chybiński’s
assistants and his most outstanding graduates later obtained high academic
degrees and positions, taking over university chairs after World War II and
in many cases continuing their professor’s research and ideas. As a conse-
quence of the war, all this eﬀort was scattered among many diﬀerent uni-
versity centres, and Chybiński’s pupils worked in Poznań, Wrocław, War-
saw, Cracow and Lublin. Still, the extensive research projects initiated by the
Lvov school of musicology were continued after the war. In Wrocław, Fa-
ther Hieronim Feicht took active part in the establishment of a Faculty of
Musicology (operating in 1946–1952, reactivated in 2003). This Faculty was
later moved to Warsaw University, where in 1948 a Faculty of Musicology
(from 1958 — an Institute) was initiated by Prof. Zoﬁa Lissa, who directed
it in 1948–1975, later replaced on this post by Prof. Anna Czekanowska. For
many years, another Lvov musicology graduate, Prof. Józef Chomiński was
also a faculty member in Warsaw Institute of Musicology. In 1956, Father
Feicht opened a Chair of Church Musicology at the Catholic University of
Lublin. Stefania Łobaczewska moved from Lvov to Cracow, where after the
war she co-organised the State Higher School of Music and was (in 1952–
1955) its vice-chancellor, simultaneously working at the Chair of Music His-
tory and Theory, the Jagiellonian University, which she took over after Prof.
Jachimecki’s death and held in 1954–1963. Prof. Zygmunt Szweykowski also
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worked at the same Chair. In this way, the Jagiellonian University combined
the traditions of the Cracow school with those of the Lvov musicology.
Present-day Ukrainian scholars also gladly accept that the Chair of Music
History at the Mykola Lysenko Academy of Music in Lviv, Ukraine, is a suc-
cessor of Adolf Chybiński’s school. The students and graduates of the Lvov
school of musicology also included several Ukrainian musicologists (such
as e.g. Boris Kudryk).27 One should remember, though, that the majority
of Chybiński’s students were Polish, and after 1945 most of his outstanding
graduates worked in Poland (within its new postwar borders) and played
a key role in the development of Polish musicology. It was thanks to them
that this discipline could still develop, despite the formal closure of the UJK
Faculty of Musicology in 1940. This is why, arguably, the main successors of
the Lvov school of musicology were Warsaw and Poznań, though its impact
on the Cracow musicology should also not be underestimated despite the
stronger inﬂuence of Zdzisław Jachimecki.
ProfessorAdolf Chybiński has a permanent place among the eminent Pol-
ish scholars of the 1st half of the 20th century. Together with other lecturers
from Lvov University, such as Roman Ingarden, RudolfWeigl and Stefan Ba-
nach, they laid the foundations for research and methodology in many dif-
ferent disciplines (the humanities, science and medicine) in Poland. It was
thanks to them that the university’s achievements were recognised far and
wide, and contributed not only to Polish, but also to European learning.
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Julian Pulikowski (born on 24th May 1908 in Zgorzelec (Görlitz), died on
14th September 1944 in Warsaw), belongs to the second generation of Polish
musicologists. His father, Roman Junosza Pulikowski, born in Lvov (now
Lviv), worked as a cello player in Hannover Opera from 1910, and small Ju-
lian with his mother, Zoﬁa Pulikowska, née Siemianowska, lived and was
educated in Germany and Austria until 1934. He studied musicology in Vi-
enna between 1926 and 1930, but attended lectures, as usual in those times,
also on art history, psychology and philosophy.Among his teachers were the
professors: Robert Lach, Robert Haas, Guido Adler, Wilhelm Fischer, Egon
Wellesz, Rudolf Ficker, Alfred Orel, Josef Strzygowski, Julius Schlosser, Karl
Bühler, Heinrich Gomperz, Karl Reininger. Joseph Marx taught Pulikowski
piano and composition.
In 1929–1930, he worked as a volunteer in the Music Department of the
Viennese National Library. There he discovered folk songs with Polish texts
written down in 1819 during the ﬁrst oﬃcially organized action of collecting
folklore in Austria. The report about this discovery, sent in 1929 to Kwartalnik
Muzyczny [Musical Quarterly] edited by Adolf Chybiński in Lvov (the place
of Pulikowski’s father’s birth), started the 15-year-long friendship between
both professional musicologists. In 1932 Pulikowski received his Ph.D. from
Vienna University, on the basis of a dissertation entitled Geschichte des Be-
griﬀs Volkslied im musikalischen Schrifttum. Ein Stück deutscher Geistesgeschichte.
Then, in Preussischer Staatsbibliothek in Berlin, he prepared this disserta-
tion for print and, in 1933, he published it in Heidelberg, a centre of German
Romanticism. This book, the most extensive work of this kind in Europe,
presents socio-historical analyses of the concept of folk songs in diﬀerent
countries and the whole of Europe, including hundreds of deﬁnitionswhich
shaped the study of ethnic and folk traditions on our continent. It is worth
adding that the early deﬁnition of “ethno-musicology” (ethnomusicology),
as formulated by Klyment Kvitka in the Ukraine in 1928, and introduced by
Łucjan Kamieński between 1934–1939 in Poland, was focused on the analysis
and classiﬁcation (typology) exclusively of folk songs; thus the early subject
of ethnomusicology was music as culture. The concept of music in culture is
rather a later tendency that appeared in the second half of the 20th century.
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We owe it to Adolf Chybiński that Pulikowski eventually came to Poland
in 1934 and we can now call him a Polish musicologist. Overburdened with
work in Poland, he sometimes complained of hard work to Chybiński in the
late 1930s, reminding the latter melancholically of an oﬀer of work he had
received from Vienna Library. Chybiński encouraged him ﬁrst (1929–1930)
to write and send reviews of musicological literature and to look in Western
sources for the Polish dances of the 16th and 17th centuries. Then Chybiński
procured for him a one-year grant from the Fund of National Culture which
enabled Pulikowski to work with Wilhelm Heinitz in the Phonetic Labora-
tory at Hamburg University between the autumn of 1932 and the autumn
of 1933. From November 1933 till March 1934, he worked in Berlin contin-
uing his research on early Polish dances. He had just published his book
Geschichte des Begriﬀs Volkslied. . . , which, however, was not distributed inGer-
many. Being a member of the leftist organization “Vorwärts”, and a person
of Polish descent (though he spoke German much better than Polish), he be-
came something of a persona non grata in Germany under Hitler. Stanisław
Kot, a historian, professor of the Jagiellonian University in Cracow (Julian
Pulikowski’s uncle) and Chybiński intended Pulikowski to take a position in
the National Library in Warsaw, hoping that he would organise the music
collections there. Pulikowski came to Poland in March 1934 (the ﬁrst letter
from Warsaw to Lvov is dated March 22nd), and received the Polish citizen-
ship (on 30th May 1934). Then he organised a music exhibition in the Na-
tional Library (May–June 1934), which led to the establishment to its Music
Department (1st July 1934). From then on, Pulikowski was the head of the
new department. His co-workers were Wanda Rudzka and, since 1938, Józef
Chomiński, one of the greatest Polish musicologists.
At the same time, in the autumn of 1934, he started teaching comparative
musicology, musical paleography and music theory at Warsaw Music Con-
servatory. His ﬁrst lecture — about comparative musicology — was held on
6th Oct., 1934. His talk, dedicated particularly to Asian Music, was a nov-
elty in Poland; Pulikowski used the set of records (Demonstrationssammlung)
which was produced by Phonogram Archives in Berlin.
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Doctor Pulikowski recognized his basic personal task in Poland, which
was — to initiate ﬁeld research and recordings of folk songs in Poland. Di-
rectly after his arrival in Poland in the spring of 1934, he could not yet know
of a similar initiative of Łucjan Kamieński launched in 1928 in the west-
ern part of Poland. Pulikowski found patterns for such activities in Austria
(1908–1912), where the documentation had been prepared by local teachers
from primary and secondary schools, and collections of folk songs served as
an illustration of the multinational Austrian monarchy. Pulikowski drew on
this approach also in the late of 1930s, when he appealed, in the atmosphere
of prevailing ethnocentrism, also for the study of national minorities.
From July 1934, he took part in discussions about the project of the Insti-
tute of Folk Song Research in Warsaw. This project, fueled by enthusiasm for
state structures and institutions, resulted in the modest but important Cen-
tral Phonogram Archives founded on 30th April 1935. This event can be re-
gardedas the startingpoint for systematicﬁeld recordings led by Pulikowski.
His group of collaborators numbered at least 23 persons recording songs
in diﬀerent parts of Poland. In order to popularise methods of recording
folk music, he visited Krzemieniec, where post-graduate education was sys-
tematically organized for music teachers. The most eﬃcient in ﬁeld research
among Pulikowski’s colleagueswas TadeuszGrabowski (1909–1940), the au-
thor of two interesting articles on folk terminology in the song repertoire in
the Cashubian region and about his own experiences with ﬁeld recordings
in Poland.
As mentioned above, ﬁeld recordings in the interwar period were already
conducted (from 1928) by Łucjan Kamieński, professor of musicology at the
University of Poznań, and his students. Kamieński concentrated on two re-
gions — Greater Poland and Cashubia, whereas Pulikowski’s ambition was
to cover all the territory of Poland. He himself conducted ﬁeld research only
in the region of Podlachia (eastern Masovia) in September 1935 and was par-
ticularly interested in the borderland between distinct song forms with stan-
zas and ritual vocal forms with accumulated verses. In fact, both West- and
East-Slavonic musical and textual properties of folk repertoire co-existed or
interacted on such interesting borderlands.
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From the technological viewpoint, the method of recording on wax cylin-
ders (1935–1939) used by the Pulikowski’s team was then already out of date
in Europe. Edison’s phonograph and cylinders were being replaced by de-
celith records and microphones in the late 1930. The sound quality of the
latter is incomparably better, as demonstrated by the 2009 release of a set of
records from the Recordings of the Phonographic Commission of the Czech
Academy, with folk music recorded in 1929–1937 thanks to the co-operation
of folklorists, musicologists, and, of course, folk singers and musicians and
the French company Pathé.
After his arrival in Poland, Pulikowski was also planning to establish a
department or institute of musicology at the Warsaw University. This initia-
tive, eagerly supported by Adolf Chybiński, was eventually carried out in
the last academic year before WWII (1938–1939). Still, already much earlier,
from the autumn of 1935, he held open lectures in musicology in the Dept.
of Humanities at Warsaw University. (After the death of the Polish Marshal
in May 1935 this university had been named the Józef Piłsudski University).
Notmuch older than his listeners, Pulikowski had some linguistic and cul-
tural problems with assimilating in Poland. His marriage and the birth of his
two sons took place already inWarsaw.One of his students, Józef Klukowski,
still in the 1960s successfully taught musical folklore at music schools from
notes taken during Pulikowski’s lectures.A long-lasting result of the lectures
of the author of Geschichte des Begriﬀs Volkslied. . . was an increased interest in
non-European folk, ethnic music and classical Asian music in Poland. He
advocated the signiﬁcance of folk songs for culture analyses and the study
of music history. Such an opinion had a political resonance in the Polish so-
ciety, which was still largely stratiﬁed. But his main ﬁeld of action was the
struggle for musicology at Warsaw University, the more so as his lectures
in the Music Conservatory were regarded as “too scientiﬁc”. He was plan-
ning a full musicological curriculum which would coordinate historical and
systematic disciplines: this project included acoustics, aesthetics, sociology
of music and comparative musicology, alongside music history and the lit-
tle known musical paleography. The study on folk music in Poland, which
he had planned, was able to advance only to the level of pure documen-
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tation (nearly 5.000 wax cylinders and about 20.000 songs or instrumental
pieces collected in the Central Phonogram Archives of the National Library
gathered between 1935–1939). His activity in the area of documentation fore-
shadowed the All-Polish Action of Collecting Musical Folklore of 1950–1954.
The range of Pulikowskis activities was wide — library work, collecting
musicmanuscripts, books and notes, lectures in theMusic Conservatory and
at Warsaw University, the organization of a national project of recording folk
songs and instrumental music. No wonder that, after publishing his book on
the history of folk song concepts, he could not ﬁnd time to develop empir-
ical analyses strictly connected with music and musical traditions. Had he
had more time, he would certainly have further studied the topic of early
Polish dances. However, the pressure of time and new tasks resulted in his
concentration on proposals for how musicology should function and what
kind of musicological studies could contribute to the cultural life and con-
sciousness of the whole society. The social practicability of musicology as
demanded by Pulikowski was combined with his highly ideological vision
of folk song traditions. Like some other Polish intellectuals, he still believed
in the possibility of a “renaissance” of folk culture, or, in fact, of peasant cul-
ture, the more so — as 70% of the population in interwar Poland still lived
in villages. The unusual eagerness and high ambitions typical of Pulikowski
did not make his national and state-oriented projects more feasible. Still, his
organizational and didactic merits in promoting musicology and folk song
research in Poland are unquestionable.
A separate chapter in his life and activities was the time of German oc-
cupation. He accepted a position in Staatsbibliothek Warschau, collaborat-
ing with the German management. However, he importantly contributed to
the safeguarding of Polish collections. Sometimes he pleaded for arrested
Poles, assisting most probably in the release of some Polish intellectuals and
artists from concentration camps (e.g. BohdanKorzeniowski, an outstanding
theatre historian, was released from Auschwitz). These facts became pub-
licly known later, but under the occupation he was accepted neither by Poles
(because of his collaboration with the German management of Warsaw’s li-
braries) nor byGermans, becauseﬁve years of his intensive and positivework
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in Polandmade Germans suspicious toward him. Hewas not allowed, for in-
stance, to continue researchwork after 1939 in spite of the fact that hemainly
wanted to cooperate with the Deutsches Volksliedarchiv in Freiburg.
In June 1944, aware of the German plans to leave “burnt land” behind on
their retreat, he began to secure the most precious collections of the National
andUniversity libraries, including thousands ofwax cylinders.He concealed
all the material heritage in the cellars of an apparently safe building with
extremely thick walls (in Okólnik Street). Unfortunately, after the Warsaw
Uprising (1st August–2nd October 1944), the troops of the Brandkommando,
which had the task of burning down all valuable things of cultural signiﬁ-
cance in Warsaw, discovered the hidden boxes and, after pouring petrol on
them, set them on the ﬁre in November 1944. Pulikowski himself was shot
dead while helping the Polish soldiers to dig trenches.
Polish librarians, who, after the war and loss of collections, complained
of not too good cooperation with Pulikowski, and who rightly opposed the
centralization of the most precious collections initiated by him, contributed
to the reserved and critical opinions about this isolated musicologist among
librarians. In a note from 1945 published only in 1958, Chybiński wrote that
with Pulikowski’s death Polish musicology had suﬀered the greatest imag-
inable loss. On the other hand, if Pulikowski had survived the war, he would
have had no chance to stay and work in Poland after 1945. Besides, he had
evacuated his family to Vienna in May–June 1944.
When Professor Zoﬁa Lissa founded the musicology at Warsaw Univer-
sity in 1948, the institutional base of this department had already been laid
by Pulikowski’s eﬀorts in 1936–1938. This fact was passed over for politi-
cal reasons. Today, the Institute of Musicology at the University of Warsaw
has its seat exactly where Julian Pulikowski was working; the address —
Krakowskie Przedmieście 32 is the same.
Summarizing, we can say that Pulikowski’s book, published in 1933, still
preserves its value for the history of musical ethnology and sociology. His
articles from the Polish period of his life emanate a sincere enthusiasm for
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musicology. His resolution to initiate and support ﬁeld research remains a
good example for the future generations of ethnomusicologists.
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Bronisława Wójcik-Keuprulian, born in Lvov (now Lviv) on 6th Aug. 1890,
died in Warsaw on 11th April 1938, belonged to the ﬁrst generation of Pol-
ish musicologists. She promoted musicology as an independent discipline,
a comparatively new branch of the humanities, and was very active at uni-
versities, publishing houses and other institutions dedicated to musical cul-
ture. The fact that her activities took place in the period of Polish indepen-
dence inﬂuenced the proﬁle of her interests and obligations. Such an attitude
was inﬂuenced by her Ph.D. supervisor, Professor Adolf Chybiński, whose
early Polish interests and national inclinations were vivid and, considering
the political context before WWI, quite justiﬁed. When musicology was in-
augurated at the university in Lvov in 1912, Wójcik-Keuprulian became one
of its ﬁrst students. However, a year earlier she had started mathematics and
philosophy studies at the same university and simultaneously developedher
musical competences at the Musical Conservatory in Lvov. She received her
Ph.D. during the WWI in 1917; the basis for granting the degree was her
dissertation on Johann Fischer von Augsburg (1646–1721) and his musical
output. Between 1919–1925, she assisted Professor Chybiński in the Musico-
logical Dept. of Jan Kazimierz University in Lvov and also taught music the-
ory at the Conservatory in Lvov. At the same time, she cooperated with the
Lvov Learned Society and publishing houses. Towards the end of the 1920s,
she began to concentrate on Chopin’s music, the main result of this interest
being Melodyka Chopina [The Melody of Chopin] published in Lvov in 1930.
This work enabled her to widen her didactic activities and responsibilities,
as she received a veniam legendi, that is, the habilitation from the Jagiellonian
University in Cracow in 1934. The university lecture cycle connected with
this promotion (1934) dealt with the place of musicology within the system
of knowledge. As a professor of Cracow’s University from 1935, she taught
courses on musical styles, musical analysis, works and heritage of Chopin.
Shewas the ﬁrstmusicologist to introducemusical ethnography into the pro-
gramme of musicology studies in Cracow. A “byproduct” of her marriage
(1929) with Garabede Keuprulian, an Armenian engineer, were (the ﬁrst in
Polish literature) contributions on Armenian and Turkish music dedicated
to both folk-ethnic and religious origins and traditions.
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Doctor Wójcik-Keuprulian was interested in professional music from the
Baroque to the 20th century. Being a polyglot and translator from German,
she mastered the West-European musicological literature, thus contributing
to the development of Polish musicology as an autonomous university dis-
cipline. The ﬁrst stage of her research work (1918–1929) were articles dealing
mainly withmusic theory. Because she, like her teacher, ProfessorChybiński,
made intensive use of periodicals and newspapers to propagate musicology
as a university discipline, the range of topics had to be wider and cover also
music education and cultural policy. Seeking public resonance for musicol-
ogy, she was active also in broadcasting.
A new stage of BronisławaWójcik-Keuprulian’s researchwork in the 1930s
was linked, as mentioned above, to Chopinology. She transformed this re-
search domain into a scientiﬁc ﬁeld with purely musicological methodol-
ogy, empirical attitudes, and clear terminology. The newly founded (in 1934)
Chopin Institute in Warsaw supported this direction of research. Between
1934–1938, she cooperated with the Chopin Institute as its board member
(from 1936), editor of the quarterly Chopin (1937) and member of the Edito-
rial Committee (together with I. J. Paderewski, L. Bronarski, J. Turczyński)
of Fryderyk Chopin’s Complete Works.
Her fundamental book on the melody of Chopin is the ﬁrst study of a
single selected musical element in Chopin’s works. Her attention focused
particularly on the ornamental components. Systematic analyses and typolo-
gies proved that ornaments were usually an integral part of the melodic line
and this feature was seen by the author as a speciﬁc quality of Chopin’s
style. Going further, it would be possible to interpret whole melodies of,
e.g., some late Mazurkas as ornamental ﬁgures spread in time. The idea that
the melody is uniﬁed with ornaments coincided with the ethnological ﬁnds
of Robert Lach. The contemporary interest of musical ethnology in tradi-
tional polyphony also had parallels in Wójcik-Keuprulian’s studies. She in-
troduced the concept of polymelodics, that is — not strict polyphony but
rather episodic or free use of polyphonic means in many of Chopin’s com-
positions.
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Wójcik-Keuprulian conﬁrmed the signiﬁcance of the studyof relationships
between ethnic (folk)music andChopin’s compositions. The ﬁrst ethnomusi-
cologist to investigate these correlationswasHelenaRogalska-Windakiewicz
(1868–1956), the author of the valuable studyWzory ludowej muzyki polskiej w
Mazurkach Fryderyka Chopina [Patterns of Polish Folk Music in Fryderyk Chopin’s
Mazurkas] (Cracow 1926). Windakiewicz searched for analogies or rather si-
miliarities between Chopin’s compositions and the patterns of songs and
instrumental music in folk practice as documented in the 19th century by
the Polish ethnographer Oskar Kolberg. She could relate these patterns in
Chopin’s pieces to sources from the regionofKuyavia, neighbouringonMaso-
via. It is worth mentioning that it was in the Kuyavian region that Chopin’s
mother, Justyna Tekla Chopin née Krzyżanowska, was born. The patterns
weredeﬁnedbyWindakiewicz according to the degreeof complexity,melodic
contour and way of performance. She derived the concept of pattern from
both ethnic music in Europe and Old Greek tradition (nomos). Wójcik-Keu-
prulian continued this kind of research, but mainly in the ﬁeld of melody.
She also gave a historical review of research into folk elements in Chopin’s
works and published two general, comprehensive, synthetic articles on Pol-
ish folk music based, however, not on contemporary ﬁeld recordings and
reports, which was a postulate of Béla Bartók, Adolf Chybiński and Julian
Pulikowski, but on the sources collected by Oskar Kolberg in the second half
of the 19th century. She in turn developedmethods of describing folk (ethnic)
music possibly inﬂuenced by the outstanding Ukrainian ethnomusicologist
living in Poland, Filaret Kolessa,whoseworks she reviewed in Polishmusico-
logical periodicals. Besides, dozens of her reviews attracted a vivid reception
and had a wide circulation in international musicological literature. Writing
reviews was a standard preoccupation among the musicologists gathered
around Adolf Chybiński.
Wójcik-Keuprulian’s precise analyses rarely go beyond the study of mu-
sical scores, in which she remained true to the typical model of musicology
in the ﬁrst decades of the 20th century. Her methodology focused on au-
tonomous, formal musical components but interpreted them as a ﬂow of en-
ergy, which reminds one of the analytical methods of Ernst Kurth and Hans
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Mersmann. Being a pianist, like most musicologists in her times, she was
fully conscious of the aesthetic-emotional and symbolic aspects of music.
But to turn music study into a “science”, she adopted, similarly as in the
contemporary neoclassical style of composing, the scientiﬁcally veriﬁable if
somewhat “dry” procedure of analysis and interpretation. AlongwithAdolf
Chybiński, she belonged to the group of musicologists who dedicated them-
selves thoroughly to the scientiﬁc work. She published three books, nearly
50 articles and 32 reviews.
Unfortunately, her premature death put an end to the great promise of
her outstanding personality and prospects for a musicological career. Her
methodological resonance lasted about ten years after WWII and weakened
simultaneouslywith the crisis of the “morphological” style ofmusical analy-
sis. Had she lived longer (and survived the WWII), she would certainly have
developed new methods of analysis and become one of the main ﬁgures in
Polish musicology.
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Maria Klementyna Szczepańska is one of those leading ﬁgures in the his-
tory of Polish musicology who were active in the city of Lvov (now Lviv).
A student and close collaborator of Prof. Adolf Chybiński, with whom she
associated her academic career. Her main places of work were Lvov and
Poznań in a period which abounded in dramatic turning points and which
decided about the fates of Polish musicology. The Adam Mickiewicz Uni-
versity library contains archive documents which were donated to it after
Szczepańska’s death. These comprise several ﬁles with personal documents
and photographs, the texts of lectures delivered at the Faculty ofMusicology
in Poznań, students’ works, copies of music scores, musicological papers,
scripts for radio music broadcasts, reviews of doctoral dissertations, and —
apart from the few letters that she wrote — mostly letters written to her. The
archives of the Adam Mickiewicz University also preserve Szczepańska’s
personal ﬁles and theminutes of themeetings of the Philosophical-Historical
Department Council and the University Senate, including fragments that re-
fer to Maria Szczepańska. These materials provide us with knowledge not
only of her life and activity, but also of the reality around her, particularly —
about the circumstances of establishing and closing the chairs of musicology
in Lvov and Poznań.
Szczepańska was born in Zolochiv (Pol. Złoczów) in Lvov Voivodeship
on 13th May 1902. She attended the Ursuline Sisters’ Grammar School in
Lvov, also learning the piano at the Conservatory of the Polish Music So-
ciety. She then studied musicology (with archeology as her minor) at the Jan
Kazimierz University.1 The talent and industriousness of the young student
quickly met with the appreciation of Prof. Chybiński, who conducted most
of the lectures at the Lvov Chair of Musicology. He employed Szczepańska
at the Chair’s library and began to involve her in academic research. The
character of this work can be guessed on the basis of the Professor’s let-
ters: “[...] I brought two manuscripts from Wawel, of utmost importance and
necessary for your work” (Lvov, 1st April 1924).2 Or: “We will play a few
1 The choice of archeology as her minor must have been related to the fact that her father Jan
Szczepański was an archeologist and philologist.
2 All the quotations, unless stated otherwise, come from materials kept in the Adam University
Archive.
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more of Dukas’s pieces3, as you must certainly write an article about him for
Przegląd Muzyczny...” (a letter from Milówka, 23rd August 1925). Chybiński
acquainted Szczepańska with his methodology, recommended to her the lit-
erature of the subject, providing her with foreign publications diﬃcult to
obtain in Poland at that time, and inspired her academic ideas. In a letter
from Milówka of 29th July 1925 he wrote:
I have a certain problem on my mind, and you must work on it, too. If you have Adler’s
‘Stil’ or ‘Methode’ [...], please read carefully what he writes of ‘Stilmischung’ and ‘Stil-
kreuzung’. Perhaps this may give you some clues [...] with regard to the transitory style
of Nicolaus de Radom. [...] Admittedly, Adler’s concepts refer to the intrinsic features
of style, but perhaps they also ﬁnd their expression in the notation?
Initially, Chybiński edited Szczepańska’s work, which was supposed to
“be instructive to her for methodological reasons” (a letter from Milówka,
15th July 1925). He also recommendedhis pupil in academic circles, aﬃrming
that she was “reliable as a researcher and worthy of support”. He entrusted
her with numerous duties, but also took good care of her as a person, show-
ing much concern when she was ill or worked too much to the detriment of
her health. The letter of 2nd December 1925 was one of many in which he
expressed his concern:
How are you and how is your health? With the priest, we are both worried about you
[...].We must ask you not to leave your house until you have fully recovered [...]. Do not
worry about anything: we are both substituting for you at the Chair.
Chybiński also criticised Szczepańska’s spending her private money on
behalf of the Chair, calling her an “anti-materialist,” and admonished her to
be more ﬁrm in relations with people whom she treated too gently: “I would
hope to see you energetically responding at last. A real marvel — our Mary
throwing someone out of doors” (a letter of 7th May 1927).
In August 1926 the Professor appealed to Szczepańska to complete her
doctorate quickly in order to take over Father Feicht’s post. He wrote about
it in a letter from Hrebenov (now Hrebeniv) of 13th August 1926, dealing
with the problems he encountered at his Chair:
3 Chybiński refers here to playing four hands piano, which they often practised.
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Our priest has been appointed director of a Missionary Seminary [...] in Vilnius, and
so from September on we will not have him with us. [...] I have made the most ener-
getic eﬀorts to keep him till mid-December, and you will have surely guessed that this
is related to your doctorate and your succeeding the priest as senior assistant. More
precisely, I want to keep that important acquisition — the post of senior assistant — at
our Chair. If you do not submit your Ph.D. dissertation by 20th November at the latest,
that post and the related University salary will irrevocably be lost to our Chair, at least
for several years.
He motivated Szczepańska with these words:
Your ambitions are high enough to take this post, with which both you and your hon-
oured parents [...] will be satisﬁed. ...You will be — again — Poland’s only senior assis-
tant in musicology.
In agreement with the Professor’s wish, Szczepańska took the doctoral
exam a day before the date quoted in his letter, obtaining her doctorate on
the basis of a dissertation about Nicolaus de Radom.4 She was promoted,
as planned, to the post of senior assistant and began to teach harmony and
counterpoint. At the same time she also taught theoretical subjects in the
I.J. Paderewski Music School (till 1931) and in the Conservatory (till 1935).
Her appointment as a “corresponding member” of Société française de mu-
sicologie (1926) and the reception of her paper at the Beethoven Congress in
Vienna (1927) prove that she was already recognised and appreciated as a
musicologist also outside Poland.
A person who particularly warmly reacted to her successes was Father
Hieronim Feicht, with whom Szczepańska maintained a special bond until
the end of her life. On the occasion of her promotion, Feicht sent her a tele-
gram, and later — a congratulatory letter. He received the news of granting
her the post of assistant with great joy: “And so the Chair is no longer imper-
iled,” he wrote, “which lets me feel at rest” (a letter from Vilnius, 9th Sept.
1926). He advised the young assistant lecturer on how to behave towards her
older colleagues:
It may be a little hard for you at the start [...] but you must master these skills from the
outset [...]. I wish you two times more resolution than you have already demonstrated
4 Published ten years later in Polski Rocznik Muzykologiczny, vol. II.
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as a librarian at the Chair, keeping a tight rein on us all, even the Professor (source as
above).
Feicht addressed Szczepańska with a characteristic sense of humour that
one can only use with friends. When he reprimanded her, for instance, for
sending him to Vilnius the assistant’s salary, he wrote:
I’m sending the well deservedwages back to you, and will take a cruel revenge for your
mischief: I’m bidding you buy, for your ﬁrst salary, a proper outﬁt for the autumn, a
fashionable hat, a sky blue blouse and... If I only knew what you call all those things...
(a letter from Vilnius, 10th September 1926).
From the ﬁrst years of their friendship, Father Feicht and Szczepańska
shared their ﬁndswith each other and supportedeach other in their research.
Feicht asked openly:
[...] could you give me the number and titles of Nicolaus De R.’s works, including also
the hitherto unknown facts (which are your intellectual property), with a brief note
(including dates) concerning the Liber generationis, and, if you recall these, please list the
arrangements of Polish polyphonic songs, as I am completely unfamiliar with this area
[...]. I can’t promise I will use all this knowledge [...] but whenever I do, I will naturally
acknowledge your work... (a letter from Olcza in the Tatra, 12th July 1926).
He received all the information he was asking for. Szczepańska, in turn,
admitted that it was Feichtwho had attracted her attention to Pękiel’s dances
in the Gdańsk Tablature, which she later made the subject of her research
(footnote 3 in ‘Studia z historii polskiej muzyki XV–XVI w.’ [Studies in 15th-
and 16th-Century Polish Music], a paper contained in the ﬁle with her mu-
sicological works).
In 1927–1930, Szczepańska published numerous articles in Przegląd Muzy-
czny, in the periodical Hosanna and in Kwartalnik Muzyczny. In 1927, she be-
gan to prepare (with Feicht) Prof. Chybiński Memorial Book (for his 50th
birthday, published in 1930). The papers contained in it concern mostly 15th-
and 16th-century manuscripts with polyphonic works. One of those manu-
scripts, the Krasiński Library signature 52, was the subject of earlier studies
by Zdzisław Jachimecki, whom Szczepańska criticised for imperfect tran-
scriptions and mistakes in the interpretation of performer line-ups, forms
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and functions of the works. She supported her claims with the results of re-
search by acclaimed authorities such as H. Besseler, F. Ludwig, or Marius
Schneider. This criticism resulted in an increasingly sharp polemic, resem-
bling the arguments between Chybiński and Jachimecki. The polemic de-
veloped both in public and in private letters. In a letter of 9th April 1929,
Szczepańska admonishes Jachimecki:
All the works you have written about Polish music leave me with an overwhelming
impression that you do not know the music of that period [...], and your writing about
it is amateurish. You have already made so many mistakes [...] I have pointed them out
and will continue to do it also in my future works, though it gives me no pleasure, but
is necessary for scientiﬁc reasons.
Jachimecki’s assessment of Szczepańska’s paper (Szczepańska 1928–1929)
which was the source of this conﬂict was the following:
For a long time I have not come across an ‘academic’ work based on such false premises,
so naively and falsely argumented, and leading to such absurd results (Jachimecki 1930:
6).
The preserved documents demonstratewith what kind of strong response
this dispute met within the Polish Musicological Society. A special panel
appointed by the Society members passed a verdict in which it condemns
the language used by Jachimecki against Szczepańska in the brochures he
published under his own imprint as “failing to fulﬁl the academic standards
of polemic accepted in the world” and “not justiﬁed by the scientiﬁc level
of Szczepańska’s work”. This verdict did not put an end to mutual attacks.
Years later, Szczepańska attempted a reconciliation, similarly as she tried to
reconcile Chybińskiwith Jachimecki. In a letter of 1st April 1948, she could ﬁ-
nally inform Chybiński that she had achieved her purpose. Szczepańska and
Jachimecki later met regularly as members of the Musicological Committee
at the Polish Academy of Learning in Cracow.
In the 1930s, Szczepańska began to collaborate with the Early Polish Mu-
sic Publishings, printing numerous transcriptions of Polish 16th- and 17th-
century lutemusic byWojciechDługoraj, JakubPolak,DiomedesCato, Bartło-
miej Pękiel, aswell as compositions byWacław of Szamotuły,Adam Jarzębski
and Mikołaj Zieleński. She wrote the academic prefaces for many volumes in
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this series and co-edited some of them. Her contributions to the series con-
tinued till the end of her life and we have many documents related to these
projects, including her letters, contracts and bills.
The archives also contain scripts of radio music broadcasts, probably from
the Lvov period, held in the ﬁle with Szczepańska’s own writings. The main
topic of those broadcastswas themusic of Polish 15th-, 16th- and 17th-century
composers. One exception was a programme signed “From the cycle: Instru-
mental Concertos”, in which Szczepańska presented Mozart’s Concerto in D
Major. The conjecture that the scripts for those broadcasts were written in
Lvov is corroborated by the closing words of the broadcast about Marcin
Leopolita, in which Szczepańska revives the memory of that composer from
Lvov, ending with this appeal:
We, then, have much to be proud of, and it is our duty to cherish the memory of the
great music master from Lvov. Since even much smaller ones have their monuments
here, and their names are commemorated in street names, we must see to it that in
Lvov we should also have a street dedicated to Marcin Leopolita, who, according to
Zimorowicz, a chronicler of old Lvov,was one of the “viri illustres civitatis leopoliensis”
— “the illustrious men of the city of Lvov”.5
In 1940, after the reorganisation of the Jan Kazimierz University, the Chair
of Musicology was closed, and the teaching of musicological disciplines was
transferred to Lvov’s Higher School ofMusic. Szczepańska became a teacher
in that school, with the title of Reader. Under the occupation she also en-
gaged in underground teaching, and after the recapture of Lvov by the So-
viets she became a deputy professor, and later — dean of the Historical-
TheoreticalDepartment in Lvov’sHigher School ofMusic. In 1945, Prof. Chy-
biński oﬀered her the post of senior assistant at the Chair of Musicology in
Poznań — an oﬀer she enthusiastically accepted, even though from the point
of view of academic hierarchy it meant a lower position. She took up her job
at Poznań University in 1946, initially teaching classes of strict counterpoint
and paleography, and some time later — also analysis of musical forms, mu-
sic history and the history of musical culture. In 1949 she was promoted to
the post of lecturer (assistant professor). Her experience of library work in
5 She also propagated Leopolita’s work (Szczepańska 1936), postulating the performance of his Missa
Paschalis on Easter Sunday.
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the Lvovperiod allowed her to organise a high standard library at the Poznań
Faculty. She purchased new books, scores and periodicals. We can assess the
value of the library collection based on the fact that it was also used by the
Institute of Musicology, Warsaw University, by the Chair of Music History
and Theory, The Jagiellonian University, and by the PWM Edition (state mu-
sic publisher) in Cracow.6 Szczepańska also took care of the administration
of the Faculty. Similarly as in Lvov, also in Poznań she taught simultaneously
at the university and at music schools. In 1948–1951 she lectured in theory
at the State Higher School of Music.
In Poznań Szczepańska was frequently ill, which caused the concern of
her friends. Still, she must have felt happy in that city, as she wrote: “I feel
reallywell amongmy Poznań friends...” (a letter from 1st June 1948).7 A large
number of surviving letters and postcards with greetings from friends and
students show she was really liked by her environment. Her correspondence
also testiﬁes to close contacts with religious circles, for which she was criti-
cised by the university authorities:
Not actively involved in community actions. Ideologically represents an idealist stand-
point. Strongly pro-clerical, which also has inﬂuence on her students (opinion of the
University’s vice-chancellor, Prof. Jerzy Suszko, Ph.D., issued on 21st April 1953).8
Despite her failing health and low income, she actively supportedcharities,
especially those working on behalf the incurably ill and children. She was
also involved in volunteerwork, acting in 1951 as headof theWomen’s League
at Poznań University, later — as member of the board.
Prof. Chybiński’s death in 1952 totally depressed Szczepańska, and her
crisis was aggravated by the authorities’ decision to suspend the enrolment
of new students at the Faculty of Musicology. Szczepańska continued to lec-
ture, but without the right to examine students. They had to take their exams
in Warsaw with Prof. Chomiński and Prof. Lissa.
6 Adam Mickiewicz University chronicle, 1959/1960.
7 Quoted after Rudnicka-Kruszewska 1974: 129. This letter is not kept in the Adam Mickiewicz
University Library.
8 Adam Mickiewicz University archive, Szczepańska Maria, Personal Section, signature 205/6 item
140.
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One of the ﬁles at the Adam Mickiewicz University Library contains the
texts of lectures on the history of Polish music held by Szczepańska in Poz-
nań. The lectures on Polish music, covering the period from the 11th to the
19th centuries,weredivided into fourparts. The section entitled “16th-century
Polish music” clearly consists of typescripts of Chybiński’s lectures used by
Szczepańska after the Professor’s death. The texts of the remaining lectures
about Polish music in the 17th-18th centuries, and the Polish opera from the
17th to the early 19th centuries — are written in Szczepańska’s own hand.
The materials for classes include manuscripts dedicated to European music:
10th–16th century heterophonyand polyphony, 13th–16th centurymusic, and
the ars nova. The same archive also contains severalMA theses supervised by
Szczepańska, focusing on the musical culture of Poznań and Greater Poland.
Summing up Szczepańska’s achievements as an academic teacher one must
note that, togetherwith Chybiński and Sobieski, she educated in Poznań sev-
eral dozenmusicologists,many of whomnowoccupy key positions in Polish
musicology.
The diﬃcult situation of the Faculty of Musicology after Prof. Chybiński’s
death is conﬁrmed by this fragment of M. Sobieski’s letter of 6th September
1954:
[...] I questioned Lissa about the Poznań Musicology. [...] She told me this: The letters
from the Poznań Musicology to Bierut and Rokossowski ended up in the Ministry of
Higher Education in Warsaw, which summoned Lissa to reach an agreement on this
subject. They decided that students of musicology from Poznań University can take
their exams in Warsaw as extramural students. The Poznań Musicology will not be
closed, and — as Lissa says — will be revived as soon as Brüstiger, Strumiłło, Szwe-
jkowski, Stęszewski, and Czekanowska have passed their probationary and habilitation
exams (I am no expert on this matter).
Despite the mounting diﬃculties, Szczepańska did not interrupt her re-
search work. In 1954 she began her collaboration with Prof. Chomiński as
a representative of the State Institute of Art. In a letter of 28th Jan. 1954,
Chomiński encouraged her to become a member of the editorial board of
Monumenta musicae in Polonia, for the beneﬁt of the Chair:
I must explain that it would be ill advised of you not to accept this oﬀer. Now that the
fate of the Poznań Chair is nearly decided, your greater activity in the academic ﬁeld is
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very desirable, in your personal and the discipline’s interests. I can already see speciﬁc
tasks you could undertake, such as the edition of some volumes of the Monumenta, e.g.
the entire Polish lute music, as well as the works of Jarzębski.
Chomiński held Szczepańska’s work in high regard, which he conﬁrmed
in his letter of 17th September 1954:
I am satisﬁed with your work [...]. Do you wish to remain in Poznań, or move to War-
saw, considering the impossibility of quickly reactivating the Faculty of Musicology at
Poznań University?
Szczepańska did not move to Warsaw, however, and two years later she
also rejected the oﬀer of taking the Chair of Religious Vocal and Vocal-In-
strumental Polyphony at the Catholic University of Lublin as an associate
professor, though Father Feicht insisted on creating such a Chair specially
for her.
Until the end, Prof. Chomiński remained one of Szczepańska’s main allies
in her struggle to maintain a Faculty of Musicology in Poznań. He informed
her of decisions taken in Warsaw and instructed on further steps:
Yesterday at the Ministry of Higher Education they held a conference about the ex-
tramural studies for Poznań musicology students. They decided that you would teach
someof the classes in Poznań exclusively for those studentswho have theMinistry’s per-
mission for extramural studies [...]. Please accept all those classes u n c o n d i t i o n -
a l l y and do not make a n y reservations. Consider all the information about issues
related to the Poznań aﬀairs as conﬁdential (from a letter of 28th September 1954).
Prof. Zoﬁa Lissa, supervising the Chair after Chybiński’s death, seemed
to be favourably disposed towards Szczepańska. This is at least what we can
glean from letters, in which she reassures Szczepańska, who worried about
the conditions of living for the commuting students, and declares her assis-
tance in obtaining a readership for Szczepańska and maintaining the Fac-
ulty in Poznań. However, in her opinion of 2nd February 1955, responding to
the request of the dean’s oﬃce of the Philosophical-Historical Department at
Poznań University to grant Szczepańska the academic title of Reader, Lissa
supported this request, but added that Szczepańska’s works “were mostly
of contributory nature” and “in the area of analysis, did not always keep
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pace with the most recent achievements in the ﬁeld of musicology”.9 When
on 26th Oct. 1956, the Central Committee for Academic Workers granted the
readership to Szczepańska, in a congratulatory letter Lissa wished her “suc-
cess in the revival of the Poznań Faculty of Musicology” (a letter of 1st Jan-
uary 1958), which — as we know — never happened. In February 1957, as
a result of Lissa’s recommendation, Szczepańska was invited to participate
in an international symposiumon lute music. The organiserswrote in the in-
vitation that they were familiar with Szczepańska’s papers on Długoraj and
Polak and recognised the value of her academic output.
In the same year 1957, the vice-chancellor of the Adam Mickiewicz Uni-
versity, Prof. Alfons Klafkowski, Ph.D., appointed Szczepańska to the post
of Head of the Chair of Musicology at the Philosophical-Historical Depart-
ment,10 which only apparently promised an improvement of the situation.
The continued eﬀorts of the Department Council, which we can now re-
construct on the basis of the minutes of the meetings of both the Coun-
cil and the Senate, to reactivate regular studies at the Chair, did not bring
the expected results.11 The requests to employ local academics: Prof. Marek
Kwiek, Ph.D. and Zygmunt Sitowski, Ph.D., Reader at the Higher School of
Music — or scholars from Warsaw: Prof. Hieronim Feicht, Ph.D. and Prof.
Józef Chomiński, Ph.D. — did not gain the Ministry’s approval. The Min-
istry explained its stance by claiming that it had no vacancies at its disposal.
Chomiński expressed his disappointment at this decision even as late as
1962, a month before Szczepańska’s death:
I regret that my planswith regard to Poznań did not come through. I cannot understand
why it was not possible to open the 1st year of studies in Poznań. Despite the Ministry’s
refusal to sendme towork in Poznań, I am alwayswilling to collaboratewith the Poznań
musicological centre in other ways (a letter of 10th September 1962).
9 Adam Mickiewicz University Archive, Szczepańska Maria, Personal Section, signature 205/6 item
140.
10 Ibidem.
11 Adam Mickiewicz University archive, Minutes of the Senate meetings 1958/1959, Minutes of the
meetings of the Council of the Historical-Philosophical Department 1957/1958 — 1959/1960,
signatures 186 /7–11/.
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In March 1959 Szczepańska was a member of the Musicological Commit-
tee at the Philosophical-Historical Department, which addressed the Min-
istry of Higher Education with another written request to reactivate regular
studies in Poznań. It seemed that this time the request would be granted, as
musicology was on the list of the Department’s sections sent by the Ministry.
For this reason the University began to enrol students for the 1st year and to
look for appropriate staﬀ. The hopes proved futile again, though, as it turned
out that the list was meant for the University of Warsaw and had been sent
to Poznań by mistake (Muszkieta 1974: 54).
Despite all these failures, the campaign to save Poznań musicology was
not abandoned, as evident from Sobieski’s letter of 16th May 1961:
Michał is determined to ﬁght for the Poznań Chair with Zoﬁa. He claims that even if
this year enrolment for the musicology studies did not start, the opening of doctoral
studies is a good beginning.
This last sentence refers to the opening of the conferment procedure for
eight doctoral degrees in Poznań in 1961; Szczepańska was the supervisor of
six of the doctoral theses, but, due to her death, did not see the completion of
any of these, and they were taken over by Prof. Chomiński and Prof. Feicht.
In the late 1950s and early 1960s, Szczepańska continued intensive aca-
demic work. She became a member of a body working on Polish music his-
tory. She selected the examples of 15th-century music for the anthology Z
dziejów polskiej kultury muzycznej [History of Polish Musical Culture] edited
by Szweykowski (1958). She was herself the editor of a volume containing
Jarzębski’s Concerti. She also edited more Polish compositions for the series
Monumenta musicae in Polonia, edited by Feicht. Chomiński commissioned
her to prepare an edition of Zieleński’s Communiones with commentary for
the State Institute of Art. She also prepared for print the large Leningrad Li-
brary Manuscript No. 375. She became a member of the F. Chopin Society,
and in 1960 delivered a paper on Chopin’s work at the 1st International Mu-
sicological Congress, dedicated to Chopin.
She died unexpectedly on 18th October 1962, a few days before the 10th
anniversary of Prof. Chybiński’s death, leaving not only her doctoral stu-
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dents, but also — many planned academic projects, some already at a very
advanced stage.
Czesław Sikorski’s posthumous tribute to Maria Szczepańska ends with
these words:
With her deathwe lose an industrious researcher of Polishmusical culture, and excellent
teacher and awonderful, though extremelymodest person, who will never be forgotten
by the society she lived in (Sikorski 1962: 7).
Let us hope that these words will prove true.
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Figure 7.1 A portrait of Łucjan Kamieński painted in 1950 by his son Jan Jakub
Kamieński
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Łucjan Kamieński is one of the leading ﬁgures in the history of Polish mu-
sicology. His main place of activity was Poznań at the time when musicol-
ogy as an academic discipline was beginning to develop in Poland. Apart
from publications, archives contain many materials related to his activity.
Among the most signiﬁcant are: Kamieński’s correspondence, mostly with
Adolf Chybiński,1 letters to and from Moritz von Hornbostel,2 as well as to
his son, Jan Jakub Kamieński.3 The correspondencewith Chybiński and von
Hornbostel comes from the period of Kamiński’s work at the University of
Poznań and presents an interesting picture of the history of Polish ethno-
musicology.4 His letters to all the three persons mentioned above provide
us with important “footnotes” to those research ideas that Kamieński ex-
pounded in his published works. The discourse of these letters — strict and
precise at times, but also free and colourful, full of witty or “unprintable”
statements, of foreign terms, quite diﬀerent from the language of his pub-
lications — as well as the self-analytic type of narration appearing in many
fragments — bring to mind associations with Bronisław Malinowski’s Diary
in the Strict Sense of the Term (Malinowski 2008). The letters strike the reader
as thoroughly authentic, and they speak volumes of the Professor’s time in
Poznań, of the events that irrevocably changed his life, and about himself as
a researcher and a man. They reveal him as a man wearing no masks, a de-
voted friend and caring father, a great erudite and a modern academic, who
combined the desire to conduct research on a European level with a convic-
tion that this research must be dedicated primarily to one’s native music.
The headings of letters testify to the friendly relations that Kamieński and
Chybiński maintained for nearly twenty years before the war: “Dear and
1 Biblioteka Jagiellońska, shelf mark K/1-90.
2 12 letters from the period between 28th September 1928 and 14th June 1932 were made available to
me courtesy of Dr Susanne Ziegler of the Berlin Phonogramm Archiv.
3 These letters were donated to the Chair of Musicology, Adam Mickiewicz University in Poznań by
Jan Kamieński’s wife, Nadia Kamienski. Many materials, including the photos in this article, were
also provided by Jan’s daughter, Barbara. I am grateful to both the wife and the daughter for their
contribution. Some of the information comes from Jan Kamieński himself, whom I contacted on the
telephone and by post not long before his death.
4 The archive of UAM Adam Mickiewicz University also contains Kamieński’s personal ﬁles and the
minutes of the meetings of the Historical-Philosophical Department Council and the University’s
Senate, some of which refer to Kamieński.
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near”, “My dear friend”, “Caro mio”, “Dolciu! Piu Dolciu! Dolcissimu! Ami-
ciosimuuu!”.5 The closing formulas were similar in nature, e.g. „I hug you
con molta espressione and please kiss from me Your Good Lady’s hand”6
or “Fare you well, Amico Mio, and hear how your bones creak under my
hugs”.7 Howclose this relationship could actually be, becomes evidentwhen
we read, for example, the letter of 23rd December 1934, written in the form
of a “recitative” and an “aria” (see Figure 7.2):
Oh, cruel Adolf! Will my torture never end,
Dolcio! How much sweetness in thy name
How much comfort, and yet thou art the scourge
Of my heart? Poor me, why am I to blame
That in Lvov there are idiot printers, like blind moles,
And so thou punish’st me, though I have spent
So many sleepless nights copying those notes
And each one was like gold, each — a sigh
That swift Zephyrus would carry to you.
And now thou bids’st me, o ungrateful, cruel,
Engage in calligraphy! O, Jove,
You who among the clouds on Mount Olympus
Reign, withhold your bolts of wrath, and spare,
Oh spare his dear head! My miserable heart
Craves no revenge, for it can only love
And suﬀer... And so on.
Kamieński saw in Chybiński his chief consultant on matters related to re-
search and teaching. He sent to Kamieński detailed accounts of his activity.
The preserved letters are in many cases our only source of information about
important event in the history of musicology in Poland.
The correspondence between Kamieński and von Hornbostel presents the
two scholars as partners in research. Von Hornbostel highly valued Kamień-
ski’s research work, whereas Kamieński eagerly drew on the experience and
technical innovations introduced by his colleague from Berlin. He also paid
5 Łucjan Kamieński to Adolf Chybiński, Poznań 10th October 1921.
6 Łucjan Kamieński to Adolf Chybiński, Poznań, 12th April 1923.
7 Łucjan Kamieński to Adolf Chybiński, Poznań„ 6th April 1934.
Figure 7.2 Manuscript of a letter from Łucjan Kamieński to Adolf Chybiński
of 23rd Dec. 1934
Figure 7.2 continuation
Figure 7.2 continuation
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many visits to Phonogrammarchiv, where, as von Hornbostel declared in his
letters, he was always a welcome guest.
Kamieński’s letters to his son, Jan Jakub,8 are very personal and written
from the perspective of a loving and caring father. The relation between fa-
ther and son may well be illustrated by the following fragment:
According to your patron Jean-Jacques Rousseau (your other patron was, as I hope you
still recall, our ancestor, Jan Jakub Kamieński, a heavy cavalry captain who perished in
the Battle of Kircholm) — so, as Jean-Jacques Rousseau wrote in Émile, the ideal tutor
for a boy is his own father, if only he can become his friend. Therefore I strove to develop
this very kind of relationship with you while you were still a child, and, in fact, I have a
similar relationship with my students. I did not impose any didactic formalities on you;
I preferred to go for a walk with you inmy free time, to have a friendly chat with you, in
the evening — engage a little in astronomy like Wojski in Sir Thaddeus, but also in some
frolics and romping about [...] and — it proved a success. The great J.J.’s idea proved to
be true. I am far from the ideal that he presents and I devoted too little time to you —
and still those friendly games and chats of ours, even at their most absurd, were worth
more than all the academic teaching of your school pedagogues. [...] You should not
wonder, then, that your ‘swashbuckling’, or rather — friendly tone not only does not
oﬀend me, but, conversely, it gives me a peculiar kind of satisfaction [. . . ]. Write, then,
whatever is on your mind, point-blank, directly, like some haidamaka, does not matter
what, if it is sincere and comes straight from your heart, because you are writing to a
friend. ‘Shake-hand’, old boy!
Although Łucjan Kamieński worked in many ﬁelds, including composi-
tion, teaching, music journalism and criticism,9 he arguably made his most
signiﬁcant achievements in the ﬁeld of ethnomusicology. In this paper, I have
discussed those facts fromKamieński’s life and that part of his academic out-
put that are related to his activities as an ethnomusicologist, though at the
same time they also reveal what kind of man he was.
Łucjan Kamieński was born in Gniezno on 7th January 1885 as the son
of Maksymilian Dołęga-Kamieński, a customs oﬃcer, and Aniela née Giers-
berg, his second wife. Kamieński did not remember his mother, who died
8 Jan Jakub Kamieński (1923–2010) was Łucjan’s only son. During the war he travelled on a false
passport to Dresden in order to avoid being enrolled in the Wehrmacht as the son of parents who
had signed the Volksliste. It was in Dresden that he took up studies at the Academy of Fine Arts
after the war. In 1947 he emigrated to Winnipeg in Canada, where he lived until his death.
9 The whole of Kamieński’s output has been characterised by Janina Gregorkiewicz-Tatarska in her
Ph.D. dissertation, Łucjan Kamieński — muzykolog i kompozytor [Musicologist and Composer], written
under the supervision of Prof. Jan Stęszewski, Ph.D., at the Chair of Musicology, Adam Mickiewicz
University (Poznań 1989)
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shortly after his birth. He was, however, deeply attached to Maximilian’s
next wife, Marta Więsierska, who came from Kashubia10 (see Figure 7.3).
“The family was thoroughly Polish,” Jan Kamieński recalled,
I mean the language they spoke was Polish, to begin with. [...] And the kids learned
German, of course, because they had to go to German schools. . . . At home, it was a
musical home.11
Łucjan Kamieński graduated from a classical gymnasium in Breslau (now
—Wrocław) and then, possibly following the example of his elder siblings,12
he entered a seminary in Poznań, Caught reading Ovid during a holy mass,
he made up his mind to leave the seminary, as he realised that he was not a
religious man.13
Kamieński’s next destination was Berlin. He was fascinated by the city’s
atmosphere; he made the acquaintance of painters, musicians, writers and
other interesting people. He made friends with the famous pianist Artur
Schnabel and the future conductor of the Leipzig Gewandhaus, Artur Ni-
kisch. It was possibly also there and then that he met Artur Rubinstein, with
whom he maintained close contacts after World War I.
In Berlin in 1903–1909, Kamieński studied composition with Max Bruch
and Robert Kahn at the Royal Academy of Musical Performing Art and, si-
multaneously, musicology with Hermann Kretzschmar, Johannes Wolf and
Carl Stumpf at the Wilhelm von Humboldt University (Kaiser Friedrich Wil-
helmUniversität till 1946). As an unenrolled student he also attended the lec-
tures of the Swiss art historian Heinrich Wöllﬂin and the Slavic scholar Alek-
sander Brückner, specialising in Polish culture. Kamieński acquired a thor-
ough education in French baroque philosophy. Jan Kamieński recalled:
10 Kashubia (Kaszuby) later became, apart from Wielkopolska, Łucjan Kamieński’s main area of
research.
11 From an interview conducted by Barbara Kamienski with her father, Jan Jakub Kamienski, in
Winnipeg in the summer of 2002.
12 Also Łucjan’s brother and sister joined religious orders. Jędrzej made a spectacular career as a Jesuit
and during the Polish-Soviet war of 1920 he became a military chaplain. Helena, known as Mother
Maria Bronisława, lived in a convent in Breslau which took care of young girls’ education. She was a
talented pianist and gave piano lessons [from the interview conducted by Barbara Kamienski].
13 From the interview conducted by Barbara Kamienski.
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Figure 7.3 The Kamieński family in Breslau (now Wrocław), c. 1890
He could lecture you on Schopenhauer or, by God, even Kant, which would be pretty
diﬃcult, as I look at the Kritik der Reinen Vernunft right there [on shelf]. But he had the
principles, the idea of the whole thing, so he could discuss it knowledgably (Ibidem).
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In 1910 Łucjan Kamieński defended a doctoral dissertation entitled Hasses
Oratorien im musikhistorischen Zusammenhange (published in Leipzig in 1912
as Die Oratorien von Johann Adolf Hasse), written under the supervision of
Hermann Kretzschmar. It was Kretzschmar, a researcher open to the study
not only of German music, but of other European traditions, who encour-
aged Kamieński to explore the Polish-German connections in the folk music
of the Polish western frontier, which was to become the main subject of re-
search for the future author of Pieśni ludu pomorskiego [Songs of the Pomerelian
Folk] (Kamieński 1934).14 Carl Stumpf, in his turn, was the founder of com-
parative musicology (vergleichende Musikwissenschaft) in Berlin. As a trained
psychologist, Stumpf conducted research in musical psychology, acoustics
andphysiologyusing non-European instruments andmusic.15Togetherwith
his pupils Erich Moritz von Hornbostel and Otto Abraham, in 1905 he cre-
ated a phonographic archive, which was part of the Institute of Psychology
hehad founded.The archive collectedmostly non-Europeanmusic, recorded
during ﬁeld work by various scholars. These materials were used in the In-
stitute to measure selected sound parameters. Kamieński observed these ac-
tivities and later carried out similar projects in Poland.
In 1909, even before the defence of his doctoral thesis, Kamieński took up
the post of music section editor in the daily Königsberger Allgemeine Zeitung,
published in Königsberg (now Kaliningrad). In the same city he also gave
lectures for secondary school teachers, composedmusic, and wrote disserta-
tions,mostlyon the history ofmusic. Itwas also inKönigsberg thatKamieński
met the singer Linda Harder (see Figure 7.4), whom he married in 1913. Jan
Kamieński describes the inside story of this marriage:
[. . . ] there is an interesting sideline to that. My father’s family was somewhat appre-
hensive about him marrying a person of German descent, until he explained to them
that the family was not pure German, but it had a great shot of Swedish blood in its
ancestry. And Italian, on my grandmother’s side. So that molliﬁed my paternal grand-
parents. And equally, at the same time, my maternal grandparents were apprehensive
about her marrying a Polack. Because he wrote himself Dołęga-Kamieński, and that
14 Cf. also Piotrowski 1987: 211.
15 Stumpf’s paper entitled ‘Lieder der Bellakula Indianer’ (1886), was the ﬁrst presentation,
transcription and analysis of works performed by an Indian band performing in Berlin, and is
regarded as the ﬁrst study in the ﬁeld comparative musicology in Germany.
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was foreign, and really not quite acceptable because those were days when the Ger-
mans were forcibly trying to germanize the occupied territories. You see, to me, the
signiﬁcant thing, or a signiﬁcant thing is that my mother, although to all intents and
purposes, of German descent, although, mostly Swedish and Italian. . . “Harder” was
the name that came from Sweden. And “Retti” was the one that came, that was the
name of my mother’s grandmother. So, she raised me as a Pole. And she learned Pol-
ish to absolute perfection, I mean, she spoke Polish without the trace of an accent. She
had her Polish girlfriends and she had German girlfriends too. So she was, you know,
between two worlds. But she also spoke English and she also spoke French. So she was,
in that respect, a very, sort of, international person. So, in order to avoid any further
conﬂict, they decided not to be married in any church at all, no religious ceremony,
neither Protestant nor Catholic. [...] [They had] a civil marriage, performed by the ap-
propriate civil servant, to be held in the Masonic Lodge, to which my father belonged.
Totenkopf-Loge.16
Owing to his open support for Poles in East Prussia who struggled for
reuniﬁcation with Poland, Łucjan Kamieński was branded as an agitator and
had to leave Königsberg. After a short time in Berlin, he went to Poznań,
where he resided from 6th June 1920 (Piotrowski 1985: 211 ﬀ.).
Kamieński and his wife moved to Poznań because of an oﬀer that Kamień-
ski had received from the Ministry of the former Prussian Province to or-
ganise Polish musical life in that city (together with another musicologist,
Henryk Opieński). He accepted this oﬀer enthusiastically, since he saw set-
tling in Poznań — “the capital of the Western Polish borderland” — as an
opportunity to carry out his earlier plan of studying the musical folklore
of the Polish-German frontier. Shortly after his arrival, he took up the post
of deputy director in the freshly opened State Music School and Academy
(which in 1922 became the State Music Conservatory). In 1921, Kamieński
also began to lecture at Poznań University, where in 1922 he was appointed
to the new Chair of Musicology17 — a position he occupied till 1939. In the
same year, he became deputy professor, and later — associate professor of
that university. It was then that he addressed the authorities with a plan to
purchase a phonograph and establish a phonographic archive.
In a letter of 10th June 1922, Kamieński reported to Chybiński:
after numerous disappointments and refusals, we eventually managed to obtain our
16 From the interview conducted by Barbara Kamienski.
17 Originally called of a “Musicological Seminar”.
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Figure 7.4 Linda Kamieńska, Łucjan’s wife
own seat in the Castle, consisting of a reasonably large room and a small study, which
is in fact the former pantry in the dining room of His Majesty the Crown Prince... The
Department and the Senate also granted me, for the coming year, a phonograph with
materials necessary to start a phonographic archive (I was supported in this request
by ethnology and three chairs of linguistics), a sum of money for the photographs and
diapositives for paleographic studies, as well as an assistant librarian and a teacher of
harmony and counterpoint — this post will be ﬁlled by Wacław Piotrowski. In other
words: we are getting organised.
While Kamieńskiwas busy organising the Poznańmusicology, hewas also
considered as the main candidate for a professorship at Warsaw University,
which is conﬁrmed by this fragment of his letter to Chybiński of 12th April
1923:
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As for the Warsaw chair, in his last letter Łempicki18 says that after all that had taken
place before Ł. addressedme, I’m still the only serious candidate. This was his response
to my accepting the chair in Poznań. [...] I will accept it if they give me, or I am granted,
a proper ﬂat. [...] My motives: 1) The possible consequence of my refusal, which you
emphasised (a Jew occupying the chair in the capital); 2) most likely in Warsaw they
will be more open to my teaching than in Poznań; 3) Warsaw’s libraries; 4) the artistic
atmosphere in Warsaw, malgre tout rather more bearable than in our ‘Hottentotia’ here
in Greater Poland. [. . . ]
Kamieński was looking for the right person to replace him in Poznań in
case he decided to move to Warsaw. He would most gladly have seen Chy-
biński on that post, but the latter categorically refused, fearing he might
lose his professorship in Lvov. Other scholars, apart from Chybiński, whom
Kamieński considered for that post, were: Father Wacław Gieburowski (be-
fore the Faculty of Theologywas opened)andBronisławaWójcik-Keuprulian,
to whom, after she had obtained her habilitation degree, Kamieński was in-
clined to give the post of “deputy professor”. His Warsaw plans, however,
never came true.
Kamieński’s work at the Poznań Chair of Musicology concentrated on his-
torical and psychoacoustic research into Polish folk music. In 1925–1926, he
delivered a number of papers on Polish songs and folk instruments during
his public university lectures.19 The problems of Polish church songs, “folk-
popular” music and national dances were also the subject of his seminars.
He described his classes to Chybiński:
[...] Apart from typical school classes, I have studied Kolberg with my boys for a longer
time (recently I managed to purchase his 1st series). Recently, as a group project, I asked
them to present the diﬀerent variants of the song Oj, chmielu, chmielu from the evolu-
tional perspective, and each student got one region to study. These, however, are also
only academic exercises, and they still have a long way to go before they can conduct
productive research. It is only natural that the topics of classes preparing students for
such independent work will usually reﬂect the Professor’s own special interests — and
in my case these include: a) Polish folk song and music in its present and past manifes-
tations (also— the popular church songs), b) the study of the origins and roots of Polish
national music. In other words, I am particularly interested in Polish-ness inmusic. I be-
lieve that a nation’s art reﬂects its essential nature as in amirror,whereas the study of art
18 Zygmunt Łempicki was a literary scholar, a German philologist, professor at the Philosophical
Department, Warsaw University, and in 1926–1927 — dean of that Department.
19 See: Poznań University Chronicle for the academic year 1925–1926, Poznań 1927, pp. 31, 35.
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ought to draw conclusions from this reﬂected image and deﬁne that essence: this is part
of the work on the nation’s consolidation and development of its self-consciousness.20
Simultaneously with his teaching work, Łucjan Kamieński conducted reg-
ular ﬁeld research. His primary area of study was Greater Poland region
(Wielkopolska)where, contrary toAdolf Chybiński’s view, he discovered the
activity of numerous pipers. In his letter to Chybiński of 29th August 1925,
he reported:
...I travel round the region and study the music of... pipers. Ecco! Sorry to say this, but
you were wrong. Bagpipe players here, in the Poznań area, have not died out, but —
quite the contrary — their art still ﬂourishes in the south of the region, and especially
in the powiat (administrative units) of Leszno, Gostyń, Kościan and Śmigiel— they have
as many pipers as there are ﬂeas, one or two in each ‘major’ village, and in the other
powiat in the south they are also frequent, though not as densely distributed as in those
listed above. This movement, far from being in decline, in many places has regenerated
so perfectly that bagpipes are again preferred to the fashionable trumpets, clarinets and
bandoneóns.
Kamieński was evidently worried about the impression this news might
make on Chybiński, as he tried to tone down his words:
Still your mistake is but a triﬂe in relation to such a fabulous study as your recent work
on the instruments of the Tatra highlanders. I am curious where this information about
the apparent demise of bagpiping in Wielkopolska came from? You must have found
it in the work of some pseudo-expert on this region? What eﬀort it author must have
made, indeed, not to be aware of the work of our bagpipers if they even sometimeswalk
around Poznań itself. It will, however, be your merit that this phenomenon will now be
fully described, as, encouraged by your research, I am now embarking on a large-scale
study.
In the academic year of 1928–1929, new classes of musical folklore were
added to the programme of studies. These included topics related not only
to Polish folk songs, but also to the music of selected Asiatic cultures. The
materials for classes on non-European music were brought by Kamieński
from the Phonogrammarchiv in Berlin. On 15th December 1929, he wrote
about this to Chybiński:
20 Łucjan Kamieński to Adolf Chybiński, Poznań, 29th Aug. 1925. Kamieński’s contribution to the
consolidation of the Polish state was recognised and he was granted state awards: The Oﬃcer’s
Cross of the Order of the White Eagle (1930) and the Gold Cross of Merit (1936).
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To begin with, I have borrowed from them a collection of samples consisting of 120
cylinders from all over the world. I will later take another very good Lithuanian collec-
tion (80 cylinders), and so on, and so forth. Ot Ce! Thus the exotic culture will ﬁnd its
place side by side with our folklore.
Kamieński also planned to order from Berlin gramophone records with
non-European music (from Java, Siam, Japan and other places) and early
music, released by Lindström company.
Towards the end of the 1920s, Kamieński produced his ﬁrst phonograms,
recorded with Marian Sobieski in Kujawy (1928) and with Hanna Rudnicka
in the Wolsztyn area (1929). In 1929, a phonographic studio was opened at
the Chair ofMusicology, Poznań University, and a year later— the Public Re-
gional Phonographic Archive (RAF), subsidised by the Ministry of Religious
Cults and Public Instruction.21 The foundation of this Archive in Poznań
marked the start of a period of systematic work on collecting ﬁeld record-
ings.22 Kamieński’s students regularly embarked on ﬁeld trips with the Pro-
fessor (within Wielkopolska — see Figure 7.5) or by themselves in other re-
gions of Poland. Among the ﬁeld researchers there were: Zygmunt Sitowski,
Jadwiga Pietruszyńska (-Sobieska), Marek Kwiek, Bożena Czyżykowska,
and Marian Sobieski.23 The bagpipers and singers fromGreater Poland were
recorded directly in the Poznań studio.24
By the outbreak of World War II, the Archive had a collection of 4020
phonograms from ﬁeld work in Greater Poland, Upper Silesia, Mazovia, Ku-
yavia, the TatraFoothills, the Pieniny, SouthernPomerania and centralKashu-
bia. Apart from phonograms with Polish music, RAF also held recordings of
non-European music (obtained mostly by way of exchange with the Phono-
grammarchiv in Berlin), which Kamieński used during his classes with stu-
dents, as well as Swedish music used as comparative material for the study
21 Adam Mickiewicz University Archive, No. 60, reports of the Dean of the Humanities Department
for the academic year 1934–1935; Poznań University Chronicle for 1928–1929, Poznań 1930, p. 61. Cf.
also Sobieska 1972 and Bielawski 1973: 22 ﬀ.
22 Polish folk music had only sporadically been recorded before. Highlander folklore was recorded in
1904 by Roman Zawiliński and in 1913–1914 by Juliusz Zborowski (one of the performers was
Bartłomiej Obrochta). Dahlig 1998: 525.
23 The dates and destinations of those ﬁeld trips as well as the names of participants are quoted by
Obst (1974: 20–46).
24 Swedish music was also recorded in this studio. See Kamieński 1936: 135.
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Figure 7.5 Łucjan Kamieński with his son Jan Jakub and students in June 1939
of Balto-slavic cultures. From the correspondence between Hornbostel and
Kamieński from 1931–1932 we know that the Poznań Archive also owned
12 phonograms with the music of Yemeni Jews, recorded by Jan Pomorski,
who in 1932 took part in an expedition to Arabic countries led by Hans Hel-
fritz.25 During the war the Poznań collection burnt or was lost, which Łucjan
Kamieński reported in his letter to Jan of 18th April 1947:
25 Hornbostel asked Kamieński to let a medical student from Poznań, Jan Pomorski, take part in a ﬁeld
trip. In return for this favour, Kamieński was to receive recordings of Yemeni Jews, made by
Pomorski, for the Poznań archive. In a letter of 14th June 1932, Hornbostel informed Kamieński of
the fruits of the expedition: “Wie Sie vermutlich wissen, ist Herr Helfritz von seiner kühnen und
erfolgreichen Reise nach Südarabien glücklich zurückgekehrt. Er hat 100 technisch gute und
inhaltlich sehr interessante Phonogramme mitgebracht. 12 davon stammen von jemenitischen
Juden. Ihrem Wunsch entsprechend werden wir diese 12 nicht mit den übrigen in unser Inventar
aufnehmen, sondern sie als Ihr Eigentum im Depot behalten.“ He then informs about the possibility
of making copies for the Poznań archive.
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the house at the corner of Jasna and Słowackiego Streets, where the Germans placed
the Chair of Musicology, was also burnt, and with it — the collection of phonograms,
one half of my life’s ‘oeuvre’. And the other half? I’d better stop thinking about it. And
still one has to, with all one’s energy... Oh, the scoundrels!26
In 1936 Kamieński was granted a full professorship, and in 1938–1939 —
occupied the post of Dean of the Humanities Department at Poznań Univer-
sity. His other prestigious function in the Poznań period (held in 1928–1931)
was that of President of the Polish Musicological Society — the ﬁrst associa-
tion of Polish musicologists (Adolf Chybiński and Zdzisław Jachimecki were
Vice-presidents). The Society’s aims were to support academic progress in
the ﬁeld of Polish musicology and to represent it in international musicolog-
ical organisations.
As a renowned scholar, Kamieński was invited to give lectures at the uni-
versities of Berlin, Frankfurt, Prague and Bratislava. He also took part in in-
ternational symposia, such as the musicological congress held in Vienna on
26th–31st March 1927,27. He shared his impressions from this stay in Vienna
with Chybiński, in a letter of 25th April 1927:
The level was poor. Some senior scholars, such as P. Wagner, made a truly positive con-
tribution. Most speakers, however — and young scholars were in the majority — told
fairy tales and made political commentaries. I came to the conclusion that not only mu-
sic, but also musicology have fallen prey to a war psychosis. What they engage in —
some sort of spiritism, dialectic, a revision of hitherto certain, unshakeable methods
— it’s all a veritable mire, with no proof and no precise arguments. Everyone discov-
ers America, but only in their imagination. [...] They write some dissonance instead of
the tonic, divide the scale into quartertones, or 78-and-a-half tones, and are hailed as
geniuses. [...] I also went to see the opera by one Hundemist, or whatever that Jew is
called.28 [. . . ]. The singers yell out kilometre-long coloraturas, [. . . ] and the orchestra
26 Directly after World War II, on the initiative of Marian Sobieski, the Western Phonographic Archive
was opened at Poznań’s Faculty of Musicology. This was later incorporated into the State Institute of
Folk Art Studies, opened in 1947 in Warsaw.
27 In Vienna, Kamieński delivered a paper entitled ‘Neue Beiträge zur Entwicklung der Polonaise bis
Beethoven;’ www.dtoe.at/Publikationen/Kongressberichte.php#beethoven1927 last accessed
on 20th Nov. 2011.
28 Kamieński writes here about Hindemith, whose music he held in low regard, as he explained in a
letter to his son of 4th April 1948: “You chose a wrong person, son, when you asked me to justify the
music of Hindemith and his gang of atonalists, as I am one of those thickheads and
stick-in-the-muds who do not see any justiﬁcation for it at all and do not perceive those sounds as
music. You know that I always had the good will to study the intentions and the logic of every
sound composition, and I am not insensitive to the music of any human race, from the Samoyedic
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tune their instruments all the time, until after two hours they eventually come to the
tonic — and that’s all.29
Kamieński’s streak of success was interrupted by the outbreak of the war,
after which his family history took a dramatic turn. In 1939, he was arrested
by theGestapounder the charge of anti-German activity. His publications on
the musical culture of Pomerelia and Kashubia, in which he strove to prove
the Polish character of those regions by analysing the musical material, were
shown at the exhibition of “Enemies of the Reich” in Poznań. At the inter-
vention of his wife Linda, of German descent, Kamieński was released from
prison, but remained under police supervision. He found employment as an
archivist in the Raczyński Library. The constant threats of the German perse-
cutors led in 1941 to his decision to sign the Volkslista. This desperate move,
which may have saved his and his family’s lives during the war, was con-
demned after the war by the Polish academic and cultural circles as treason,
and provided Kamieński’s enemies with a pretext to accuse him of “collab-
oration with the Nazis and acting to the detriment of the Polish state.” The
investigation did not provide any proof of the Professor’s collaboration with
the Germans. He was, however, sentenced to three years in prison, conﬁs-
cation of property and loss of citizen rights for signing the Volkslista. Here
is a fragment of his letter to his son, of 5th February 1947, describing these
dramatic events:
peoples to the Malays and the various African Niam-Niams, to the Chinese and the Japanese, and
all those nations and tribes that praise their God in so many diﬀerent ways. The point is that all
these forms of music have their constitution, their principles, and each is based on its own forms of
tonality, that is, on agreed, or rather developed through centuries of practice — sets of tones selected
from the countless sounds of the entire audible scale, and they create and comprehend their
melodies in those very keys, without which limitation our sense of hearing would be lost in a chaos.
Secondly, everywhere melodies have a structure based on repetition and variation of small groups
of notes called motifs, within a symmetrical division of time. [. . . ] All those foundations of
pan-human music were rejected by the atonalists. I have purposefully presented the problem from
such a broad perspective in order to show you that those supposed reformers, who think that they
have only overthrown the old European musical system, have in fact given up all order in music and
burnt the very roof over their heads...”
29 Later in the same letter, however, Kamieński admits that one positive eﬀect of the Viennese congress
was the establishment of the Slavic Musicological Society, which inspired Kamieński to form the
Polish Musicological Society.
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Your letter came exactly a year after the start of the smear campaign launched against
us — that is, me, Mum, and you — by the son of a composer who died this year in
January (you know him well). With the help of various other scoundrels and idiots that
he talked into it, he went on with it, devoid of any taste and conscience, until it led to
my court case. You wouldn’t believe what kind of slander, what insults, what choice of
words to deﬁle and disgrace us, and all of this — recorded in caricature, a proper waste
of pencils. One huge mess. And without a reply — the addressee was not present. The
ﬁrst lampoon was published on 3rd February, on the 5th we were taken to the secret
police headquarters, and on the 22nd — we landed in the prison in Młyńska St., which
your mum did not leave alive. Already for a long time, especially after the loss of the
ﬂat and of all our property, she had been losing weight at an alarming speed, and just
before her death a medical examination showed that her stomach had gone four ﬁngers
down. Undoubtedly it was her old TB that returned and gave those symptoms. Had we
been free, we might have found some remedy for this, but in prison there was no hope
and the avalanche had to go all the way down. Our only beloved mother died on 27th
July of lung, bone and bowel consumption. And I, put in another prison department,
did not even know what was happening to my poor thing! I was only informed after
the fact, and shown her body already placed in a coﬃn30[. . . ]. In the meantime, the
date of my trial came: 27th and 28th September 1945. From the denunciations made
by that lampoonist I mentioned above, and by his companions, the prosecutor selected
three points which he hoped to prove. The court, however, freed me of the charge of
collaborating with the invaders and acting to the detriment of Poles (!), but sentenced
me to three years in prison for my apparent application to sign the Volkslista, though,
as you know, I never applied for it, and such an application was obviously never found
among our VL documents!
Jan Kamieński commented on these events:
He was a university professor, he was the faculty dean. And that was already a strike
against him. He was married to a woman who was of German descent. He did his PhD
in Germany. He published in Germany, he published his musical work in Germany. He,
sometime in the ’20s, he was also a reviewer, apart from his university career. He also
wrote reviews. Among his reviews, he wrote one of an opera which he knew was a re-
make. It was a very patriotic Polish opera. But he knew that this opera was a remake,
by the same composer, of an opera which that composer had written in German for
German consumption, and also very patriotic in German. And Papa made the mistake
of coming out in print with this, saying, “Look, this is not a very strong work anyway.
Besides which, it’s a remake of Mr. So-and-So’s German opera into Polish”. This earned
him the hatred not only of the composer, but particularly of the composer’s sons. One
of those sons became a musicologist and my father was the promotor of his PhD. Nev-
ertheless, after all those years — this review ran in ’27 — in ’47, this man wrote a de-
nunciation of my father as a German collaborator. [...] It was a time when those things
30 During his visit to Poland in 1993, Jan Kamieński looked for his mother’s grave, but he only
managed to establish that in the period when Linda died prisoners were buried in a mass grave
[from the interview conducted by Barbara Kamienski].
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were just a daily occurrence. Denunciations were the order of the day. Anyway, now
came the witnesses. No witnesses could be found for the denunciation.31
As I have mentioned, all the musical world, including Prof. Chybiński,
turned their backs on Kamieński because of his signing the Volkslista. In a
letter to Jerzy Młodziejowski of 11th May 1945, Chybiński clearly distances
himself from his old friend: “I would be very glad if until that time [i.e. till
Chybiński took over the directorship of the Faculty of Musicology in Poz-
nań (1945–1952) — my note] the “case of Dołęga” came to its close, and not
during my stay there (be mindful of my thin skin).” In another letter, of 22nd
January 1946 to Ludwik Bronarski, he claimed that he took the Chair over
from Kamieński, “who turned out a Volksdeutscher”.32 In 1960 Kamieński
was eventually cleared by the court of all charges, but never regained his
good name in the academic circles (Tatarska 1988).
Unable to continue an academic career in Poznań, Kamieński moved to
Toruń, where he worked as a teacher in the State Secondary School of Music
(in 1949–1957), composed and continued independent research on Kashubia
folk music, recording 150 soft discs. In 1957 he left Poland, travelling to his
son in Canada. A year later he returned to Toruń, where he stayed until his
death. He died after a long illness on 29th July 1964.
Though Kamieński’s output comprises only short articles (in their origi-
nal versions: reportswith musical illustrations), introductions to song collec-
tions and reviews, it presents a comprehensive vision of the new discipline
that he practised and popularised during his work at Poznań University. In
Guido Adler’s classiﬁcation, this discipline is the domain of systematic mu-
sicology and therefore rightly called “Musikologie” by the Professor (with-
out any other qualiﬁers), as it constitutes the “musicology par excellence”,
“musicology proper” (Kamieński 1936: 129). Kamieński himself used diﬀer-
ent terms for his discipline: “comparative musicology,” “musical ethnology,”
“musical ethnography”, or “ethnomusicology.”
31 From the interview conducted by Barbara Kamienski.
32 Both letters have been made available to me by Krystyna Winowicz, who was presented with them
by Chybiński’s family.
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Like his Berlin teacher Carl Stumpf, regarded as the father of “compara-
tive musicology”, Kamieński proposed to extend the “oﬃcial” (traditional)
musicology so as to include such disciplines as instrument studies. In his
view, musicology ought to comprise all research into “musical phenomena
and phenomena related to music from the material, physical and physio-
logical spheres,” conducted by means of the instruments of natural science
and mathematics (Ibidem). For Kamieński the history of music was only one
section of musicology, though he admitted it was to that section that com-
parative musicology owed its position at universities. Musicological studies
at his Chair originally focused on the historical perspective, which he also
represented in his early publications.
His research into historical sources,33 however, was — as he himself con-
ﬁrmed—“ethnic-comparative” in character, and aimed at the reconstruction
of the history of Polish church song, the development of folk and national
music.34 In his research, the centre of gravity shifted to musical folklore,
which was related to Kamieński’s conviction that in order to understand the
“deeper, impersonal level of music”, its “general human norms” and “eth-
nic models”, one must go beyond European artistic music, which was the
main point of interest for traditional musicology (Kamieński 1936: 129). In
the context of this discussion of the directions Kamieński mapped out for
“new musicology”, it should be stressed that he used the term “ethnomu-
sicology”, traditionally ascribed to Jaap Kunst and dated to 1950,35 already
in the early 1930s during his lectures at Poznań University.36 A typescript
of Kamieński’s unﬁnished paper dated to 1934 discusses a precious collec-
tion of musical instruments held in Warsaw’s Ethnographic Museum, docu-
mentedby students fromPoznań, aswell as the central phonographic archive
recently opened in thatmuseum,whose collection, Kamieński claimed, could
33 Kamieński discovered, among others, Old Polish dances in Swedish tablatures of 1720 and
polonaises in 18th century manuscripts unearthed in Berlin.
34 Examples can be found in Kamieński’s articles ‘On the Old Polish Polonaise’ of 1928 and ‘Who
Composed Our National Hymn?’ of 1934; reprinted in Kamieński 2011.
35 In the subheading of the book Musicologica: A Study of the Nature of Ethno-musicology, its Problems,
Methods and Reperesentative Personalities, published in 1950 in Amsterdam. Cf. Krader 1980: 275.
36 Based on the oral testimony of Jadwiga Pietruszyńska (-Sobieska), Kamieński’s student and later
assistant lecturer, quoted by Jan Stęszewski (Stęszewski 2009: 123).
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be used in research and to illustrate the “ethno-musicological” lectures de-
livered throughout Poland. The date we ﬁnd on the typescript is 13th Dec.
1934, and a handwritten note made by Jadwiga Sobieska informs that the
paper was to be published in the Bulletin de Musée d’Ethnographie á Varso-
vie (Stęszewski 2009: 123). In 1935 Kamieński deﬁned “ethnomusicology” at
a course for folklore students active in the north and west of Poland, held
in Inowrocław (see Dahlig 2002: 211). The ﬁrst published deﬁnition of “eth-
nomusicology” (spelt without the previously applied hyphen), quoted by
Walerian Batko, presumably after Kamieński, appeared in February 1939:
“Ethnomusicology is a young discipline aiming to classify the collected folk
songs by means of scientiﬁc methods” (Batko 1939: 62 ﬀ.).37 The new disci-
pline, as Kamieński understood it, was not only to compare phenomena in
order to explain their diversity (which had been the objective of comparative
musicology, introduced as a separate discipline by Adler), but also — to col-
lect folk song andmusic, which brought it within the spheresof ethnography
and ethnology.
Kamieński’s ambition was to bring Polish musicology to the highest Eu-
ropean level. He eagerly studied the work of his Berlin colleagues, took part
in international conferences, made use of libraries abroad and of up-to-date
equipment for music recording and analysis. At the same time he believed
that the aspiration to high European standards had to be accompanied by
thoroughgoing research into Poland’s ownmusical culture (Kamieński 1936:
131).
Having “founded a satisfying basis for historical studies” , Kamieński be-
gan to carry out his vision of the new discipline, introducing classes of mu-
sical folklore into the programme of studies and continuing his eﬀorts to
establish at the Chair of Musicology an archive collecting Polish folk mu-
sic. In his article ‘We Build the Study of Polish Folk Song’ he described his
project as follows: “To build a science means to build observatories and in-
stitutions aiming to [...] trace back the evolution of folk singing and collect
its manifestations in the future” (Kamieński 1934: 206). The view that musi-
37 Batko attended Kamieński’s lectures in Krzemieniec (1935) and in Warsaw (1937–1939), where — as
Dahlig (1998: 520) claims — he may have heard this deﬁnition.
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cal archives would become a necessary tool had been formulated already in
the late 19th century by Carl Stumpf (Stumpf 1892),38 Kamieński’s teacher.
Kamieński also maintained contacts with Erich Moritz von Hornbostel, di-
rector (in 1906–1933) of the Berlin archive founded by Stumpf. He informed
Chybiński about the development of this cooperation in his letter of 15th De-
cember 1929:
I am coming back from Berlin, from another trip. [...] This time I went there to discuss
the project of my ‘phonographic archive’ and to establish closer contacts with Horn-
bostel, with whom, as I have already written to you on another occasion, we play four
hands. They ﬁx the music on our cylinders, preserving the right to make a copy also for
themselves, and in return — present us with their own selected copies. [. . . ]. I brought
them the ﬁrst batch of our cylinders for electroplating, learntmany tricks of the trade re-
lated to the use of the recording apparatus, obtained from Hornbostel his special mem-
branemechanism for regulating the depth of the engraving, ordereda sensitive tonome-
ter (also of Hornbostel’s design) and talked to the phonograph and cylinder supplier.
He will very soon receive a large batch of these (500 cylinders and two more phono-
graphs) [. . . ] I must also betray to you that while in Zagreb at Sirela’s I examined the
Viennese disc system. It cannot stand the competition with the cylinder-operated ‘Ex-
elrier’! Firstly, the machine is awfully heavy and complicated, a real disaster for a ﬁeld
researcher. Also the discs are very thick and heavy, and, last but not least, their record-
ings are nowhere near as good as ours— they are so unclear that Sirela himself admitted
he had no idea how to notate them. Admittedly, Odeon’s and similar records, meeting
all the standards ofmanufacture, are in turn greatly superior to our cylinders, but this is
another matter. You cannot take a whole record factory to Hereresy or Odsieczna, even
if you own one. For our purposes, the Excelsior has proved suﬃcient. At the moment it
is the most practical instrument, and after phonographic work has been organised here
on a larger scale, I will deﬁnitely opt to select it as our basic tool.
The models that Kamieński followed came mainly from Berlin, but also in
PolandAdolf Chybiński, withwhomKamieńskimaintained regular contacts
before the war, campaigned for the phonographic documentation of Polish
national heritage.39
When planning the phonographic archive in Poznań, Kamieński assumed
it would only serve regional needs and inspire the establishment of a whole
networkof similar institutions in other regions of Poland. The central archive,
to be located in Warsaw, was to function as a sound library, collecting copies
38 In this article Stumpf also described in detail the principles of musical transcription.
39 Chybiński was also the ﬁrst to publish an instruction for folk song collectors (Chybiński 1925).
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of phonograms from the regional archives.40 In order to accelerate work on
“saving some songs and instrumental pieces from oblivion”, he recommend-
ed, in the initial period, that the clergy, organists, teachers and other “se-
lected individuals” ought to conduct questionnaires. These interviewerswere
towork side by sidewith “professional forces”, that is, Chybiński andKamień-
ski, as well as their students and “semi-professionals” trained at appropriate
courses.41 All the archives were to record music on Edison’s phonographs
manufactured by Excelsior, of the type applied by Hornbostel in the Berlin
archive, and use the same protocol form to catalogue the collections.42 The
label or protocol prepared by Kamieński, attached to each phonogram, con-
sisted of four sections:
A. The recording: 1. Place, 2. Date, 3. Name of recording author, 4. Cylinder
speed.
B. The performance: 1. Manner of performance, 2. Type of voice, 3. Descrip-
tion of the instrument: a) type, b) dimensions, c) origins and age, d) scale
and tuning, e) individual musical features, f) external traits.
C. The performer(s): 1. Name(s) and surname(s), 2. Place of birth, 3. Date
of birth, 4. Nationality and religion, 5. Family relations, 6. Occupation,
7. Musical function, 8. Place of residence, 9. National, religious and eco-
nomic relations in the area of residence.
D. Musical piece(s): 1. Character and use, 2. Origins, 3. Text, 4. General com-
ments (in each section) (Heising 1939: 7).
The earliest recordings made for the Poznań archive come (most prob-
ably) from 2nd and 7th January 1930. They are 22 vocal and instrumental
pieces performed by Marian Kulawiak, a bagpiper active in Poznań from
1928, his wife Marianna Kulawiak and their daughter Konstancja Horem-
ska. Themelodies were ﬁrst sung by the piper, his wife or daughter, and then
— played on the bagpipe. The cylinders with these recordings were sent on
14th October 1930 from Poznań to Berlin for electroplating. Attached were
40 The Central Phonographic Archive in Warsaw was founded by Julian Pulikowski in 1934.
41 Łucjan Kamieński to Adolf Chybiński, Poznań 29th Aug. 1925.
42 See Kamieński 936: 133. Zygmunt Sitowski was the ﬁrst to describe the activity of the archive in his
article ‘Fonograf zbiera pieśni’ [A Phonograph Collects Songs] (Sitowski 1933: 50–52).
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the incipits of the songs, translated from Polish into German by Mieczysław
Koliński, working at that time on a voluntary basis in the Berlin archive
(Dahlig 2002: 212). These cylinders have been preserved to our day (Ziegler
2006: 162 ﬀ.) in the Section of “Musikethnologie,MedientechnikundBerliner
Phonogramm-Archiv” of the Ethnologisches Museum — Staatliche Museen
zu Berlin, Stiftung Preußischer Kulturbesitz in Berlin, and constitute the only
remaining fragment of the extensive collection of the Poznań archive (see
Figure 7.6).
The quality of the recordings on electroplated cylinders was — for rea-
sons unknown — low even as early as 1931. This, as well as the high price
of cylinder electroplating apparatus, inspired Kamieński and his colleagues
to look for new solutions. In 1935, Kamieński informed Chybiński about the
new method of copying recordings from cylinders:
I dedicated this time to further ﬁeld work in Kashubia, this time — extending a dense
net over Central Kashubia — the so-called ‘Laski’ between Kościerzyna and Kartuzy
— and I have the impression that the season’s haul contains, apart from smaller ﬁsh,
also more important endemic material [...] The phonograph recordings from this recent
expedition have all already been copied onto records and I can soon begin to notate
them. I do not know if I have already reported this to you, but I solved my problem
with ﬁxing the phonograms by copying the cylinders via amicrophone and an ampliﬁer
onto gelatin discs in two copies: one — to be worn out by use, and the other — not to
be used until that ﬁrst one is completely worn out. This kind of disc is very hard and
can easily be played back 150–200 times. When it is already worn out, a new one can
easily be made in the basis of that other unused copy, which is then played back for the
ﬁrst time, and so on. The chances for the long life, or even a near-indestructibility of our
recordings, have thus become very high. The cylinders that have been made available
again in this way are covered with wax and used again in our ﬁeld work. They can be
reused up to 15 times. The recorders were costly, but now they save us a lot of money.
Now I am planning the purchase of a small automobile with built-in electric recording
equipment.43
In 1936 Kamieński announced that for his summer ﬁeld expeditions he
would use a phonograph constructed by Marek Kwiek and gelatin discs syn-
thesised by Marian Sobieski. In the article ‘Z badań nad muzyką i śpiewem
ludupolskiej’ [Studies on theMusic and Songsof the Polish People], Kamień-
ski wrote:
43 Łucjan Kamieński to Adolf Chybiński, Poznań 21st October 1935.
Figure 7.6 A cylinder with the recording of “Na tej łące leszczyna” [Hazelnuts in
that Meadow] performed by Marianna Kulewiak (vocals) and Marian Kulewiak
(bagpipe)
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Both inventions will make us independent from foreign producerswho have so far sup-
plied us with both the phonographs and the cylinders. This will greatly decrease the
costs of running the archive. For the sake of research, I attach much importance to the
development of our acoustic-phonotechnical section. The ﬁrst theoretical works in this
area are already in print. Another reason is that this opens up new practical oppor-
tunities for our musicology as far as the phono- and radiotechnical progress and the
building of instruments are concerned. (Kamieński 1936: 144)
Also all the previously recorded phonograms were copied onto discs (see
Bielawski 1973: 18).
Kamieński turned the recordings on cylinders, and later on Decelith rec-
ords, into important documents. Thephonogramsprovided researcherswith
basic sources for the analyses and interpretations of folk songs and music
that were conducted at a later stage of research. They also made it possible
to prepare detailed music transcriptions, which could be veriﬁed by later
students. In a lecture broadcast on the radio in 1934, Kamieński said:
A modern researcher and collector preserves folk melodies not only in the form of mu-
sic notation — dead, imprecise and not controlled by anyone — but passes them on to
future generations as original, living sound using a sound recorder, i.e. Edison’s phono-
graph. These live documents are stored in phonographic archives, and in the peace and
quiet of our study, using various types of equipment, we transcribe these into a mu-
sic score with such precision and such details that Kolberg could never have dreamt
of. Apart from the score, however, we also preserve the sound document itself, which
future scholars can use to verify the accuracy of our transcription (Heising 1939: 6).
The phonogram also allowed the researcher to grasp the speciﬁc distinc-
tive features of each performance, reﬂecting the performer’s personality —
an aspect that was particularly attractive to Kamieński.
It was owing to Kamieński that the Poznań archive became an important
centre for the documentation of Polish musical folklore, taking advantage of
up-to-date recording and measuring equipment and making use of modern
research techniques.
The subject of the phonographic records was, as Kamieński put it, “the
original authentic art of the Polish folk”, “all that the country folk sing from
memory, from oral tradition, independently from the direct, limiting inﬂu-
ence of literary culture (i.e. songbooks), and that is a free expression of its
original creativity in the form of multiple variants.”
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The Professor instructed the researchers to make recordings and conduct
interviews in person, as well as transcribing the music for future analyses.
They were expected to be able to distinguish between older pieces contain-
ing characteristic regional features andnewer importedones,which betrayed
external inﬂuence. The knowledge of historical sources and of Kolberg’s col-
lections was indispensable for any novice before he or she could begin com-
parative studies. The ultimate objective of research was clearly deﬁned as
“the establishment of the sources and principles of folk singing” and “faith-
ful observation of today’s folklore from the point of view of the biology of
folk song” (Kamieński 1936: 134).
According to Kamieński, transcriptsmade on the basis of recordedphono-
gramswere to reﬂect “the entirety of the sung (or played) image” and to con-
stitute a “photo” of the phonogram (see Figure 7.7). The Professor enriched
traditional music notation by adding a number of new symbols to represent
shades of intonation, manner of performance (such as glissandi, appoggiat-
uras — forefalls and backfalls, shortening and extending the bar, tempo ru-
bato, and other phenomena related to tempi, dynamics and articulation. He
also notated the performers’ mistakes, claiming that they were a subject for
musicological-psychological research.When transcribing the pieces, he used
Hornbostel’s tonometer and Maelzel’s metronome,44 and recommended the
application of a dynamometer as an urgent innovation. In order to facilitate
the transcription of heterophony and two-part pieces, he originally recorded
each voice or instrument synchronically on a separate phonograph, and later
— on one phonograph with two tubes (Kamieński 1936: 143).
With similar care for every detail, Kamieński also recorded the texts of
songs, taking into account the actual local pronunciation. He complained
that it was hard to ﬁnd a common language with the linguists, who, though
their assistance was much welcome, insisted on applying general Polish or
pre-established norms to the transcription of spoken texts in local dialects,
instead of reﬂecting their real sound. Kamieński was aware of the fact that
sung texts were phonetically diﬀerent from spoken ones, and therefore he
regarded such practices as inacceptable. He employed an expert on the re-
44 He notated the tempi in metronomic values, without verbal descriptive labels (such as e.g. Allegro).
Figure 7.7 Transcription of the song ‘Wilk i koza’ [A Wolf and a Goat]; Ł.
Kamieński 1936a: 42.
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gional dialect, a genuine Kashubian, Ludwik Zabrocki, to help him tran-
scribe the texts ofKashubian songs from the collection Pieśni ludu pomorskiego.
I. Pieśni z Kaszub Południowych [Songs of the Pomerelian Folk. I. The South Kashu-
bia]. Kamieński’s innovative approach to the transcription of dialectal texts
didnot, however,meetwith the appreciation of the book’s editors,whoprint-
ed a spiteful disclaimer claiming that there were mistakes in the phonetic
transcriptions of texts and that professional linguists had nomeans to correct
them (Kamieński 1936a: 18). Kamieński thus commented on this incident in
his letter to Chybiński of 30th June 1936:
You can call me a pig: I deserve it. But ﬁrst you must know why. I am sending you two
collections: 1) the Kashubian songs, 2) the Greater Poland songbook. The ‘piggy’ stench
oozes from the former. On page 18, after the preface, you will ﬁnd one very strange
detail, namely, ‘the editor’s disclaimer’, or a comment by the ﬁsherman Borowik, as
untrue as it is idiotic, and the funniest thing is that he inserted that text behind my
back after the last proofreading. I lodged sharp protests in writing with the managing
board and with the distributors [...] Our department passed a resolution ‘condemning’
B’s commentary as ‘most inappropriate’, and on this basis I sent a serious article to
Wędkiewicz — but he refused, arguing that he does not print polemics...
Kamieński’s idea of folk music transcription, faithfully reﬂecting both the
musical and verbal components of the songs, and his system of notation —
bring to mind the proposals presented by Otto Abraham and Erich Moritz
von Hornbostel in their famous article ‘Vorschläge für die Transkription exo-
tischer Melodien’ (Abraham and Hornbostel 1909: 1–25). Kamieński himself
quotes a publication by Béla Bartók (1923), whose transcriptions he criticises
as not suﬃciently detailed and less progressive than his own (Kamieński
1936a: 6).
Transcriptions accounting for various details of performance are included
in collections of songs published for the purposes of academic research and
documentation. A diﬀerent type of notationwas used by Kamieński in song-
books for performers, aiming to popularise the recorded folk songs in the
Polish society. In the text opening the 2nd issue of Lutnia in 1939, Kamieński
wrote:
All eﬀort aiming at the improvement of Polish musical culture will only be half mea-
sures if we do not base it on folk song and folk music....
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It was for choirs (children’s, male, female and mixed) that the Śpiewnik
wielkopolski [Greater Poland Songbook] (1936) and Śpiewnik pomorski na jeden
lub więcej głosów [Pomerelian Songbook for One or Many Voices] (1938) were ar-
ranged. In his prefaces to these songbooks, Kamieński explained in what
ways the scores they contained diﬀered from transcriptions made for re-
search purposes. The songbook transcriptions were the result of comparing
many recordedversions, and so— the outcome of comparative studies. They
also allowed for the addition of an optional drone performed vocally or on
a bass wind instrument, as well as for mono- and polyphonic performance,
based on the 9th-to-15th century diaphonia, similar to the diaphony from the
Pieniny Range and to the Greater Poland duos of bagpipes and violins. The
Pomerelian Songbook also contained “counterpoints” to be performed on a vi-
olin, ﬂute or clarinet.
The analyses of the recorded pieces, conducted by Kamieński, were subor-
dinated to one central idea: that of reconstructing the origins and evolution
of individual songs,musical genres and regional repertoires in order to iden-
tify the successive stages in the transformation of folk culture. Kamieński
saw the transformation of songs as a general rule and discussed it, under the
inﬂuence of diﬀusionism, in the context of such historical factors as wars and
human migrations. Similarly to the representatives of evolutionism and the
cultural-historical school, Kamieński worked out maps which presented the
distribution of individual phenomena. The central thought that underlay his
research stance can well be summarised in this sentence:
There is a wealth of material to draw upon: one can reconstruct the lineage and trace
back the development of each individual song through the centuries, its migrations
across the country and its transformations, the resulting variants, foreign inﬂuences and
the forms in which they have survived. One can analyse the interaction of music and
the word, their unions and partings, assimilations and contaminations, and whatever
leads us to an understanding of the driving forces behind this deepest emanation of the
Polish people (Kamieński 1934: 206).
Kamieński traced back this evolution of song from a biological standpoint,
i.e. he attempted to gain an insight into the laws and the essence of folk art
(Kamieński 1936a: 4).
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Kamieński advocated a holistic analysis of songs, taking into account the
words andmelody, their original relation andmutual interactions in the pro-
cess of song evolution. He called this analysis of songs as “organic wholes”
the logo-melic method.45 He attached particular importance to the study of
variants (forms, varieties), which he compared in synoptic tables. He under-
stood a song as a “permanent combination of a certain basic verbal-semantic-
metrical idea with a certain basic melodic idea.” Only by means of the anal-
ysis of “logo-melic variants,” i.e. variants of songs with text and melody,
can a researcher draw any conclusions concerning the evolution of regional,
local and individual features of songs, and its stages. Holistic song analysis,
Kamieński claimed, provided the scholar with the possibility to grasp the bi-
ology of folk song, which always exists in a speciﬁc biological and historical
context, and is associated with states of the human mind, with human activ-
ities and needs.46 For the concept of the “biology of folk song”, Kamieński
was most likely indebted to Hornbostel, who applied it with reference to
the analytic procedures used by the Ukrainian scholar Ottokar Hostinsky.47
Kamieński used the logo-melic method for the ﬁrst time in his ‘Monograph
of the South Kashubian Matchmaking Song’ (Kamieński 1935: 107–131). The
subject of this analysis was a wedding song recorded in 1932 near the Wdzy-
dze Lake in Kashubia as compared with songs from other regions of Poland
(Greater Poland, Mazovia, the Radom and Sandomierz Regions), both those
recently recorded and those coming from Kolberg’s and J.J. Lipiński’s collec-
tions. He presented the compared songs in synoptic tables (see Figure 7.8).
Apart from texts and melodies, Kamieński also considered the circum-
stances of performance and the local terminology. When analysing the song
scale, he noted its similarity to the scale of the Kashubian trembita (whose
links with the Scandinavian culture he set out to demonstrate in his later
45 Kamieński wrote about the necessity of collaboration between musicologists and linguists already in
1935, in his review of a paper by the Slavist scholar Erwin Koschmieder. The paper was an attempt
to explain the reasons for the diﬀerent vocalisation of reduced vowels (jers) and vowels in Orthodox
Church songs and in contemporary colloquial speech. See Kamieński 1935a: 192–196.
46 Kamieński formulated this view in, among others, the article ‘Śpiew i muzyka ludu
wielkopolskiego’ [The Song and Music of the People of Greater Poland] (1939: 3–5).
47 “Dr. v. Hornbostel hält es für wünschenswert, daß außer der Anatomie und Morphologie des
Volksliedes auch seine Biologie studiert werde, wie Prof. Hostinsky es in einigen Fällen getan hat”.
See III. Kongress der Internationalen Musikgesellschaft 1909.
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Figure 7.8 Comparison of variants of the Kleczków matchmaking song; Ł.
Kamieński 1935: 112.
works), to the scales coming from various regions of the world, and to Gre-
gorian chant (Ibidem: 118 ﬀ.). Such comparisons of phenomena far removed
from each other in space and time resemble those proposed by representa-
tives of the Berlin school. The author of the article concludes by pointing to
German and Scandinavian inﬂuences in the Kasubian song and to its likely
aﬃnity to midsummer night songs, with which it shares the common mode
similar to that from the wedding song Oj chmielu (Ibidem: 126 ﬀ.).
Kamieński’s ﬁeld work in Pomerelia, Kashubian and Greater Poland pur-
ported to prove that it is in those regions that we should look for the sources
of Polish culture. The Professor stressed the speciﬁc features of those regions’
musical folklore, their independent dialects and sets of instruments, and
their rituals, related to the local living conditions. In Kashubian melodies he
emphasised the presence of the already mentioned scale, whose origins he
traced back to the inﬂuence of the Scandinavian “trembita scale” (based on
harmonics) on the original Polish pentatonic scales. In was under the inﬂu-
ence of that “trembita scale”, Kamieński argued, that the anhemitonic pen-
tatonic scale was transformed into a major key (See Kamieński 1935: 121 and
Kamieński 1936: 138). With reference to Kashubian music, Kamieński dis-
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cussed, for the ﬁrst time in Poland, the problem of the metro-rhythmic qual-
ities of songs,with particular reference to the rubato, which he considered as
“one of the most eminent features of the Polish musical psyche.” (Kamieński
1936: 134)48
Kamieński saw the songs and music of Wielkopolska as free from Ger-
man inﬂuences, which some scholars would trace in them. He associated
the rich repertoire of the przodek dances so characteristic of that region with
the Lusatian reja, and regarded the Greater Poland bagpipe as identical with
the Lusatian bagpipe described by Ludwik Kuba.49 The problem of links be-
tween the cultures of Greater Poland and Lusatia reappears in a letter of 6th
June 1948, sent to his son, who resided in Dresden after the war:
As you are now active on the territory of the oldMargraviate ofMeissen, to which Dres-
den also belonged and which can more or less be identiﬁed with Lusatia, in the future
you may use for the propagation not only of Polish, but generally of Slavonic culture
the fact (which you know from your family home) of close links between Lusatian and
Polish folklore. Lusatia and Western Greater Poland are, in fact, probably the last sanc-
tuary of the old kozioł or bagpipe, but also a large proportion of Lusatian folk songs is a
mirror reﬂection of our old “walking” dances or polonaises. What I have in mind here
is the Lusatian reja, imported from Poland during the Polish-Saxon personal union and
grown from these roots into a rich local culture, or else — developed simultaneously in
both regions at that time. That polonaise culture reached as far asWestern Pomerania, as
proved by a mid-18th-century manuscript that I have discovered — and so it extended
over an immense territory. Considering the similar dissemination of the polonaise, this
time — deﬁnitely from Poland — in Sweden in the form of the so-called polska — I am
willing to accept that the reja was more likely an import from Poland than the result of
autochthonic development, especially as the Polish inﬂuences in Saxony were so very
strongly felt at that time. All the same, this shared musical culture is of much signiﬁ-
cance for ethnic studies. Though also in Sweden the polonaises penetrated into general
folk culture, with time the Swedish polska considerably diverged from the Polish pro-
totype, whereas the Lusatian reja is so Polish in character that it could easily pass for a
chodzony at a wedding in Greater Poland. Undoubtedly also in the times before the rise
of the polonaise, the Lusatian folklore must have been closely related to ours, but these
links still require further studies. If only I could now go into the ﬁeld with a phono-
graph! Perhaps the Consulate could help to initiate such a project? Anyway, what we
now know for certain is that Lusatian songs preserve the memory of the military cam-
paigns of Bolesław the Valiant, who bravely fought for the uniﬁcation of that land with
48 The issue of the rubato had already been tackled by Kamieński in one of his early articles
(Kamieński 1918–1919: 108–126).
49 See Kamieński 1932: 53. Kamieński was planning ﬁeld recordings of the Sorbian reja in Lusatia and
of the polskor, akin to Polish folklore, in Sweden. However, the outbreak of the war and the later
complications in the Professor’s life thwarted these plans.
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Poland, which, however, did not stop him from taking (as was the habit in those times) a
huge number of Lusatian slaves (40 thousand or so, I am not sure about the exact ﬁgure)
and resettling them in Poland (this notorious idea was revived by Hitler, the inventor
of the modern “relocation” concept).50
Inspired byHornbostel’s studies of Icelandic polyphonic singing, Kamień-
ski looked for similar performance techniques on the territory of Poland,
and claimed that the bagpipe and violin parts in Greater Poland duos were
a remnant of an archaic variational heterophony. The two-voice songs he
recorded in the Pieniny Mountains with Zygmunt Sitowski in 1932–1933
he interpreted as an archaic technique akin to the 9th-century organum and
the early English cantus gemellus. He called this technique “diaphonia, or the
original form of consonant (harmonic) polyphony” (Kamieński 1933: 5). For
Kamieński, heterophony was “the most indigenously Polish musical form”,
but he considered the diaphonia from Pieniny as an eﬀect of a “brief external
inﬂuence” fromGreece and Byzantium, or frommedievalWesternEurope.51
Much of Kamieński’s collection consisted of recordings of instrumental mu-
sic, which he used for instrument studies. Of special interest are his studies
of the bagpipe and its regional variety — the kozioł from Greater Poland,
continued and extended by Jadwiga Pietruszyńska (-Sobieska) (Kamieński
1932: 53ﬀ, Kamieński 1936: 137, Kamieński 1939: 4).
The author of this article intended to present the ﬁgure of Łucjan Kamień-
ski as a great erudite following the current developments of his discipline in
Europe, a keen researcher dedicated to the Polish case, and a righteous man
with an incredibly rich personality. He propagated in Poland the methodol-
ogy developed in leading European centres, also working on the improve-
ment of thosemethods.He transplanted the comparative techniques applied
by scholars from Berlin and Vienna on the macro scale — onto the local level,
concentrating on regional studies. He created a model for ﬁeld research to
be used by later generations of Polish ethnomusicologists. His work mapped
out the development of Polish ethnomusicology.
50 Łucjan Kamieński to Jan Kamieński, Winiary 6th June 1948.
51 Unfortunately the transcriptions of pieces recorded by Kamieński in Pieniny have not been
preserved.
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Years of Study and Directions of Research during the Interwar
Period
ZoﬁaLissa (born in Lvov, nowLviv, on 19th October 1908 and died inWarsaw
on 26th March 1980), has an impressive record of achievement in the ﬁeld of
musicology, in which her publications relating tomusic aesthetics take pride
of place. They can be described as pioneering in the full sense of the word,
opening, as they did, perspectives on thinking about music previously un-
known in Poland. At the same time, they made a signiﬁcant contribution to
music aesthetics worldwide, as illustrated not only by the numerous transla-
tions of herworks into foreign languages, but also by the prestigious Interna-
tional Music Council Prize, awarded to her in 1979, a year before her death.
To appreciate fully the range and the signiﬁcance of her ideas on music and
aesthetics, one needs to go back to the beginning of her academic career and
her early research. She received a thoroughpractical grounding at LvovCon-
servatory, where she studied piano and theory of music. During the years
1924–1929 she studiedmusicology underAdolf Chybiński (b. 29th April 1880
in Kraków, d. 31st October 1952 in Poznań), one of the Nestors of that disci-
pline in Poland. Having received his habilitation degree in 1912 at the John
Casimir University in Lvov, Chybiński headed the Musicology Section there
during the years 1913–1941. Even as a student, Zoﬁa Lissa demonstrated the
wide range of her interests. While studying strictly musicological subjects,
she also attended lectures by the leading representatives of the Lvov school
of philosophy and aesthetics — Kazimierz Twardowski and Roman Ingar-
den, as well as classes in psychology and history of art. This wide-ranging
knowledge, acquired during her years as a student, bore fruit in the form of
an inter-disciplinary approach to musicology. The main object of interest in
this approach, a musical composition, was treated by her as part of a broad
humanist perspective, deﬁned on the one extreme by philosophy, and on the
other by the psychology of perception. Her sociological conception of music,
which stressed the changing conditions and functions of music creation in
diﬀerent epochs, also matured quite early.
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Lissa became an active research scholar immediately on the completion
of her studies, following her Ph.D. on the harmonic system of Alexander
Scriabin (Lissa 1930: 36), presented in 1929. Her works from the 1930s can be
perceived as a kind of whole, in which one can discern both the directions
of her explorations, and the inﬂuence of the reading which lay behind them.
This relatively little-known part of her works is interesting in all its aspects,
primarily because it shows Lissa’s scholarly proﬁle free from associations
with ideology which — for reasons best known to herself — she decided to
strengthen during the early 1950s, entering the area of dogmatic Marxism-
Leninism in the footsteps of authors from what was the USSR at that time.
Aglance at Lissa’s pre-war legacy inclines one to conclude that hermusical-
aesthetic explorations stemmed from an interest in the empirical nature of
the aesthetic experience, and, more precisely, in the psychology of percep-
tion, with particular focus on one chosen area, namely the perceptual ex-
perience of a child. From 1930, she published a number of articles on that
subject,1 in which, on the basis of her own work with the pupils at the Karol
Szymanowski Conservatory in Lvov, and the FryderykChopinMusic School
there, she discussed the signiﬁcance ofmusic in the development of a child’s
personality, types of reactions to music which were speciﬁc to children, chil-
dren’s creativity in that area and, ﬁnally, she formulated criteria for a system
of musical education. From 1934 she led, at the Institute of Psychology in
Lvov (then a leading research centre in Poland), in-depth research into the
musicality of children and youngpeople,2 and themechanisms ofmusic per-
ception.
Lissa’s groundbreaking studies on the psychology of children and young
people resulted in a book which she wrote together with Stefan Szuman,
published immediately after the war under the title Jak słuchać muzyki [How
to Listen to Music] (Szuman and Lissa 1948). This, however, does not exhaust
her pre-war activities in the area of music aesthetics. An early article, pub-
1 The theme of a multi-aspectual approach to the musical psychology of a child is decidedly
dominant among other issues taken up by Lissa during the years after completing her musicological
studies and obtaining her doctorate, i.e., 1930–1935. The following articles date from that period:
Lissa 1930a, 1931, 1931a, 1931b, 1931c, 1933, 1934, 1934a.
2 See Lissa 1935, 1936.
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lished in 1930, ‘O społecznym znaczeniu muzyki w historii ludzkości’ [On
the Social Signiﬁcance of Music in the History of Humanity], points to a new
direction of research, on the border of aesthetics and sociology of music,
which she initiated at that time (Lissa 1930b). This text was the ﬁrst to signal
her interest in a sociological approach: seeing music in the wider context of
culture, through the prism of social processes taking place within it.3
Other areas of Lissa’s research interests prior to 1939, which demonstrate
her receptiveness to manifestations of the then newly rising phenomenon of
mass culture, include the new media of radio and ﬁlm. Her works on these
subjects (Lissa 1932, 1932a, 1934b), devoted both to the signiﬁcance of these
two media for music transmission and, in the case of ﬁlm, to the musical
and aesthetic functions related to the structure of a ﬁlm narrative, are strik-
ing in their intuitive understanding and perceptiveness. This is particularly
apparent when one bears in mind that, in Polish culture of that period, both
radio and ﬁlm were only just beginning to enter the social domain. Suﬃce it
to say that the limited company ‘Polskie Radio’ began to broadcast a regular
programme in 1926, while ﬁlms with sound did not reach Poland on a pop-
ular scale until after 1930, owing to the eﬀorts of, among others, the artists
belonging to the ‘Start’ association, active during the years 1930–1934. Zoﬁa
Lissa was perfectly aware of the opportunities provided by these two new
media, seeing, particularly in the radio, a powerful tool for promoting mu-
sical culture. On the other hand, ﬁlms with sound inspired her to undertake
research into various functions of music in ﬁlms.4 These investigations re-
sulted in a book titled Muzyka i ﬁlm. Studium z pogranicza ontologii, estetyki
i psychologii muzyki [Music and Film. A Study from the Borderland of Ontology,
Aesthetics and Psychology of Music] (Lissa 1937b). This was a groundbreaking
volume not only in Polish, but also in the world literature devoted to ﬁlms.
The originality of thiswork consisted in amulti-aspect approach to the status
3 Before the war, Lissa devoted two extensive articles to issues of sociology of music sensu stricto. See
Lissa 1937, 1937a.
4 Lissa’s early interest in ﬁlm music developed not only from pure intellectual curiosity or her
experiences as a ﬁlm goer, but also had other causes: near to her apartment in Lwów — as she
herself reminisced — was a ﬁlm montage workshop, from which she kept hearing soundtracks with
the accompanying music. This was extremely inspiring and undoubtedly provided her with much
research material.
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and function of ﬁlm music, analysed on the basis of principles which bring
to mind structuralist and semiological methods.
A work which stands out among Lissa’s other publications on music and
aesthetics during the interwar period is the extensive study ‘O komizmie
muzycznym’ [On Comicality inMusic] (1938). It provides testimonynot only
of the maturity of her scholarly skills, but above all of her ability to solve
independently a boldly stated problem, and thus also her inventiveness and
her interpretive skills.
The study of comicality, like the already mentioned Muzyka i ﬁlm [Music
and ﬁlm], although on a somewhat smaller scale owing to the range of the
subject, constitutes a synthetic approach which refers to manifestations of
comicality in particular kinds of music (from absolute, through programme
and vocal to ﬁlm music). The author included in her deliberations links be-
tween comicality and elements of musical construction, and the aesthetic ex-
perience ofmusic. However, the signiﬁcance of that text, undoubtedly break-
ing new ground in theworld literature at that time, lies not only in the multi-
aspectual view of the manifestations of musical comicality as an aesthetic
category, but also in the more subtle nature when compared to other forms
of art (visual and literary). Alongside a discussion of the essence of comical-
ity in music, Lissa’s work takes up a more general issue — the question of
semantics of music. It is interesting that Lissa asked that question, in a sense,
in the margin of her deliberations about comicality in programme music, in
one of the middle chapters of that text.5
Her belief that music constitutes a meaningful message — that, in other
words, sound systems may fulﬁl intentional functions of a particular type,
was initially formed as an intuition which was diﬃcult to verify and gave
rise to a number of questions, which were initially left without answers. The
characteristic, searching state of consciousness in which the inner conviction
produces diverse solutions is conveyed by this fragment from ‘O słuchaniu
i rozumieniu utworów muzycznych’ [On Listening and Understanding of
Musical Works]:
5 See Lissa 1938: 45–52, chapter 7 — ‘Zagadnienie semantyczności i asemantyczności muzyki’ [The
Issue of Semantics or Non-Semantics in Music].
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In every area of research, at some time one reaches the point which is the boundary of
the unknown; one hits a wall which cannot be breached. In our area we reach that wall
when we begin to ask about the essence of that which everyone of us intuitively feels
in music, and which is diﬀerent from the sound structures alone. Whether, following
Kurth, we describe that ‘something’ as a tension of psychological energies, or adopt
Mersmann’s descriptionof it as tectonic forces, or agreewith Losyev that music together
with mathematics concern a subject of an ideal nature — none of these concepts or
the theories which accompany them explain the issue. And yet, the listener’s conscious
or subconscious intending towards that factor in a work of music is essential for the
aesthetic experience, just as, in order to experience aesthetically a literary work, it is
essential not only to understand individual words and sentences, but to look towards
that ﬁctional world which is revealed through these words and sentences. This does
not mean — I emphasise it again — that music contains a sphere of represented objects,
that sound structures should signify some objective content, the way that a painting
does. However, sound structures are an expression of a content which at present is not
susceptible to being investigated scientiﬁcally and made precise, but which the listener
apprehends intuitively (Lissa 1937c: 390–391).
Further, more concrete deliberations on the semantics of music are con-
tained in Lissa’s text on comicality in music. She introduced there the con-
cept of “representational structures” which, in her view, create the work’s
subject and deﬁne it as a whole. A particular case of representational struc-
tures was constituted, in her opinion, by symbolic representation, linked to
absolute music: more precisely, to what is known as expressive music where
the sound structures, in her words, “do not represent directly any expressed
content, but are simply its s y m b o l s” (Lissa 1938: 49). The point of ref-
erence for this thesis were the views of Ernst Cassirer (Cassirer 1927) and
Mieczysław Wallis (Wallis 1934: 17–19),6 which became for her the point of
departure for her own thesis based on a p a r t i c u l a r k i n d o f r e -
l a t i o n s h i p between the sound structure and the p s y c h o l o g i c a l
content.
While clearly following Ingarden in using the comparative method, Lissa
drew attention to the diﬀerent character of the function of representational
sound systems in comparison with representational objects in literature and
the visual arts. Belief in the presence of this diﬀerence allowed her to chal-
lenge Ingarden’s view of the representational function of music and to for-
mulate her own, multi-layer conception of a work of music as early as 1938,
6 See also by the same author 1968.
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nearly 30 years prior to the publication of her ‘Uwagi o Ingardenowskiej
teorii dzieła muzycznego’ [Remarks on Ingarden’s Theory of the Work of
Music] (Lissa 1966: 95–113).
Valuable material, which gives one some idea of Lissa’s pre-war reading,
is provided by the numerous reviews of musicological studies, published by
her during the years 1929–1933 in the columns of Kwartalnik Muzyczny. The
issues examined in these studies were largely linked to issues in the psychol-
ogy of music, then at the centre of Lissa’s research interests.7 Nevertheless,
among the books she reviewed we also ﬁnd writing devoted to questions
of a historical8 and aesthetic9 nature, to new music (Lissa 1930e), and the
new media (Lissa 1931e). Of particular signiﬁcance among these were two
of her reviews (see Lissa 1932b). The ﬁrst of them concerned Ernst Kurth’s
book Musikpsychologie (Kurth 1931), and the second, the book Zur Psycholo-
gie des musikalischen Gestaltens by Julius Bahle (Bahle 1930). Reading the ﬁrst
review leaves one in no doubt that Ernst Kurth’s approach was a powerful
inspiration in Lissa’s choice of research direction.
Many of her pre-war works indicate that she adopted Kurth’s method-
ological directive as her own, initiating, within Polish musicology, research
located midstream in one of the main psychological approaches of contem-
porary European musicology at that time, which has by now had a long tra-
dition, with contributions by American scholars.10
Trying to guess the possible development of a scholar, and the research
prevented from being undertaken by the sudden turn of historical events,
will always remain in the sphere of speculation. Yet it is diﬃcult to dismiss
the idea that Zoﬁa Lissa’s academic path would have taken a quite diﬀer-
ent direction were it not for the outbreak of the war. We may suppose that
she would have established her position in the area of psychologically ori-
ented aesthetics of music, and would probably have participated in such
new trends as the fast-developing cognitive psychology. However, dramatic
7 See Zoﬁa Lissa reviews 1929, 1930, 1931, 1931a, 1931b, 1932, 1933.
8 See Lissa’s reviews 1930a, 1931c.
9 See Lissa’s reviews 1929a, 1930b, 1930c, 1930d, 1931d, 1932a.
10 A classic example from the Anglo-Saxon musicological literature inspired by Gestalt psychology is
(Leonard B. Meyer 1956).
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wartime events not only interrupted the highly promising development of
the young scholar but also took her away from the academic environment
for a number of years.
The War Years and the Decade 1945–1955
In the early period following the outbreak of war, after the Red Army en-
tered Poland and occupied Lvov in September 1939, Lissa worked as music
editor at the radio station there, and then, from 1940, she was Dean of the
Department of Theory at Lvov Conservatory. After the Nazi invasion of the
USSR in June 1941 she was evacuated to Namangan (Uzbekistan), where she
taught the theory of music in a secondary music school. She then moved to
Moscow, andwas one of the ﬁrst to join theUnion of Polish Patriots in 1943. In
1945 she became the cultural attaché at the Polish embassy there. Joining the
milieu in which a communist government, imposed on Poland by Stalin (by
the Polish Committee of National Liberation manifesto issued in July 1944),
took shape, inevitably meant embracing the ideology at the core of its ac-
tivity. Lissa’s left-wing sympathies were already becoming apparent while
she was still a student at the John Casimir University in Lwów;11 however,
when they became linked to a political choice, they turned unequivocally to-
wards dogmaticMarxism-Leninism. It is impossible to resolvewith certainty
the question of how far this ideological commitment resulted from her own
convictions, and to what extent it was motivated externally, i.e., by particular
aims or intentions. The fact remains that, after returning to Poland in 1947,
Lissa tied her academic activity to participation within the structures of the
communist ruling powers of that time. She became Deputy Director of the
Department of Music at the Ministry of Culture and Art in Warsaw which,
inevitably, placed her within the department administering Polish musical
production, and subject to the pressure of the doctrine of socialist realism, an
infamous example ofwhichwas the all-Poland conference in ŁagówLubuski
11 A form of evidence for these sympathies, which must have been witnessed by Adolf Chybiński at
the John Casimir University in Lvov, is provided by the text ‘Uwagi o metodzie marksistowskiej
w muzykologii’ [Remarks on the Marxist Method in Musicology] (1950).
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in 1949, preceded by the International Congress of Composers and Musicol-
ogists in Prague in May 1948.
The otherdomain inwhich Lissa became active after thewarwas academic
musicology; her achievements in this area involved both organisational and
academic work. She received her habilitation degree as a early as 1947, at
the Adam Mickiewicz University in Poznań, again under the academic su-
pervision of Adolf Chybiński, who from 1945 until his death in 1952 headed
the Musicology Section there.12 The habilitation enabled her to undertake
eﬀective eﬀorts to create a Musicology Section at the University of Warsaw,
which happened in 1948. In this way both Adolf Chybiński and Zoﬁa Lissa
(together with Józef M. Chomiński) transferred, in a sense, the Lvov musico-
logical tradition to two new centres: Poznań and Warsaw. The third centre,
in Cracow, survived the war cataclysm without major upheavals, and it was
there that Stefania Łobaczewska, another scholar previously associated with
musicology in Lvov, found employment.
Further stages in Zoﬁa Lissa’s academic career are marked by her being
awarded the title of associate professor in 1951, and full professorial status
in 1957. Shortly afterwards, in 1958, the Musicology Section of Warsaw Uni-
versity was given the status of Institute, and Lissa stayed as its director until
1975. It should be noted that, in spite of the ideological pressure exerted on
Polish tertiary education institutions during the early 1950s, from 1951 she
employed a priest, FatherHieronim Feicht, Ph.D. (1894–1967) in theMusicol-
ogy Section, where that outstanding specialist on early Polish music lectured
until the end of his life.
The work which constitutes a bridge between Lissa’s pre-war studies of
music and aesthetics and those from the post-war period is her 1948 article
‘Czy muzyka jest sztuką asemantyczną’ [Is Music an A-semantic art?] (Lissa
1948). The beginning of that text shows that its author had entered the orbit
12 Professor Adolfa Chybiński’s eﬀective post-war activity in Poznań was undoubtedly a result of his
ﬁnding a modus vivendi in the new political reality. That eﬀectiveness (which must have involved
skilful manoeuvering in the new environment, during the most diﬃcult years of the Stalinist decade)
is conﬁrmed by the fact that he was honoured by the authorities with the Order of the Banner of
Work Class I in 1950, and State Prize Class I in 1951, as well as honorary membership of the Polish
Academy of Sciences. It is possible that Zoﬁa Lissa’s intervention was involved in these awards.
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of inﬂuence of Soviet thinking about music; that thinking, under the inﬂu-
ence of Andrey Zhdanov’s doctrine,13 became the cutting edge of ruthless
criticism against all innovation inWesternmusic, branding it as “formalism”.
However, in the introduction to her text Lissa gave h e r o w n interpreta-
tion of the term “formalistic music”, an interpretationdevoid of the ideologi-
cal exaggerations and intellectual simpliﬁcations which characterised Soviet
authors. This does not mean that she was an enthusiast of, as she put it, “the
compositional practice of contemporary composers”, but she criticised their
achievements from a strictly aesthetic point of view, in the formof a scholarly
discourse which had nothing to do with the “dispute about musical style in
the USSR” (Lissa 1948: 277), which she referred to only as if in passing (in
one sentence). Moreover, the initial statement about the crisis in European
music, linked to the work of the Second Viennese school in the twentieth
century, as well as the criticism of formalism, guided by the thesis that “the
means of artistic e x p r e s s i o n in music have become just that — the
means — giving up their function of e x p r e s s i n g” (Ibidem), impercep-
tibly became a lecture on her own aesthetic stance on the issue of semanticity
of music. This lecture — and this needs to be emphasised — refers directly
to the views she formulated before the war. This is conﬁrmed by numerous
parts of the text, in which the author restates, almost verbatim, the theses
formulated in the study (mentioned earlier) ‘O komizmie muzycznym’ [On
Comicality in Music] and in the article ‘O słuchaniu i rozumieniu utworów
muzycznych’ [On Listening to and Understanding Musical Compositions].
Here, however,we no longer ﬁnd the cognitive hesitations expressedby Lissa
in her pre-war works, nor any references to metaphysics. Moreover, even in
relation to such authors as A.W. Ambros or A. Schering, whose ideas might
support her semantic conception of music, in relation to the issue of sym-
bolic representation, she decides that their theory did not seek ”[...] the close
causal relationships between musical phenomena and, heteronymous in re-
13 See Nicolas Slonimsky 1994, in particular the resolution of the Central Committee of the All-Union
Communist Party (b) dated 10 February 1948, pp. 1055–1057; A.A. Zhdanov’s speech at the
discussion at the General Congress of Soviet Composers in Moscow, 17–26 February 1948, pp.
1057–1058; the declaration of the Second International Congress of Composers and Musicologists in
Prague, 29 May 1948, p. 1068.
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lation to them, events in social, economic and general cultural life” (Lissa
1948). Signiﬁcantly, among these references we no longer ﬁnd the “most di-
verse forms of human expression”, which before the war provided the basis
for deliberations on the subject of representational structures.
The period 1950–1954 constituted a special phase in Zoﬁa Lissa’s academic
activity, marked by the ideological and political choices she made earlier.
During that time she published a number of works on music and aesthetics,
in which the common ideological denominatorwasMarxism-Leninism in its
dogmatic, simplistic form as provided by Soviet ideologues led by Zhdanov
and Stalin himself.14 With all their borrowings, as well as epistemological
and methodological stereotypes, Lissa’s works from the early 1950s still bore
a trace of her pre-war experiences: they were, after all, written by a scholar
acquainted with the “bourgeois” methodology, which had nothing in com-
mon with dialectical materialism or Leninist theory of reﬂection, and which
by then was beyond the pale. What made the situation paradoxical was the
fact that, while expressing the belief that music is capable not only of reﬂect-
ing the surrounding reality (more precisely, the processes of social change),
but also of becoming a tool in the service of “progressive” ideology, Lissa
herself had lived through quite diﬀerent aesthetic experiences, related to the
conception of music as a meaningful message, which becomes real in the act
of perception as interpreted by gestalt psychology. Clearly, these experiences
could never be reconciled with the Marxist-Leninist ideological orientation.
For this reason in her works from the period 1950–1955 she could not avoid
simpliﬁcations in the description of the relationships between music and re-
ality and, resulting from these, in the description of the intermediaries be-
tween these two spheres.
Lissa’s publications from that period, which provide a peculiar testimony
of reﬂection on music linked with premises and aims of an ideological char-
14 These include: Lissa 1950, 1950a, 1951, 1953, 1953a, 1953b, 1954, 1955. It is worth mentioning that,
parallel to that unequivocally committed scholarly activity, during the years 1949–1952 Lissa edited
a number of collections of Soviet songs, including Pieśni o Stalinie [Songs about Stalin] (Czytelnik,
Warsaw 1949, 13 issues). It seems ironic that the reviewer of Sovetskaya Muzyka, writing under the
initials G.M., while praising the collection 25 Pieśni radzieckich [25 Soviet Songs] edited by Lissa
(Warsaw [Współpraca] 1949), at the same time reproached her for omitting the Anthem of the Soviet
Union and... songs about Stalin. See Monko-Ejgenberg 2008:16.
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acter, have not as yet been subjected to in-depth research.15 The ideological
message of these texts corresponded to the cultural policy of the authori-
ties at that time, and Lissa had to apply them in real life in her manage-
rial capacity at the Department of Music of the Ministry of Culture and Art.
Her works on aesthetics at that time were closely associated with the prin-
ciples of socialist realism, formulated to address all members of the creative
arts community; nevertheless onemay suppose that her pre-war experiences
were suﬃciently grounded within her judgment to awaken inner criticism
towards these political rules, imposed from the outside and accepted ini-
tially in an atmosphere of pressured propaganda. While it would be diﬃcult
to justify intellectual opportunism resulting, after all, from one’s own, per-
sonal choices — and this applies to all similar situations — it would also be
diﬃcult to apply the same measure to all of Lissa’s works which bear the
imprint of ideology.
Directions of Research during the 1960s and 1970s
In 1956 Zoﬁa Lissa critically evaluated her work during the previous decade,
and distanced herself from the dogmatically understood ideology of socialist
realism. This, however, did not mean abandoning some of the aspects of the
Marxistmethod, particularly viewingmusic in its social aspect, in the context
of historical development. It is from this perspective, freed (and this needs
stressing!) from ideological pressures and simpliﬁcations, that she examines
a number of issues in aesthetics, including the one of historically changing
reception and understanding of music. Her works in this area, among them
the article ‘O historycznej zmienności percepcji muzycznej’ [On Historical
Changeability in the Perception of Music] (see Lissa 1959), as well as the text
15 It is only relatively recently that Polish musicological literature has begun to discuss the issue of the
relationship between music, ideology and politics. See Gąsiorowska 1994, Jabłoński and Tatarska
1996, Gwizdalanka 1999, Socrealizm? 2002. Opinions about Zoﬁa Lissa’s works from the ﬁrst half of
the 1950s have been formulated by: Polony 1991 (particularly chapter 9 — ‘O sporze z estetyką
socrealizmu i marksistowsko-stalinowskim projekcie muzykologii’ [The Argument with Social
Realist Aesthetics and the Project of Marxist-Leninist Musicology], pp. 277–306), Polony 1996: 46–47
and Helman 2004: 197–200.
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‘Recepcja muzyczna jako współczynnik historii muzyki’ [Reception of Mu-
sic as a Co-factor in the History of Music] (Lissa 1975b: 114–133), belong to
the general theory of reception which — inspired by works from literature
studies — developed in musicology during the second half of the twentieth
century, largely owing to the works of Carl Dahlhaus (see Dahlhaus 1977).16
The 1960s and 1970s saw the mature period of Zoﬁa Lissa’s writing on
music and aesthetics. The works which particularly stand out during that
time are those devoted to the ontology of a work of music, with the polem-
ical text ‘Uwagi o Ingardenowskiej teorii dzieła muzycznego’ [Remarks on
Ingarden’s Theory of the Work of Music] being of prime signiﬁcance. The
point of departure for this polemic was Lissa’s questioning of Ingarden’s po-
sition, which assumed a distinction between performance as a concretisation
of a musical composition, and the status of such a work understood as an
intentional object. Questioning the universality of this thesis, Lissa reached
for the then newest creative domain, electronic music, showing that a per-
formance of an electronic composition is not only forever i d e n t i f i e d
w i t h its recording,17 but — more than that — the composition in such a
case acquires a single, unchanging shape. Roman Ingarden published his re-
ply, ‘Uwagi doUwag Zoﬁi Lissy’ [Remarks on Remarks by Zoﬁa Lissa] in the
same issue of Studia Estetyczne which published Lissa’s text (Ingarden 1966:
115–128). In responding to her remarks on the special status of an electronic
composition he did admit that his own remarks related to “objects within
the range of experience” (Ingarden 1966: 115),18 but he tried to demonstrate,
with a high degree of determination, that his stancewas conﬁrmed also in re-
lation to electronic works. However, one has the impression that Ingarden’s
arguments were not fully adequate to explain the speciﬁc properties of an
electronic work, since neither its performance nor its score correspond in
essence to the performance and recording of a traditional work. In defend-
ing the diﬀerences in the performance of an electronic work by analogy to
16 Particularly chapter 10 — ‘Probleme der Rezeptionsgeschichte,’ pp. 238–259.
17 The only medium which made that recording possible was magnetic tape, hence alongside the term
“electronic music” there also functioned the term “music for tape” (nowadays this type of
composition is described as “electro-acoustic music”).
18 The examples quoted by Ingarden fall into the classical-romantic tradition.
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the performance of an instrumentalwork, Ingarden seems to havemissed the
fundamental divergence between a live musical performance and r e p r o -
d u c i n g a composition through speakers: the acoustic diﬀerences result-
ing from the quality of the reproduction equipment cannot be compared to
diﬀerent interpretations by musicians performing an instrumental or vocal
work. In the ﬁrst case we can only speak of purely acoustic diﬀerences, while
in the second case the diﬀerences concern a much wider range of co-factors
which make up a performance. For similar reasons, one cannot identify the
score of an electronic work with traditional notation. The speciﬁc character
of an electronic score, which in any case is not always made available by the
composer, consists in it being a r e a l i s a t i o n score, which strictly de-
ﬁnes the set of studio procedures, thus leaving no places which are not fully
deﬁned, as happens in the traditional score, which naturally, ensures plu-
rality of interpretations. An electronic piece, fully deﬁned in its recording
as well as in its sound realisation in a studio, constituted a case which did
not meet the premises of Ingarden’s theory and thus it would be diﬃcult to
deny the correctness of Lissa’s comments (her knowledge of the nuances of
electronic music was undoubtedly greater than Ingarden’s, who looked to
nineteenth-century classics) which, however, do not erode the main struc-
ture of Ingarden’s conception.
The discussion between Zoﬁa Lissa and Roman Ingarden provides further
evidence of her approach tomusical phenomena in their historical, changing
manifestations, resulting from her conviction that conceptions about musi-
cal compositions are not given once and for all, but undergo transformations
together with the works themselves. It is also undoubtedly the case that it
was precisely then, in the second half of the twentieth century, that the tra-
ditional conception of a work of art as an opus perfectum et absolutum under-
went changes and re-evaluations to an unprecedented extent. However, it is
regrettable that the discussion between the two scholars was limited to the
status of electronic and aleatoric works, and did not include such a funda-
mental aesthetic issue as the multi-layered nature of a musical composition.
Although Lissa “ﬂagged” that question for Ingarden even before the war, in
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the text ‘O komizmie muzycznym’ from 1938, quoted earlier, it was ﬁnally
left without a response.
Lissa’s mature output comprises studies devoted to such subjects as the
temporal aspects of a musical composition, the character of being a process,
and the perception and understanding of music. Theseworks reﬂect the aes-
thetic views of this Polish scholar on key problems of music understood pri-
marily as a social and historical phenomenon, in the perspective of its deep
connections to culture in general. Alongside the main issues of modern mu-
sic aesthetics, such as the essence of awork ofmusic and value inmusic, Lissa
also turned her attention to historical questions, with particularly close con-
sideration ofGermanmusical thought from the romantic period— the views
of A.W. Schlegel and J.G. Herder.A diﬀerent area of interest from hermature
period is represented by articles on ﬁlm music. Also here Lissa conducted
interdisciplinary research, as evidenced by the text on ‘Film a opera. Z za-
gadnień krzyżowania konwencji gatunkowych w sztuce’ [Film and Opera.
On the Issues of Crossing Genre Conventions in Art] (Lissa 1963).
The ﬁrst of Lissa’s collections of writings on music and aesthetics bear-
ing the title Szkice z estetyki muzycznej [Essays in Music Aesthetics] appeared
in 1965 (Lissa 1965). It contained the following texts: ‘O komizmie muzy-
cznym’ [On Comicality in Music] (1937); ‘Rola kojarzeń w percepcji dzieł
muzycznych’ [The Role of Associations in the Perception of Musical Compo-
sitions] (1954); ‘O ewolucji percepcji muzycznej’ [On the Evolution of Music
Perception] (1959); ‘Owielowarstwowości kulturymuzycznej’ [On theMulti-
layered Nature of Musical Culture] (1959); ‘O stylu narodowym w muzyce’
[On National Style in Music] (1960); ‘Estetyczne funkcje ciszy i pauzy w mu-
zyce’ [Aesthetic Functions of Silence and Rest in Music] (1961); ‘Teoriopoz-
nawcza analiza struktury czasowej gatunków muzycznych’ [Epistemologi-
cal Analysis of Temporal Structure in Musical Genres] (1964); ‘Romantyzm
w muzyce: deﬁnicja, kryteria, periodyzacja’ [Romanticism in Music: Deﬁ-
nition, Criteria, Periodisation] (1967); ‘O cytacie w muzyce”[On Quotations
in Music] (1966); ‘O procesualnym charakterze dzieła muzycznego” [On the
Character of the Musical Composition as a Process] (1965).
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In 1975 Lissa published Nowe szkice z estetyki muzycznej [New Essays on Mu-
sic Aesthetics] (Lissa 1975), which contained seven studies in two parts: I —
‘O istocie dzieła muzycznego’ [On the Essence of a Work of Music] (1968);
‘O tzw. rozumieniu muzyki’ [On the So-Called Understanding of Music]
(1974); ‘O wartości w muzyce’ [On Value in Music] (1969); II — ‘Świado-
mość historyczna w muzyce i jej rola we współczesnej kulturze muzycznej’
[Historical Awareness in Music and its Role in Contemporary Musical Cul-
ture] (1972); ‘Recepcjamuzyczna jakowspółczynnik historii muzyki’ [Recep-
tion of Music as a Factor in the History of Music] (1971); ‘Prolegomena do
teorii tradycji w muzyce’ [Prolegomenon to the Theory of Tradition in Mu-
sic] (1970); ‘Muzyka a rewolucja’ [Music and Revolution] (1974). The same
year also saw the publication of a collection of Lissa’s writings in German,
under the title Neue Aufsätze zur Musikästhetik (Lissa 1975a), which included:
‘Über das Wesen des Musikwerkes’ (1968); ‘Ebenen des musikalischen Ver-
stehens’ (1974); ‘Zur Theorie der musikalischen Rezeption’ (1974), ‘Musika-
lisches Gechichtsbewusstsein — Segen oder Fluch?’ (1973); ‘Einige kritische
Bemerkungen zur Ingardenschen Theorie desmusikalischen Werkes’ (1972);
‘Prolegomena zur Theorie der Tradition in der Musik’ (1970); ‘Musik und
Revolution’ (1974).
It is signiﬁcant that none of the collections referred to above contained
Lissa’sworks adhering to theMarxist-Leninist and socialist realism doctrine.
That decision clearly indicates that she did not regard themas part of the core
of her achievement, in a sense bracketing them out, excluding this group of
texts from her academic biography and, at the same time, bringing closer to
the core the works written before the war and those written after 1956.
The areas of research initiated by Zoﬁa Lissa during the interwar period,
and developed by her after the October “thaw” of 1956, in an atmosphere
free of ideological pressures, allow us to recognise in her an outstanding
representative of twentieth-century aesthetics ofmusic, although by nowher
achievements in that ﬁeld are acquiring more of a historical value. This re-
sults, on the one hand, from the methodological orientation she adopted,
i.e. the links to gestalt psychology, historicism and structuralism and, on
the other, references to manifestations of musical life which were current
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at the time and which included the oﬀerings of the Polish and world sec-
ond avant-garde presented at the “Warsaw Autumn” festivals. One has to
admit that Lissa was an attentive observer of these musical events, and re-
ﬂected on them, confronting the proposals of the new music, which some-
times involved radical conceptions of awork ofmusic and its reception (com-
prehension), with the traditional ﬁndings of music aesthetics. Her ideas on
aesthetics, while they encompassed the latest manifestations of musical life,
remained linked to the modernist trend and, naturally, did not extend to in-
clude musical post-modernity.
The value of Zoﬁa Lissa’s legacy in the aesthetics of music consists pri-
marily in the multi-aspectual and interdisciplinary nature of her reﬂections
which, starting with the question of the meaning of music as a tool of hu-
man communication, came to include a number of fundamental issues, such
as the nature and structure of a work of music, semantics and non-semantics
in music, its experience and understanding and, ﬁnally, the aesthetic foun-
dations of ﬁlm music. However, it is not just the range of issues undertaken
by her, which, after all, was the object of deliberations by many twentieth-
century thinkers aboutmusic, but themanner inwhich she approached them
which make her writings of value. What made Lissa’s aesthetic reﬂections
individual was the dual perspective in which she viewed a work of music:
ﬁrstly psychological, as an object which acquires full meaning during the
process of perception, and secondly sociological, as a social product, condi-
tioned by historical and transcultural circumstances.
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9The Double Centenary of Polish Musicology
(1911/1912–2011/2012).
Józef Michał Chomiński — Portrait of a Scholar1
Irena Poniatowska
1 This text is a compilation of my articles about the Professor written since 1976 (e.g. ‘Professor Józef
Chomiński (1906–1994)’, 1995). It is mostly an extended version of the essay, ‘Profesor Józef Michał
Chomiński — uczony i pedagog’ [Scholar and Teacher] (Poniatowska 1998: 27–41). Maciej Gołąb
wrote a monograph work dedicated to the Professor (Gołąb 2008).
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Poland’s ﬁrst Chairs of Musicology were established in Cracow (1911, by
Prof. Zdzisław Jachimecki) and in Lvov (1912, by Prof. Adolf Chybiński).
The later musicological centres at the universities in Poznań and Warsaw
are oﬀshoots of the Lvov school, from Prof. Chybiński and his students.
Professor Józef Chomiński was educated in the Lvov centre. He studied
composition and conductingwithAdamSołtys. After passing the state exam
in music in 1928, he taught in the Malwina Reyss Higher Institute of Mu-
sic (till 1936), conducted the choir of the singer Zoﬁa Kozłowska’s students
and was a corepetiteur in Lvov Opera House. On this post, he gained thor-
ough knowledge of 19th-century opera and music drama scores, including
Wagner. Simultaneously he studied at the Humanities Department of the
Jan Kazimierz University in Lvov — musicology with Adolf Chybiński and
ethnography with Adam Fiszer. He graduated in 1931, and obtained a PhD
in musicology in 1936 on the basis of an (unpublished) dissertation entitled
Structural Aspects of Edvard Grieg’s Solo Songs.
In 1937 he received a research scholarship from theNational Culture Fund.
Havingmoved toWarsaw, heworkeduntil the outbreakof thewar in theMu-
sic Department and Foreign Periodicals Catalogue of the National Library,
and in Warsaw Conservatory as a librarian. After the war, he was appointed
professor of the Higher School of Music in Poznań, but failing health forced
him to leave for Switzerland for treatment. On his return, he directed the of-
ﬁce of the Kwartalnik Muzyczny [Music Quarterly] and the Programme Com-
mittee of Music Education at the Ministry of Culture and Art. In 1949 he
obtained a habilitation from Poznań University (on the basis of his study en-
titled Structural Aspects of Karol Szymanowski’s Piano Sonatas, written in 1937)
and took up a post at the Institute of Musicology, University of Warsaw, ﬁrst
as a lecturer, later (from 1951) — as a senior lecturer, from 1954 — as an as-
sociate professor, and from 1960 — as a full professor. In 1951–1958, he also
headed the Section (later — the Faculty) of Music History and Theory in the
State Institute of Art (from 1959 — the Institute of Art, Polish Academy of
Sciences). He founded the section and created its academic proﬁle, which
covered the entire history of music from the Middle Ages to contemporary
works.
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At the University of Warsaw and the Institute of Art, Polish Academy of
Sciences, as well as at other schools, Chomiński educated the majority of the
musicologists working in Poland till the end of the 20th century (many of
them are still active). He supervised several dozen master’s theses, 25 doc-
toral dissertations, andwrote a similar number of reviewsof doctoral andha-
bilitation (postdoctoral) theses. No other musicologist could compare with
Chomiński with respect to these numbers.
Chomiński’s most fruitful, mature years as a lecturer and tutor were spent
at the Institute of Musicology, University of Warsaw, where together with
Prof. Zoﬁa Lissa and Prof. Hieronim Feicht they representedPolish musicol-
ogy as Prof. Adolf Chybiński’s pupils. After the war Chybiński (who died in
1952) took up the Chair of Musicology at Poznań University. Prof. Zdzisław
Jachimecki, the founder of musicology at the Jagiellonian University, died
a year after Chybiński, and his chair was held till 1959 by Prof. Stefania
Łobaczewska). Shortages of staﬀ meant that for a number of years the War-
saw Institute of Musicology was the only musicological centre in Poland.
This situation continued till Prof. Chybiński’s pupils, having obtained their
doctorates under Prof. Chomiński’s supervision, reactivated musicological
studies at the universities in Cracow (Zygmunt Szweykowski, 1966), Poznań
(Jan Stęszewski, 1975) and Wrocław (Maciej Gołąb, Prof. Chomiński’s pupil,
2003).
Students were attracted to Prof. Chomiński ﬁrst of all by the wide range
of his musicological interests, by his accurate choice of research themes and
scope, as well as by his unusual kindness and the fact that he treated stu-
dents as his partners in research. He always repeated that he could learn
a lot from them, and then, as if “by the way”, he suggested an idea that en-
riched or directed his student’s line of research — and this happened on
all levels, from undergraduate to postdoctoral. The Professor’s resourceful-
ness, his ability to present various research stances, were so precious that
during the discussions he never got lost in details, even though he did not
refuse to answer detailed questions whenever they arose. One would need
to be a very mediocre student to feel any “erudition complex” in front of
him. His seminars and tutorials provided all the delights of contact with
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a master, whose knowledge of composition techniques from all ages and the
scope of his theoretical background were truly amazing. From memory, us-
ing as a prop only one chord jotted down on a small piece of paper, he could
present on the board examples from Wagner’s scores and demonstrate the
principles of his instrumentation (and that in an age when photocopies and
computer presentations were still unknown). He could also deliver an entire
lecture using just three brief points in his notes. He did not try to dazzle or
charm the students with a brilliant manner of talking, but this did not dis-
courage the audience from following his analyses of composition technique
with great attention. Towards the end of his teaching career, however, as a re-
tired professor, he would read his lectures, which was sometimes criticised.
These were the edited texts that he later included in his series Formy muzy-
czne [Musical Forms]. Still, even the most complex analytic or methodological
problems seemed easy in a conversation with Prof. Chomiński. Delicate in
contacts with people, he grew heated in a discussion of new topics or meth-
ods of research, but he never imposed them on students. As a universal his-
torian of music, he lectured both in history and in European composition
techniques, from the early Middle Ages to the contemporary avant-garde,
and he also presented fundamentals of music theory, focusing on the com-
ponents of amusical work,musical forms and genres, as well as textures.His
lectures, always dedicated to speciﬁc ﬁelds, were the “anteroom” of his later
historical syntheses. He taught to think in contextual, historical terms, pay-
ing attention to the work’s synchronic relations to other musical and artis-
tic phenomena of the period, and, most of all, to look at each work from
the perspective of the entire music history — from Perotinus to Penderecki,
one might say. His objective-historical, but also experimental-technical per-
spective on the musical work, his emphasis on the sound aspects of the mu-
sic, led to the development among Prof. Chomiński’s students of a broadly
conceived methodological stance which allows us today to see him as the
founder of Poland’s only musicological “school”. His pupils developed their
own areas and methods of study which in analyses of musical works ex-
tended beyond musical structure and covered the various cultural contexts.
All of them, however, remained faithful to the Professor’s passionate ap-
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proach and to his principle of exploring the sense of musical phenomena
viewed as part of a historical continuum.
Chomiński had the ability to create a proper atmosphere for research and
study, and to integrate the scholarly circles around him. His modesty can be
illustrated by an example from the 1970s: he was oﬀered the opportunity of
having his selected article translated for the Polish Musicological Studies, but
he refused, saying that in fact he had not written anything worth translating
into a foreign language and that he would let us know if he wrote something
really worthwhile. In reality, he had already accumulated a huge body of re-
search papers. Eventually, both volumes in that series (published in 1977 and
1984) included textswritten by Chomiński:Contribution of Polish Composers to
the Shaping of a Modern Language in Music and an article on Beethoven for the
bicentenary of his birth. When presented with a volume of works dedicated
to him by his pupils and friends (Poniatowska 1984, handed 1976), he was
visibly moved but also evidently he felt unworthy of such a homage.
The model of a scholar that Prof. Chomiński represented was one devel-
oped at the turn of the 19th century. It was that of a researcher working in
many diﬀerent ﬁelds, capable of synthesising all his theoretical and histori-
cal knowledgeof the discipline. He seldom travelled abroad for international
conferences (Vienna 1956, Budapest 196l, Halle 1964, Venice 1965, Brno 1978)
and in principle was not attracted by the latest (1970s and 80s) methodolog-
ical trends in the humanities. He was acquainted with them, but he created
his own syntheses and experimented with the theory of contemporary mu-
sic. He was not fond of writing occasional, contributory papers. Even his
article for the Beethoven anniversary in 1970 he used as a pretext for a dis-
cussion of themetabolic transformations of form, for tracing references to the
past and germs of modern composition technique in Beethoven’smusic, and
for a presentation of the expressive potential inherent in the transformation
of technical means, which was exploited by 20th-century composers. His pa-
pers are not essayistic, nor do they respond to current issues. They focus on
the analytic discourse, precise but creative, interpretingmusical phenomena
in their essence and in their diachronic context.
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Of greatest importance in Prof. Chomiński’s output are his academic hand-
books published by PWM Edition, which proved fundamental to Polish mu-
sicology. The largest-scale series is that of Musical Forms, written over the pe-
riod of more than 30 years. The ﬁrst two volumes, published in 1954–1956,
are a systematic survey of instrumental forms in their typical evolutional
phases. These volumes still bear the mark of the ideological pressure that
the Professor felt, in the form of some elements of Marxist ideology, which
are most strongly present in his Muzyka Polskiego Odrodzenia [Music of the
Polish Renaissance], written together with Zoﬁa Lissa (Chomiński and Lissa
1953).
Twenty years later, Chomiński resumed his project and wrote — together
with his wife Krystyna Wilkowska-Chomińska — ﬁve large volumes cover-
ing the entire spectrum of musical forms: vocal, instrumental and mixed, as
well as the theory of form and the experimental theory of sonoristics, devel-
oped in collaboration with his son, the electronic engineer P. K. Chomiński.
This research project had no precedents in the history of Polish musicol-
ogy. The cycle began with Pieśń [Song] (vol. 3 of Musical Forms) in 1974, pre-
senting a panorama of the song genre and its forms from medieval lyrical
song to the sonoristic song forms in the most recent music, with empha-
sis on the aesthetic and artistic phenomena speciﬁc for each period, which
exerted their inﬂuence on the form of song. The volume includes a full ty-
pology of song genres and structural types. The whole structure of songs,
from problems of versiﬁcation to the shaping of musical components, from
conventional means of expression (in the form of rhetorical musical ﬁgures
in the baroque) to the most contemporary forms, was precisely interpreted
by means of a methodology borrowed from literary theory. The book was
unique in the Polish musicological literature.
This multifaceted analysis of a synthetic audiovisual genre was contin-
ued in Chomiński’s Opera i dramat [Opera and Music Drama] (vol. 4 of Musical
Forms, 1976), covering the history of music drama from the late Renaissance
to surrealistic works, as well as a brief survey of the history of ballet. The au-
thor’s interesting proposal for the periodisation of the opera is based on its
literary qualities (Late Renaissance drama 1600–1640, baroque opera 1640–
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1760, then classical, 19th- and 20th-century opera), which results at times in
a synchronic overlap of various genres, such as e.g. realism and symbolism,
neo-classicism and expressionism, but provides us with the only possible
typology of operatic forms — based on speciﬁc literary trends and formal
principles, even if those literary trends do not clearly correspond to any spe-
ciﬁc musical components. This problem can be explained on the example of
20th-century opera and music drama. Music historians normally do not at-
tempt a typology of dramatic music from the previous century. In The World
of Opera by W. Brockway and H. Weinstock (London 1963), composers and
their works are presented in the form of encyclopedic entries, without dis-
tinguishing trends and directions in the development of operatic genres. The
New Oxford History of Music (Cooper 1975: 202–207) only dedicates separate
sections to symbolist drama (1890–1918), interpreted as a symbolist poem,
“an act of contemplation, a magic evocation of the metaphysical reality be-
hind appearances.” The problem of a typology of stage works in the 19th
century was solved simply by postulating a dichotomy between the opera
and music drama. Musical centres and their characteristic genres, such as
the great historical opera or lyrical opera, as well as the local circumstances
leading to the rise of the national opera, and artistic personalities — all these
elements are missing, as the authors concentrated exclusively on form and
on a description of the genre of the number opera. They presented the types
of arias, as opposed to the unendliche Melodie of Wagner’s dramas. The book
oﬀers a synthetic, “bird’s-eye” view of an entire century of operatic history.
In his discussion of the “zonal” nature of time, Ludwik Bielawski (1976:
187) points out that as we move up to higher categories of time, our under-
standing and the quality of explanation improve, whereas if we proceed to-
wards lower categories of time (or locality), improvement is evident in the
amount and quality of information. Still, this is by no means a simple rela-
tion. It is not only the questionof amere reduction of information for the sake
of a more comprehensive view, but rather — of the consistency of methods
applied to reduce and synthesise that information.
Carl Dahlhaus (1982) treats realism in the opera not as a period, not as
a style that developed in the 19th century, but as a kind of musical syndrome
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that may be found in various proportions in diﬀerent works. Chomiński and
his wife claim, conversely, that realism in the opera can be discussed only
with reference to the verbal component and acting. In the 20th-century opera
and musical drama, they distinguish several types of realism: verismo, psy-
chological, social, historical realism, realistic representation of manners. The
scopes of these categories overlap at times, but their typology has the advan-
tage of each type being exempliﬁed by speciﬁc musical works. Music inter-
acts with the dramatic component: e.g. in psychological drama, the tendency
towards a concentrated form ﬁnds its reﬂection in music (Strauss’s Electra);
neo-classicist trends are characterised by a return to the so-called “numbers”
in the opera and to polyphonic textures (Paul Hindemith’s Cardillac); neo-
impressionist fantasy worlds are intensiﬁed by coloristic eﬀects (Rimsky-
Korsakov’s The Golden Cockerel); expressionist dramas ﬁnd their means of
expression in Sprechgesang, a wide dynamic scale and wide interval leaps
diﬃcult to perform. Still, the authors point out that music is in many cases
stylistically independent from the dramatic concept, as e.g. in the expression-
ist Sancta Susanna, whereHindemith ﬂirts with the neo-baroque, in A. Berg’s
dramas, which contain traditional 19th-century forms and leitmotifs, or in
Poulenc’s Les mamelles de Tiresias, where Apollinaire’s surrealist text is set in
the convention of an opera buﬀa. Chomiński andWilkowska-Chomińska be-
lieve that one cannot speak of expressionist or surrealistic elements in music.
Expressiveness is an immanent feature ofmusic in general, andmusic is non-
realistic by deﬁnition. If it ever becomes realistic, it is only to illustrate some
real events, such as the song of birds, the sounds of a storm, etc. Expressionist
style can be deﬁned as a phase characterised by a sharpening of expressive
contours and an intensiﬁcation of expressive power (huge intervals, sharp
dissonances, dynamic contrasts, expansion of material so as to embrace the
totality of musical space, reduction conceived as a concentration on selected
instruments, and even — deformation).
Great vocal forms — the motet, the madrigal, the vocal concerto, the can-
tata, thePassion, the oratorio and themass—were the subject of J. Chomiński
and K. Wilkowska-Chomińska’s largest, ﬁfth volume of Musical Forms (pub-
lished in 1984). It was an attempt, based on historical material and chrono-
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logical order, to grasp the essential features of each form in the successive
phases of its development. The book was not meant as a history of the devel-
opment of the genres in diﬀerent countries and musical centres. The authors
gave to their cycle the succinct title ofMusical Forms, without pointing to their
rooting in the context of the history of musical culture. For this reason, if you
are looking for a history of the Italian cantata or the oratorio in England, this
handbook is not the right place. Apart from the text, which is the basis for
all the forms presented in this volume (except for the vocalise included in
a concerto), the element that deﬁnes the genres and forms is the line-up of
performers and their place in the architecture of form, while style is deter-
mined also by themusical meanswhich in some periods (e.g. in the baroque)
were common to many diﬀerent genres. In this volume, less space is dedi-
cated to contemporary forms, as it was written in 1971 and went through
an unusually long publishing cycle. Some of the problems discussed here
had already been tackled in the previous volumes. One of these is musical
rhetoric,which from the classical periodhad undergone transformations and
had been submitted to the service of a new aesthetic— that of individual ex-
pression. Rhetorical ﬁgures were losing their commonly accepted meanings
in favour of a wider, richer scope of semantic possibilities. E.g. in the Hymn
to the Sun from J. Haydn’s The Seasons, the chromatic music that accompanies
the “dramatic” ﬁgure of pathopoeia expresses joy, power and majesty. The
question of interpenetrating genres is perfectly illustrated on the example
of mixed forms derived from the cantata, such as the cantata-motet, cantata
mass, cantata-oratorio, symphony-cantata and a cantata-oratorio-style Pas-
sion. The authors also distinguished the song cantata, the symphony with
elements of song, the ballad opera, the ballad oratorio, the symphonic ballad
cantata, the motet madrigal, the motet Passion and mass, the dramatic sym-
phony (Berlioz), the cantata symphony (Mendelssohn), the symphony with
vocal elements (Liszt), and the entirely vocal symphony (Mahler), as well as
a symphony combined with a symphonic poem and song (Szymanowski’s
Symphony No. 3). They revealed a new network of musical genres. Hybridis-
ation of genres was caused — according to the authors — by the exhaustion
of the expressive potential of a given form, the inﬂuence of new aesthetic
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and theoretical trends, and by the composers’ individual attitudes. In the
typology of individual musical genres, however, Chomiński’s dependence
on the artistic-literary trends of the period was less pervasive than in the
opera and the music drama, especially in the 20th century. The less numer-
ous oratorios and cantatas did not inspire a classiﬁcation of styles, though
their topics (mystical-historical, Biblical and mythological) are discussed in
the book. Still, especially with relation to Bach, the lack of a textual-symbolic
typology is a disadvantage, and Volume 5 of Musical Forms does not allow us
to gain a deeper insight into the cantata genres used by Bach. Notably, in the
same period (Kassel 1971) Alfred Dürr published his analysis of Bach can-
tatas which wonderfully presents the various genres derived, ﬁrst and fore-
most, from the symbolic-theological contents of the texts and from their rela-
tion to the musical setting. In Chomiński and Wilkowska-Chomińska’s Vol-
umeV, the criteria for a detailed classiﬁcation of forms remain autonomously
musical: technique, style, and texture.
Volumes 1 and 2 of Musical Forms, published in 1983 and 1987, are a new
presentation of instrumental forms, expanded so as to include new tech-
niques of composition developed after World War II, but also — a new ap-
proach to the mutations of forms in musical history, now analysed from
a perspective that emerged from the theory and artistic phenomena of con-
temporary music. Small forms are grouped here according to choreotechni-
cal criteria (dance forms), expressive qualities (lyrical instrumental forms),
technique conceived as a form-shaping principle (compositions based on ﬁg-
urations; polyphonic and variational forms) and the architecture of thework.
Great instrumental forms, which are the subject of Volume 2, are mostly di-
vided by genre: from the sonata form (in sonatas, symphonies, quartets, con-
certos, etc.), the suite, the symphonic poem — to stochastic principles and
spontaneous forms in the most recent music.
The whole series is prefaced in Volume 1 of Musical Forms by a broadly
conceived theory of musical forms. After a brief historical survey of various
approaches to the problem of form, from Hugo Riemann, Ernest Kurth and
HansMersman to the logical symbolism of Susanne Langer, the authors con-
centrate on the structural-acoustic reality of a musical work in its perceptible
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historical transformations. The work is viewed as a musical result of inter-
action between a creative concept and the historically determined composi-
tion techniques and principles. Józef Chomiński and Krystyna Wilkowska-
Chomińska leave out the question of social conditions as well as the prob-
lems of form perception and reception. They do, however, consider the vari-
ousways of preservingand transmitting form: committed tomemory, record-
ed in a score and ﬁxed on a magnetic tape.
The term “form” is normally applied to the overall possibility of shap-
ing the musical material and to the cognitive formal models that developed
throughout the ages. Handbooks dedicated to the problem of musical forms
usually discuss only that latter aspect of form. The handbook series written
by Chomiński and Wilkowska-Chomińska, however, deals with the problem
of form in its entirety. In European music history and theory, the concept of
form usually overlaps with the idea of a musical work, except that in con-
temporary music integrity is no longer recognised as the main principle of
both form and the work. Other qualities of the musical work remain valid,
however: its authorship, its durability, its speciﬁcally theoretical character
and the individual methods of shaping the form. According to Chomiński
and Wilkowska-Chomińska, the form-shaping process can be described by
means of the following categories: generators, genres and structure as rela-
tions between components of form, as well as construction (i.e. the external
frameworkwithin which the structures are formed) and architecture or com-
position design. In contemporarymusic, emphasis has shifted from architec-
ture to structure and the creative process. The authors of the book also deal
with the ways in which these structures are put together in contemporary
music and how they form an outline of the whole, i.e. of form.
Chomiński andWilkowska-Chomińskapresent their special theory of form
in a highly condensed way. They distinguish open and closed sound sys-
tems (the latter — with equal and diﬀerent intervals). Open systems, which
oﬀer unlimited possibilities of constructing scales with various intervalic
relations, have gained importance in contemporary music. The ordering of
rhythm is discussedby the authors inmonochronous andpolychronous struc-
tures. Diastematic ordering is understood as the horizontal successions (the
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development of melody from psalm tones to the disruption of the melodic
continuum in punctualism) and as the vertical-harmonic structure in the
three phases of the history of harmony:
1. in the Pythagorean tuning,
2. in tempered tunings,
3. in open tunings with very wide frequency ranges.
No type of form ordering has been omitted from Chomiński’s handbooks.
They contain a survey of the theoretical foundations of music from the an-
tiquity to the present day, and also point to the existing possibilities for the
development of new systems.
The theory of sonoristics had been expoundedby Prof. Chomiński already
much earlier, in articles written in 1956 and 1961 (see Chomiński 1956a and
1961a). His views crystallised later and were summarised in the monograph
Muzyka Polski Ludowej [The Music of the People’s Republic of Poland] (Chomiń-
ski 1968). The main aspects of the musical work are discussed in that book
from the perspective of modern sound phenomena. Hence the analytic cat-
egories used by Chomiński: technology of sound (the line-up of performers,
disposition of voices, blending and selectivity of sound), time organisation,
horizontal structures (stationary andvariable) and vertical structures (homo-
geneous and polygeneous), sound transformations (by means of changes of
tempi and dynamics), and the interrelations between technology and form.
The book is at the same time a history of Polish music after World War II,
with its characteristic traditions and caesuras. The extension of the analytic
categories of the musical work makes it possible to apply this method to the
music of diﬀerent ages, including the contemporary avant-garde. This exten-
sion also allows the author to take advantage of the experimental studies of
sound colour and the possibilities of transforming sound by means of syn-
thesisers. The book provides the basis for an understanding of the newly
discovered values of contemporary music — namely, its sonoristic qualities,
which would not be possible if we used the traditional analytic methods.
Chomiński’s book provided a theoretical basis for the classiﬁcation and eval-
uation of the unique ﬂourishing of Polish music after 1956.
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In Musical Forms, Prof. Chomiński returned to the “scientiﬁc” study of
sound, that is— to sonology. In a systematic fashion he discussed such issues
as:
• the new techniques of generating sounds by means of traditional instru-
ments;
• sound generation by means of electro-acoustic and electronic devices;
• transforming sound material by means of these devices;
• combining traditional instruments with sound material created by means
of these devices, etc.
From a discussion of technological processes, he moves on to the shap-
ing of form by graphic methods, related to the concepts of inﬁnite and cir-
cular form and linked with audiovisual means (a musical piece projected
onto a screen as an audible and visible entity). Far from espousing a vision
of “the end of musical art”, Chomiński forecasts theoretical, constructive
and perceptive syntheses. The entire cycle by Chomiński and Wilkowska-
Chomińska, dedicated to musical forms and the shaping of musical mate-
rial, is unique in the world’s musicological literature. J. Chomiński’s theory
of sound has inspired many analyses of contemporary music, and in 2010
Iwona Lindstedt published her fundamental monograph—her postdoctoral
thesis at the University of Warsaw.
The knowledgeandhistoricalmaterial contained in the seriesMusical Forms
provided the basis for Chomiński and Wilkowska-Chomińska’s two-volume
Historia muzyki [History of Music], published by PWN Edition in 1989–1990
(Chomiński and Wilkowska-Chomińska 1989–1990).
Prof. Chomiński’s second large series of handbooks was Historia harmonii
i kontrapunktu [History of Harmony and Counterpoint], whose two volumes,
dedicated to the Middle Ages and the Renaissance, were published in 1958–
1962, whereas Volume 3, dealing with the period from the baroque to the
20th century, appeared only in 1990. There is no other such a comprehen-
sive history of composition techniques to be found in the entire musicologi-
cal literature. The professor did not limit himself to an analysis of European
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professional music in the Middle Ages and the Renaissance; he also consid-
ered non-European polyphony and European folk music. The ﬁrst two vol-
umes contain as many as 600 analysed examples, which shows the scope
of this research project and testiﬁes to the author’s profound knowledge
of source materials. Nevertheless, later studies revised and modiﬁed many
of Chomiński’s theses and sources. The author discussed not only musical
works, but also theoretical texts on counterpoint and harmony. This cycle be-
came amodel of consistently applied historicism in the study of autonomous
sound technique in isolation from aspects ofmusical culture. Volume 3, com-
pleted 30 years later, presents an extraordinary panorama of composition
techniques, from the 17th century to contemporary avant-garde. In this com-
prehensive survey, the harmonic and contrapuntal foundations of European
music— from the age ofmodal composition tomajor-minor tonality to forms
of harmony in serial, collective, statistical and stochastic compositions —
have been subjected to detailed analyses. Similarly, all the major handbooks
of theories of 20th-century sound techniques have been interpreted. Both se-
ries — Musical Forms and History of Harmony and Counterpoint (especially its
Volume 3) mutually complement each other, and together they provide a
comprehensive overview of changes in composition techniques throughout
the European music history — one that only Prof. Chomiński could possibly
attempt in Poland.
Chomiński was also the author of numerous articles: on the history of in-
strumentation, harmony, form, texture, and on the academic and artistic in-
terpretation of the musical work. He was interested in musicology as a sys-
tematic and historical discipline. He outlined his own concept of that disci-
pline at the University of Warsaw, Institute of Musicology 25th Anniversary
Session in 1974 (Chomiński 1978). In his view, musicology is not only an ex
post systematic description of musical phenomena in the context of theory
and aesthetics, but also aspires to be an experimental science, which forms
new theories and creates principles for composers to follow. In this well
thought-out, interdisciplinary model — corroborated by Prof. Chomiński’s
experiences with the (later presented) theory of sonology, which provided
composerswith a basis for the creation of newmusical scales and new sound
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qualities — Chomiński saw musicology as closely linked with related and
auxiliary disciplines such as musical acoustics, the psychology of music, so-
ciology, cultural studies, etc.
In the history of Polish music, Chomiński primarily focused on two ﬁg-
ures: Szymanowski and Chopin. He did not, however, limit himself to these
two composers. He made very important contributions as the editor of the
already mentioned Muzyka Polskiego Odrodzenia [Music of the Polish Renais-
sance], Kultura muzyczna Polski Ludowej [Musical Culture of the People’s Repub-
lic of Poland], written together with Zoﬁa Lissa (Chomiński and Lissa 1957),
Słownik muzyków polskich [Dictionary of Polish Musicians] (1964, 1967), editor-
in-chief of the series Studia Muzykologiczne [Musicological Studies], of the Mu-
zyka quarterly (in 1956–1971), Monumenta Musicae in Polonia (from 1964), and
editor of the Rocznik Chopinowski [Chopin Yearly] in 1956–1971 ( numbers 2–6
as Annales Chopin). He also left behind a typed copy of the Historia muzyki
polskiej [History of Polish Music], written together with Krystyna Wilkowska-
Chomińska (Chomiński and Wilkowska-Chomińska 1995–1996).
Chomiński’s articles originally written in 1936–1967, devoted toKarol Szy-
manowski, were published in 1969 in Studia nad twórczością Karola Szymanow-
skiego [Studies on the Works of Karol Szymanowski] (Chomiński 1969) and dedi-
cated to Prof. Jan Stopczyk, his medical rescuer. Though they cannot be used
as a monograph study of Szymanowski’s oeuvre, they oﬀer an introduction
to many important aspects of the composer’s output. Among the discussed
issues, there are: Szymanowski’s stylistic aﬃnities (to the late Romantic and
impressionist music, his indebtedness to Stravinsky, Schönberg or Scriabin),
but also — the structural analysis of Chopin’s inﬂuence on Szymanowski,
the organisation of sound material, the place of melody in the various gen-
res explored by Szymanowski, and, ﬁnally, his own musical legacy. One of
the most important papers in the volume is the treatise ‘Studies on Szy-
manowski’s Impressionism’ from 1956, in which Chomiński analyses the
main sound qualities of the musical work, such as: statics, selectivity, blend,
homogeneity, polygeneity, and sound transformations — all the modern an-
alytic criteria created by Chomiński and later described in the already men-
tioned Muzyka Polski Ludowej. This treatise proves that already before 1956
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Chomiński was working on the foundations of a theory of sonoristics. He
claimed that Szymanowski, though clearly interested in the innovations of
Debussy and Ravel, strove to enrich the sound colour of his works in his own
ways, drawing both on experiences earlier than impressionismand foreshad-
owing those phenomena that were to appear later. Szymanowski’s oeuvre
is thus a unique, individual creation. The preface to the volume dedicated
to Szymanowski provides us with the earliest summary of Chomiński’s re-
search work, written by Mieczysław Tomaszewski (1969: V–X).
Józef Chomiński’s Chopinological research was summarised in his major
monograph studies on Chopin’s Preludes (1950) and Sonatas (1954–55), in
Chopin, published in Cracow in 1978 and in Leipzig in 1980 (see Chomiński
1978a), and ﬁnally — Katalog dzieł Fryderyka Chopina / A Catalogue of the Works
of Frederick Chopin, prepared together with Teresa Dalila Turło (Chomiński
and Turło 1990). Apart from these publications, Chomiński wrote a number
of articles and reviews of papers dedicated to Chopin. He participated in the
Chopin Congress in Warsaw, 1960, chairing one of its sessions, and deliv-
ered a paper at the 1st International Symposium ‘Chopin and Romanticism’
in Warsaw in 1986. The Rocznik Chopinowski, which he edited, printed arti-
cles by leading Polish researchers in the ﬁeld of musicology, by the eminent
pianist Zbigniew Drzewiecki, as well as articles by foreign musicologists in
translation. The periodical reﬂected the ﬂourishing of musicological studies
after the war (its last issue, 24/25, appeared in 2001).
Chomiński’s monograph on Chopin’s Preludes was published as vol. 9 of
Analizy i objaśnienia Dzieł Wszystkich Fryderyka Chopina [Analyses and Eluci-
dation of Fryderyk Chopin’s Complete Works]. The book is at the same time a
monograph study of preludes as a periodical form and a collection of 26
analyses of Chopin’s individual preludes. Chomiński examines the origins
of the prelude cycle, in which the pieces are arranged according to their key,
passing through all the keys of themajor-minor system, but in various orders
(in Chopin’s cycle — in the order of the circle of ﬁfth and of the respective
relative keys). Chomiński discusses the development of the prelude cycle
from Bach and Beethoven to Hummel, Moscheles, Herz and Kalkbrenner.
He presents a survey of the literature of the subject. He divides the Chopin
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preludes into cantilena-type and ﬁguration-type, or, after Jachimecki, into
the nocturne-type and etude-type. This division is related to two types of
form-building: evolutional and cyclic form. Still, not all the preludes can
be classiﬁed as belonging to one of these types. E.g. the Prelude in A Minor
represents, according to Chomiński, a “form resulting from the search for
a tonic centre”. The same prelude, similarly as the Prelude in E Minor, builds
melody in the formof overlapping planes instead of a periodicmelodic form.
Chomiński also considers the energy of the work’s musical components and
of the overall cyclic form. He believes that the simplicity of the Preludes in A
Major and C Minor is a kind of repose within the macro-form of the cycle.
Despite the “serial” form of the cycle (a speciﬁc number of preludes in each
part of the cycle), Chopin contained in his cyclemany diﬀerent types of form,
with contrasted structural models. In the melody we hear, on the one hand,
“stepwise oscillations” (Prelude in E Minor), but on the other — the broad
and tempestuous ﬁgurations are interrupted by chords (Prelude in F Minor).
Jean-Jacques Eigeldinger went a step further when he pointed to a melodic
ﬁgure characteristic of Chopin: the leap a sixth up, followed by a descending
ﬁfth, present in all the preludes from Op. 28, though, naturally, not always
as the initial ﬁgure. This is related to the functioning of the system of piano
temperament (Eigeldinger 2000, see also Eigeldinger 2010: 137–140). A “step-
wise oscillation” can be regarded as an element of Eigeldinger’s ﬁgure. The
ﬁgure most typical of Chopin’s melodic structure is the leap a sixth up from
the 5th to the 3rd degree of the scale, and a direct or meandrical return to
the tonic. “The sixth ﬁgure” is an important component in the integration
of the cycle’s substance, as it supports the expressive coherence of the cycle,
evident in the reception and the literary descriptions of the individual pre-
ludes (Poniatowska 2003, see also Poniatowska 2008: 87–113). These studies
and interpretations were later taken up by other scholars. In the form of the
Preludes, Chomiński discovers traces of the monothematic sonata and of the
techniques of sonata-form development, as well as the already mentioned
periodical structures and segments based on ﬁgurations.
Many researchers stressed the improvisational character of the preludes,
which served as a justiﬁcation for the free architectural design and form of
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the individual segments of the cycle. Schumann evenwrote that the preludes
had no form. For Chomiński, however, improvisation (understood as a loos-
ening of structure in themusical progress) is quite absent fromChopin’s pre-
ludes. Conversely: the preludes represent an extreme condensation of form
and means. Those small-scale, aphoristic forms are extremely compact and
coherent, so that each detail has some signiﬁcance for the construction and
composition of thewhole.Chomiński provides a reﬁned analysis of each pre-
lude— of its melody, harmony, rhythm, texture and emotional expression—
with reference to earlier interpretations. Even though the approaches to form
and (especially) the terminology have changed since the 1950s, and despite
Chomiński’s indebtedness toKurth andMersmann’s energeticismas applied
to the expressive qualities of the musical work and to Erpf’s harmonic sys-
tem, Chomiński’s detailed monograph of the preludes, with no parallels in
Polish Chopin studies, still remains a valuable compendium of our analytic
knowledge about the preludes and represents an important stage in the Pro-
fessor’s research work.
Similar methodological merits can be discovered in Chomiński’s study of
Chopin’s sonatas, in which he presents in detail his idea of expressive form,
corresponding to some extent to the Romantic idea of the musical work.
This form reveals itself as a process, as a forma formans of the oscillations
of accumulating and relieving forces and tensions, as a result of the interac-
tion of all the musical components. The model stresses the drama and the
dialectic of form and emphasises the substantial and textural contrasts, as
well as the elements integrating musical progress in the work. Chomiński
believed that this kind of approach was suitable for the large sonata cycles
representing Chopin’s mature individual style (apart from the Sonata in C
Minor). In his monograph on the Sonatas, Chomiński demonstrates the mas-
tery and speciﬁc discourse of his musicological analyses, which cover every
form-shaping detail as well as the macro-form. While discussing the concen-
tration of motivic material and evolutionism (e.g. in the development of the
1st theme from Sonata in B Flat Minor), the closed cantilena planes, simple
sequential structures and textures with polyphonic elements, or the idiom
of Chopin’s harmony analysed from the points of view of its tonal logic, of
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chromaticism, sound colour and sound qualities —Chomiński strives to dis-
cover the essential qualities of Chopin’s form and the sources of the wealth
of his composition techniques. Chomiński does not present the sonatas as an
example of stylistic evolution, but rather — highlights the formal concepts
behind each successive element of the cycle and their transformations. His
in-depth analyses restore the Sonata in CMinor to its proper place in Chopin’s
oeuvre and point to novel, neoromantic elements in Chopin’s last Sonata in
G Minor for piano and cello.
After themonographon the Sonatas, Chomiński interruptedhis large-scale
Chopinological studies for more than a dozen years, but in his articles he
regularly returned to the problems of Chopin’s piano texture, of his master-
ful style, the transformations of a work’s artistic interpretations, also from
the point of view of his ideas of sonoristics and the real acoustic shape of
the composition. In that period, Chomiński also discussed sound techniques
in Liszt, Wagner and Scriabin, the sound colour and tonal organisation of
sound material in Szymanowski’s music, improving the methodology and
extending the scope of his analyticwork. The impulse for his newpublication
on Chopin came from a publisher in Leipzig in the form of a commission for
a monograph of that composer. Chomiński quickly completed the job, pub-
lishing the book ﬁrst in Polish. Rather than engaging in a new biographical
and source study, he presented a comprehensive overview of Chopin and his
music in the context of the Romantic era, including also a new interpretation
of Chopin’s friendships, correspondence and artistic milieux. No new aca-
demic, musicological monographs on Chopin’s life and work, based on the
available sources, had appeared in Poland after World War II. Instead, there
had been a number of literary works and popular biographical sketches.
Chomiński’s monograph, therefore, marked a new epoch in Chopin stud-
ies, which was to culminate in Mieczysław Tomaszewski’s great syntheses
of Chopin’s life and work contained ﬁrst in Volume 2 of Encyklopedia Muzy-
czna PWM [PWM Music Encyclopaedia] and later in the compendium Chopin.
Życie, dzieło, rezonans [Chopin. Man, Work, Resonance] (see Tomaszewski 1998,
also in Tadeusz Zieliński’s monograph (1993)).
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Chomiński presents the composer’s biography using the traditional divi-
sion into the Warsaw period (discussing the background of Warsaw’s cul-
tural life and ideological trends in Europe in the 1st half of the 19th century),
the ﬁrst years in Paris, theNohant years, and the last period of the composer’s
life.Most important, however, are his analyses of Chopin’s work in each indi-
vidual period. In the Warsaw years, Chomiński analyses the transition from
Classicism to Romanticism, the stile brillant, the genres and techniques that
Chopin worked with, up to the exploration of sound colour and to piano
studies, i.e. the etudes. In the ﬁrst years in Paris, against the background of
the artistic and ideological atmosphere of the city, Chomiński traces back the
origins of the composer’s individual style to a new concept of ornamentation
and harmony, to the expressive signiﬁcance of dynamics and tempi, to the
composer’s poetic inspirations, and explains how this new stylemanifests it-
self in the diﬀerent genres: in the nocturnes, mazurkas, polonaises, drawing
roomwaltzes, etudes, impromptus, scherzos and ballades. TheNohant years
were a period of search for a new logic of great forms, of the growing signiﬁ-
cance of polyphonic thinking, the development of the ballade style, work on
the earlier selected genres, and a synthesis of musical means. Chomiński’s
monograph ends with a great synthesis: an overview of artistic ideology, of
the national style, piano texture, the components of the musical work, modal
thinking, forms, and Romantic expression in Chopin’s compositions, as well
as of his attitude to piano training, to other composers of his time, and to
women. This overview ends with a portrait of Chopin as a man and artist. It
is this synthesis, which places Chopin as a genius, a tutor and a man in the
context of the Polish traditions and European artistic trends, that constitutes
the main value of Chomiński’s monograph today.
The greatest achievement of ProfessorChomiński’s ﬁnal yearswas theCat-
alogue of Fryderyk Chopin’s Works (co-editedwith TeresaDalila Turło), awaited
for many years and ﬁnally published in 1990. Recent works of this kind in-
clude M. J. E. Brown’s Chopin. An Index of His Works in Chronological Order
(Brown 1960, 1972) and K. Kobylańska’s Chopin. Thematisch-bibliographisches
Werkverzeichnis (Kobylańska 1979). Brown considers the chronological order
in which the works were composed, which is still the subject of debates due
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to inconsistent dating. Kobylańska based her work mainly on her own The
manuscrits of Chopin’s Works. Catalogue (Kobylańska 1977) and focuses on this
area of source study.
Chomiński and Turło’s work is a complete thematic catalogue which, for
the ﬁrst time, lists the works in alphabetical order as the most convenient
to use for musicologists, pianists, music lovers, teachers and — in fact — all
other users worldwide, if we take into account the popularity of Chopin’s
work and the international names of the genres he practised. The authors
also include other orders in their catalogue: the chronology of works, opus
numbering and theworkswithout opusnumbers, an index of subtitles added
to Chopin’s compositions and various other indices. The core of the cat-
alogue, however, is the description by genre and form grouped together,
supplemented by individual pieces such as the ballades and the Barcarolle,
Berceuse and Bolero. The catalogue further lists all the sketches, fragments,
exercises, lost works and pieces of dubious authorship ascribed to Chopin.
A chronological presentation would scatter works in the same genre across
the catalogue, especially as some of the pieces were published in Chopin’s
lifetime, and others—posthumously. The authors also reduced the spurious
numbering of manuscripts introduced by K. Kobylańska, which included
multiple copies, copies of prints and unﬁnished autographs — undoubtedly
testifying to the musical culture of the time, but without much signiﬁcance
for the origins and evolution of Chopin’s works — a fact demonstrated by
the authors of the Catalogue. Separate entries are dedicated to ﬁrst editions,
whereas collective editions, selections of works and later individual editions
or transcriptions are listed in separate sections. The individual areas of in-
formation are presented in coherent sections, which provides the Catalogue
with clarity, logic and consistency. The overlapping orders of composition,
editions and titles appear asmutually complementary and enhance the value
of the Catalogue (17), which remains an unprecedented achievement in the
history of Polish Chopinology, in thework of its authors and publishers (Fry-
deryk Chopin Society and PWM Edition), even if subsequent studies have
veriﬁed the dating of some works and provided new data concerning edi-
tions, issues, etc.
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The changes in Professor Chomiński’s research outlook are best reﬂected
in his great cycles on musical forms, harmony and counterpoint, as well as
hismonograph on Polish contemporarymusic and in numerous articles. The
point of departure for his methodology was the positivist musicology that
he became acquainted with during his studies. In the 1930s he became fas-
cinated with Kurth and Mersmann’s psychological discussion of energetic
qualities, though he criticised Kurth for his treatment of Wagner’s harmony
in Tristan und Isolde as evidence of the crisis in the tonal system. Chomiński,
conversely, saw Wagner as the peak of the major-minor harmony. He did
not agree with Kurth’s treatment of deviations from the scale-relative sound
order (which Kurth embraced), such as alterations, chromaticisms or even
chordal structures other than those based on the interval of a third — as
destructive to the harmonic system. Chomiński accepted a wide network of
interchordal relations. Still, the idea of energies or tensions inherent in the
components of the musical work suited his own view of the musical laws, of
their wealth and transformations, as the supreme form of artistic language.
Chomiński referred to energeticism e.g. in his articles on K. Szymanowski’s
works in 1936–1938, and this idea was still to some extent present in his post-
war writings e.g. on Chopin’s Preludes and Sonatas, though transformed into
an aesthetics of the heteronomous expressive qualities of the musical work.
We could point to 1956 as the turning point, the year of a great break-
through and upheaval in Polish music, in which Chomiński also discovered
the new, sonoristic qualities of a musical work and began to form new cog-
nitive categories for the description of this empirical musical experience.
What was characteristic of his work was the conscious self-limitation to the
autonomous musical material and sound structure, to the work by itself,
though, on the other hand, he extended his ﬁeld of study to cover not only
tonality, harmony, technique, but also texture and the purely acoustic qual-
ities, and in contemporary avant-garde music — the sonological organisa-
tion of sound material, pointing to the possibilities of further developments
in music. Chomiński was able to conceive the analysis of a musical work in
its totality, from the creative process to the psychological and cultural con-
text and the work’s artistic and social impact. Still, he himself concentrated
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exclusively on the “neutre” phase of the work, treating analysis as rei cogni-
tio, in a sense — a value in itself. The changes in Chomiński’s ideology and
research approach can be traced in all his works: both those dedicated to
early music, and those on Chopin, Szymanowski and contemporary music.
His profound synthetic, ordering sense, establishing the hierarchy of mate-
rial, examining the nature and importance of the studied phenomena — left
its mark on all his great handbook cycles, on his theoretical-historical trea-
tises and, ﬁnally, on the Catalogue of the Works of Frederick Chopin. Professor
Chomiński published more than 150 musicological studies. It should be re-
membered, however, that just one of these — his Musical Forms — and that
only in its 5-volume version of 1974–1987 — is more than 3 thousand pages
long. Intellectually active nearly till the end of his life, he was the embod-
iment of the principle which he passed down to his students — nulla dies
sine linea. He brilliantly grasped all the twists and eccentricities of the con-
temporary musical language, discovering their theoretical foundations and
links to the past. In an almost visionary manner, he perceived and revealed
the processes of transformation in music. His universal and versatile mind,
and his knowledge of composition techniques of all ages, made him into the
unrivalled model of an academic: a university teacher and a researcher non-
pareil.
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Authors writing about the Rev. Prof. Hieronim Feicht unanimously agree
that hewas an extraordinary personality, unusual not only for speciﬁc histor-
ical context of Poland afterWWII. Two new titles have recently been added to
the list of available publications concerning this scholar. These are his Mem-
oirs and Sketches for a Portrait of Hieronim Feicht edited by Father Wojciech
Kałamarz, CM, Ph.D. (see Feicht 2008 and Kałamarz 2012). The Memoirs con-
tain Father Feicht’s preserved notes and diaries, whereas the Sketches are a
selection of texts and interviewswith peoplewho knewhimpersonally. Both
publications conﬁrm the great signiﬁcance of that outstanding ﬁgure, and
the Memoirs reveal many little known biographical facts.
A priest, a music composer and an organist, he is now remembered pri-
marily as amusicologist. Towards the end of his busy life he introduced him-
self modestly as a “pupil of two world famous academics: Adolf Chybiński
and Peter Wagner of Freiburg” and a specialist “on early Polish music before
Chopin” (from a 1963 radio broadcast, seeKałamarz 2012: 15).1 His academic
work reveals the inﬂuence both of the founder of the Lvov school of musi-
cology (Chybiński) and of the Swiss medievalist (Wagner), reﬂected e.g. in
his exceptional scholarly diligence and conscientiousness, as well as in the
economy and conciseness of his source analyses.
Feicht came from a modest working-class background, from the ancient
town of Mogilno in Greater Poland, but he obtained his education in Galicia.
As an 11-year-old he was entrusted to the care of the Congregation of the
Mission (CM) in Cracow, where he initially learnt in an educational centre
in Nowa Wieś, and it was there that his musical training also began (Feicht
2008: 11). He continued it on the secondary level under Bolesław Wallek-
Walewski.2 During WWI he studied at the CM Institute of Theology, fur-
ther developing his musical skills and performing various musical functions
(such as assistant choirmaster and organist) during church services (Feicht
1 Feicht continued that former statement by saying: “Under the former I majored in the Polish
Renaissance and Baroque, under the latter – in medieval music.”
2 This composer was, among others, a professor of Cracow Conservatory, and also taught pupils at
Cracow’s Congregation of the Mission (directing the choir, training voice emission and teaching
music theory, etc.)
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2008: 3–4). He was ordained priest in 1916 and remained a member of the
Congregation of the Mission till the end of his life.
The period between the two world wars was for him the time of further
studies and work in diﬀerent places. These studies and academic work were
closely linked to his duties as a missionary. In 1919, the Congregation sent
him to Lvov, where he worked as a prefect in the Archiepiscopal Youth Sem-
inary and continued his musical studies (in composition, music theory and
organ playing) with Prof. Mieczysław Sołtys at Lvov Conservatory. In 1922,
he took up musicological studies with Adolf Chybiński at the Jan Kazimierz
University in Lvov,3 obtaining a doctorate in 1925 on the basis of a disserta-
tion entitled Bartłomiej Pękiel’s Sacred Compositions.4 He remained at the Uni-
versity for one more year as Prof. Chybiński’s assistant and a lecturer at the
Faculty of Theology.Hewas then delegated towork in Vilnius at the CM Sec-
ondary School. In the academic year 1927–1928, he completed another course
of studies, this time — on Gregorian chant with Prof. Peter Wagner in Frei-
bourg (Switzerland). On his return to Poland, he lectured in music theory
in Cracow Conservatory and then, in 1930–1932, taught in Warsaw’s Higher
School ofMusic, whose rector was Karol Szymanowski. In the following two
years he was head of the CM Secondary School in Bydgoszcz. The ﬁrst half
of the year 1935 he spent on a convalescent leave in the CM House on Mount
Olcza in the Tatra (Zakopane), and later he stayed for several months at the
CM House and parish in Łysków (now Lyskava, Belarus).5 Towards the end
of 1935 he returned to Cracow and to teaching in the Conservatory. He spent
the WWII years in the CM House on Mount Olcza.
He resumed his academic activity in 1946, and in July of that year he ob-
tained his habilitation from Poznań University (on the basis of a treatise on
the Rondos by Fryderyk Chopin (Feicht 1948), though already earlier, in March,
he had taken up teaching musicology classes at Wrocław University. In the
beginnings of his 6-year stay in Wrocław, he was also a priest at the parish of
3 Father Feicht’s loose handwritten notes from that period have been preserved (Feicht 2008: 15–22).
4 This lengthy work was published only after H. Feicht’s death (see Feicht 1925).
5 A ﬁne account of his stay there is contained in his article ‘Łysków near Słonim’ (Feicht 1935:
311–333), reprinted with the editor’s commentary in Memoirs (see Feicht 2008: 23–48).
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St Anna in the district of Oporów.6 In 1948 the scope of his academic duties
was signiﬁcantly extended, as he was entrustedwith the task of establishing
a Higher School of Music in Wrocław, of which he subsequently became the
rector. Years later, he recalled that period as extremely exhausting:
In Wrocław I had too many duties: lectures, classes and seminars at the university in
the mornings, teaching and managerial work at the Higher School of Music in the af-
ternoons, and later — promotion of music in all kinds of schools, radio broadcasts and
social work (Kałamarz 2012: 14).7
He hoped that the transfer to Warsaw University in 1952 would improve
his situation:
I thought that I would at last be able to limit my activity to one place, which would
allow me to concentrate exclusively on academic research — on writing (Feicht 2008:
113).
It was in Warsaw that hewould live till the end of his life, in the CM House
belonging to the Holy Cross Church. He lectured at the Faculty of Musicol-
ogy, later converted into a Chair, and eventually – into an Institute. In 1954 he
was named associate professor, and in 1961 he obtained a full professorship.
At the Institute ofMusicology, he became head of the Faculty of PolishMusic
History and of the Centre for the Documentation and Inventorying of Musi-
cal Monuments. The hope that he would be allowed to work in only one in-
stitution was not fulﬁlled, however, as from March 1953 and throughout the
academic year of 1953–1954 he also lectured at the University in Poznań (af-
ter Prof. Chybiński’s death), and in 1956, the Polish Episcopate entrustedhim
with the task of organising the Chair of Church Musicology at the Catholic
University of Lublin, which he later headed nearly till the end of his life.
The striking arduousness of Father Feicht’s life may have been related to
his attitude to work, which he always saw as his duty and service. As he
explained: “I have undertaken to organise the Higher School of Music.” “I
was transferred by the authorities to a post in Warsaw.” “At the Minister’s
6 Formerly Opperau. The Memoirs (Feicht 2008: 51–72) contain a reprint of his chronicle of parish
work in Oporów, originally published in 1970 (see Schletz 1970).
7 We could also mention the so-called “Wrocław Tuesdays” that H. Feicht initiated. These were
concert combined with public lectures and meetings with composers (Feicht 2008: 94–96).
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request, I commuted to Poznań for 2 years.” (Kałamarz 2012: 13–14) “As far as
the Catholic University is concerned — I could not refuse” (Feicht 2008: 132).
He also sat on several academic panels and boards of artistic associations,8
and was — ﬁrst and foremost— a member of a religious orderwhose rule he
was obliged to follow. We can see, then, that his concern about the shortage
of time for his own research was well justiﬁed.9
∗ ∗ ∗
In his early writings Father Feicht concentrated mainly on church mu-
sic, which was understandable considering his education and membership
of the Congregatio Missionis, as well as his own musical practice, including
composition. The Professor’s activity as a composer is usually mentioned
late in the analyses of his output, though chronologically it came ﬁrst. He
wrote works for the organ, trying his hand at various genres (sonatas, pre-
ludes, interludes, fughettas, variations and organ trios, chorales and others
— more than 150 pieces in total), as well as about 80 choral works (inde-
pendent or in cycles), unaccompanied or with organ, set to Latin and Pol-
ish, mostly religious texts.10 These include: mass cycles, motets, oﬀertories,
hymns, cantatas, religious songs, frequently written for a particular occa-
sion and a speciﬁc group of performers.11 Some of these were awarded in
composer competitions. Most of Feicht’s oeuvre is still known only from
manuscripts, thoughgradually it is beginning to attract the attentionof schol-
ars, editors and performers.12 From the early 1950s, Feicht was a member
of the Polish Composers’ Union, in which for many years he held responsi-
8 He was, among others, a member of the Committee of Art Studies at the Polish Academy of
Sciences, the Polish Composers’ Union, the Fryderyk Chopin Society Academic Council, and the
Poznań Society of the Friends of Sciences.
9 “Though people usually try to avoid retirement, I sincerely look forward to it, as I might then still
have a few years for my research work.” Feicht’s statement from a radio broadcast of 1963, see
Kałamarz 2012: 15. (Unfortunately, his dreamt-of retirement proved very short.)
10 They also include secular songs to texts by Polish poets: Kazimierz Tetmajer, Jan Kasprowicz,
Władysław Syrokomla, as well as Silesian songs (of coalminers, steelworkers, and students).
11 H. Feicht knew very well the performance standards of church choirs, and therefore he composed
for various line-ups. One example of his remarkable kindness in this respect are his 4 Eucharistic
Hymns for the Corpus Christi Procession for Male Choirs with Weak First Tenors. Cf. The list of
compositions in Lissa and Idaszak 1975: 32–36.
12 H. Feicht’s output of compositions has been the subject of papers by e.g. Karol Mrowiec, Maria
Krawczyk, and Elżbieta Charlińska (who also recently prepared a score publication and recording of
his selected organ works, including the Organ Sonata in D Minor).
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ble functions.13 Without Feicht’s background as a composer and musician,
his academic output would certainly have been diﬀerent. Mirosław Perz ob-
served that the knowledge of composition techniques
made him concentrate on a speciﬁc cognitive subject determined only by the existing
source, not by ideas and views,which invariably guaranteed the explicit and disciplined
character of his academic productions as well as of his requirements as a teacher (Perz
1998: 44).
Józef M. Chomiński stressed that
for Feicht the discoveredhistorical workswere not only a collection ofmuseum exhibits,
but, ﬁrst and foremost, living music, as he combined academic discipline with compo-
sition and performance practice (Chomiński 1967: 4).
The search for historical sourceswas another important area of studywhich
Feicht came in contact with already during his studies in Lvov.14 In Warsaw
he was, as I have already mentioned, head of the Centre for the Documenta-
tion and Inventorying of Musical Monuments, initiated by the then director
of the Institute of Musicology, Zoﬁa Lissa, in 1957. The Centre was a breed-
ing ground for young academics interested in source studies. The aims and
atmosphere of this campaign for the documentation of what remained after
the ravages of war is best illustrated by this statement from one of its most
active participants, Tadeusz Maciejewski:
We had one aim: to locate and catalogue all the remainingmusical monuments still con-
tained in libraries, state and church archives: liturgical books, the repertoires of church
ensembles, historical instruments, as well as musical iconography [...] Each new ﬁnd
evoked an enthusiasm bordering on euphoria; today many people may ﬁnd it hard to
understand. Father Feicht was sincerely overjoyed whenever I managed to ﬁnd some-
thing new during my ﬁeld trips (Kałamarz 2012: 23, 26, 27).15
The young participants of this campaign felt that initiative rested largely
with them, whereas Father Feicht in a sense legitimised and authorised their
13 Feicht wrote about it in his Memoirs (Feicht 2008: 124–130).
14 The Memoirs (Feicht 2008: 17–18) contain an amusing description of his experiences with source
studies in the Lvov period.
15 Father Feicht had the pleasant ability to exhibit sincere joy at his own and his colleagues’
achievements (a quality also emphasised by Mirosław Perz, cf. Kałamarz 2012: 100).
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work (Perz 1998: 46).16 Contact with historical musical sources allowed the
young researchers to familiarise themselves with the entire wide ﬁeld of
source studies and to use the acquired knowledge in practice, e.g. while edit-
ing the ﬁnds. Still, the Professor assessed the results of his Centre’s work not
only from the point of view of their didactic function, but also — stressing
the growing esteem for musicology in academic circles, the interest in Polish
musical sources demonstrated by foreign musicological celebrities, and the
evident extension of concert repertoires,which now includedmany valuable
new pieces of early Polish music (Feicht 2008: 136, 138, 141, 142).17
In 1963 Hieronim Feicht admitted in one of his statements: “My academic
output is far from imposing as far as numbers are concerned” (Kałamarz
2012: 15). Nevertheless, he has left behind nearly 200 writings, including not
only academic musicological papers and source editions, but also journal-
istic articles on many subjects: reviews, reports, chronicles, etc (Lissa and
Idaszak 1975: 22–32, Feicht 2008: 199–215). At this pointwe could quote Zoﬁa
Lissa’s opinion about that other type of Feicht’s writings:
He was not the kind of academic who locks himself oﬀ from the world in the ivory
tower of his undoubtedly great knowledge and numerous academic responsibilities.He
exhibited a great talent as a promoter of art. This was the aim behind his many popular
articles in Polish cultural press as well as theological periodicals. He invariably wrote
about Polish music, especially the early sacred music of Poland [...] He also recorded
many radio broadcasts, which were always witty, knowledgeable and engaging (Lissa
1975: 19–20).
One could also point out a certain imbalance in the Professor’soutput from
the successive years— for instance, in the year of Poland’s millennium, 1966,
Prof. Feicht prepared an impressive number of almost 40 diﬀerent papers
and publications, which Wojciech Kałamarz added to his Memoirs in order
to demonstrate the Professor’s unusual activity in that period (Feicht 2008:
193–195).
16 Father Feicht similarly characterised his own role in the section of his Memoirs dedicated to the
Centre. He writes with satisfaction that at some point “the youth have become quite independent”
and that ﬁeld trip organisation and planning was entrusted to his assistant — Krzysztof Biegański
(Feicht 2008: 139–140).
17 The author notes that also musicologists from other centres, especially Zygmunt M. Szweykowski
from Cracow, contributed to the new ﬁnds.
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The edition of Hieronim Feicht’smajor academic writings, prepared in the
1970s in Warsaw’s Institute of Musicology — Opera musicologica Hieronymi
Feicht — contains 25 papers of various lengths divided into three volumes:
I. Studies on Polish Medieval Music, II. Renaissance Polyphony, III. Studies on the
Music of the Polish Renaissance and Baroque.18 An appreciation of that out-
put from the perspective of present-day state of research usually leads to
the conclusion that, although some details may have become outdated, it
still represents “the insightful view of a scholar who can see the essential
things through gaps in themist of history.” (Perz 1998: 47) Those of his works
that are usually quoted as the most signiﬁcant were: his late brief synthe-
ses on medieval monody in Poland (Feicht 1965: 9–52, 1968: 52–70); his ex-
tremely detailed musicological commentary contained in the large mono-
graph volume dedicated to the Polish carmen patrium — Bogurodzica (Feicht
1962: 51–92); his early writings about selected 16th–17th-century Polish com-
posers (e.g.Marcin Leopolita, Bartłomiej Pękiel) (See Feicht 1925, Feicht 1930:
106–157); his pioneering contributions on the history of music at the royal
Saxon and Vasa courts (Feicht 1928: 20–34 and 125–144, Feicht 1968a: 151–
159), as well as his book on Renaissance Polyphony, a kind of academic hand-
book of pre-Classical counterpoint (Feicht 1957). Feicht himself also valued
very highly his works on Fryderyk Chopin (Kałamarz 2012: 15).19 He at-
tachedgreat signiﬁcance to editing and printing early Polishmusic. Formany
years, he was editor-in-chief of the series Editions of Early Polish Music, and
towards the end of his life — of the monumental source edition of Antiqui-
tates Musicae in Polonia.20 It was at his inspiration and under his editorship
that the large album entitled Early Polish Music with previously unpublished
pieces from the 12th–17th centuries was prepared to mark Poland’s millen-
nium in 1966. Some of those pieces had been unearthedduring the campaign
of source documentation already discussed above (Feicht 1966).
18 Published in by PWM Edition in Cracow, with summaries of Feicht’s papers in other languages and
editorial notes signalling later developments in research concerning the same subjects. See Lissa and
Idaszak 1975, 1976, 1980.
19 These were: Feicht 1948, Feicht 1960: 56–78.
20 The editor-in-chief of the Editions of Early Polish Music [Wydawnictwa Dawnej Muzyki Polskiej]
was A. Chybiński, and after his death in 1953 — H. Feicht, who also became the editor-in-chief of
the Antiquitates in 1963.
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Some musicologists have expressed their regret that Prof. Feicht did not
manage to write a synthetic history of Polish, or even – of early Polish music.
However, there are also arguments that despite new discoveries it was still
too early for such a synthesis, and that Feicht’s methodological preferences
may have made it diﬃcult for him to undertake such tasks.21 Feicht’s own
statement, quoted in the Sketches, may shed some light on this issue:
As soon as I retire, I intend to write a concise, but possibly comprehensive history of
Polish musical culture, since there is an urgent need for such a book — it would be very
useful for the general public, and quite necessary for our students (Kałamarz 2012: 17).
Again, we can see how he conceived this task in terms of “duty” — work
not for academic fame, but “f o r t h e g e n e r a l p u b l i c” and for the
beneﬁt of the younger generation — of his beloved “s t u d e n t s”.
∗ ∗ ∗
The importance of Rev. Prof. Hieronim Feicht’s work was rightly summed
up by Józef M. Chomiński already in 1967:
he was not only an eminent scientist, educator and organiser, but, ﬁrst and foremost,
a wonderful person, capable of combining his religious vocation with the needs of sci-
ence, of our country and society, in an extremely harmonious way (Chomiński 1967:
3).
Among his many achievements, one of the greatest was
the training of academic staﬀ characterised by clear scientiﬁc views and strict method-
ological principles. He himself was extremely conscientious and aimed to discover un-
questionable scientiﬁc truths on the basis of classical methodological principles, which
attached much signiﬁcance to sources and their proper interpretation. These were the
rules that he passed on to his students (Chomiński 1967: 5).
21 Kałamarz 2012: 133, 66: such opinions were expressed e.g. by Danuta Idaszak and Jerzy Morawski.
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